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ABSTRACT 

The Finite Element method is a numerical technique for obtaining 
approximate solutions to a wide range of engineering problems. 
Although originating in the matrix method for evaluating stress in 
complex structures, it has 'since been extended and applied to the 
broader field of continuum mechanics, providing a very flexible 
tool for analysis with a wide range of applications. 

The approach used in this thesis is that of providing a suite 
of computer programs aimed at solving a general second order linear 
partial differential equation in two dimensions. The coefficients 
applicable to a particular physical problem are fed into the main 
program via a set of user provided subroutines. More than one dep
endent variable can easily be inc~rporated into the system when the 
physical problem requires it and non-linear equations can be managed 
by means of a linearisation and iteration technique either in the 
time domain where a real physical transient can be simulated, or in 
a more general iteration procedure. 

The solution region is modelled as an assembly of many small 
interconnected sub-regions (elements) and the use of sUitable inter
polating functions (shape functions) within elements and between 
specific pOints (nodes) transforms the continuUm problem into a 
set of relations between discrete variables. The use of suitable 
boundary conditions makes the coefficient matrix non-singular thus 
allowing a solution to be obtained. 

The discretization process is carried out by means of the Galer
kin method using weighted residuals where the weighting functions 
used are the same as the shape functions for the element.(79) The 
type of element used is the eight noded isoparametric quadrilateral 
element, although the simpler triangular element is occasionally used 
for compari son. 

The steady state two dimensional energy equation is solved and 
the effect of boundary conditions is investigated for open ended 
channels. The full Navier-Stokes equations are a much more difficult 
proposition mainly because of non-linearity and although there is no 
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apparent reason why a suitable iterative scheme should not enable 
the program package used here to obtain a full solution, considerable 
difficulties have been encountered. 
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CHAPTER 1 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES AND 
HISTORY OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

The Finite Element method is a numerical analysis technique 
for obtaining approximate solutions to a wide variety of engi
neering problems. Although originally developed to study the 
stresses in complex airframe structures. it has since been exten
ded and applied to the broad field of continuum* mechanics. Because 
of its diversity and flexibility as an analytical tool. it is recei
ving much attention in engineering schools and in industry. 

In continuum problems of any dimension, the field variable 
(whether it is pressure. temperature. displacement. stress or some 
other quantity) possesses an infinite number of values because it 
is a function of each generic point in the body or solution region. 
Consequently, the problem is one with an infinite number of unknowns. 
The finite element discretization procedure reduces the problem to 
one of a finite number of unknowns by dividing the solution region 
into elements and by expressing the unknown field variable in terms 
of assumed approximate functions within each element. 

The approximate functions. sometimes called the interpolation 
functions (or shape functions) are defined in terms of the values 
of the field variables at specified points called nodes or nodal 
points. Nodes usually lie on the element boundaries where adjacent 
elements are considered to be connected. BB In addition to boundary 
nodes. an element may also have a few interior nodes. 

The nodal values of the field variables and the interpolation 
functions for the elements completely define the behaviour of the 
field variables within the elements. For the finite element repre
sentation of a problem. the nodal values of the field variable become 
the new unknowns. Once these unknowns are found. the interpolation 

* A continuum is defined as a body of matter (solid, liquid 
or gas) or simply a region of space in which a particular 
phenomenon is occurring. 
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functions define the field variable throughout the assemblage ele
ments. 

Clearly, the nature of the solution and the degree of approxi
mation depend not only on the size and ·number of the elements used, 
but also on the interpolation functions selected. As one would 
expect, we cannot choose functions arbitrarily because certain 
compatabi1ity conditions should be satisfied. 

Often functions are chosen so that the field variable or its 
derivatives are continuous across adjoining element boundaries. 

An important feature of the finite element method which sets 
it apart from other approximate methods is the ability to formulate 
solutions for individual elements before putting them together to 
represent the entire problem. Thi.s means, for example, that if we 
are treating a problem in stress analysis, we can find the force
displacement or stiffness characteristics of each individual element 
and then assemble the elements to find the stiffness of the whole 
structure. In essence, a complex problem reduces to considering a 
series of greatly simplified problems. 

Another advantage of the finite element method is the variety 
of ways in which one can formulate the properties of individual 
elements. 

There are basically four different approaches. The first 
approach to obtaining.e1ement properties is called the direct 
approach because its origin is traceable to the stiffness method of 
structural analysis. 

The second approach is the more versatile and more advanced, 
it is called "variationaL approaah". 

A third and even more versatile approach to deriving element 
properties has its basis entirely in mathematics and is known as 
the "Vleighted residuaL approaah". 

A fourth approach relies on the balance of thermal and/or 
mechanical energy of a system "the energy baLanae approaah". 

Regardless of the approach used to find the element properties, 
the solution of a continuum problem by the finite element method 
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always follows an orderly step-by-step process. To summarise, 
in general terms how the finite element works, the steps are as 
listed below and they are developed in detail later, throughout 
the thesis. 

1. Discretize the Continuum: the first step is to divide the 
continuum or solution region into elements. A variety of 
element shapes may be used, and, with care, different element 
shapes may be employed in the same solution region. 

2. Select Interpolation Functions: the next step is to assign 
nodes to each element and then choose the type of the inter
polation (shape) functions to represent the variation of the 
field variable over the element. The field variable may be a 
scalar, a vector, or a higher-order tensor. Often although not 
always, polynomials are selected as interpolation functions for 
the field variable because they are easy to integrate and 
differentiate. The degree of the polynomial chosen depends on 
the number of nodes -assigned to the element, the nature and 
number of unknowns at each node and certain continuity require
ments imposed at the nodes and along the element boundaries. 
The magnitude of the field variable as well as the magnitude 
of its derivatives may be the unknowns at the nodes. 

3. Find the Element ~opertie8: once the finite element model has 
been established (that is, once the elements and their interpola
tion functions have been selected), we are ready to determine the 
matrix equations expressing the properties of the individual -ele
ments. For this task, we may use one of the four approaches 
just mentioned. 

4. Assemble the Element ~operties to Obtain the System Equations: 

to find the properties of the overall system mOdelled by the net
work of elements, we must 'assemble' all the element properties. 
In other words, we must combine the matrix equations expressing 
the behaviour of the elements and form the matrix equations 
expressing the behaviour of the entire solution region or system. 
The matrix equations for the system have the same form as the 
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equations for an individual element except that they contain 
many more terms because they include all nodes. Also at this 
stage the boundary conditions are introduced into the global 
assembly matrix. 
The basis for assembly procedure stems from the fact that at a 
node where elements are interconnected, the value of the field 
variable is the same for each element sharing that node.(96) 

5. So~ve the System Equations: the assembly process of the pre
ceeding step gives a set of simultaneous equations which we can 
solve to obtain the unknown nodal values of the field variable. 
If the equations are linear, a number of standard solution tech
niques can be used; if they are non-linear, their solution is 
more difficult to obtain, but several alternative approaches to 
non-1 i near problems can be fO,und. 

6. Make Additiona~ Computation if Desired: 

use the solution of the system equations 
sometimes we may want to 
to calculate other 

important parameters. For example, in this thesis, the solution 
of the system equations gives the disp1acements in a plain strain 
test which are used in conjunction with other variables such as 
the Gauss points coordinates to calculate the stresses. 

1.1 Brief History of the Method 

. Although the label "finite e~ement method" first appeared in , 
1960, when it was used by R W C10ugh(44) in a paper on plane elasti
city problems, the ideas of finite element analysis date back much 
further. 

The foundational concepts of framework analysis were laid in the 
period from 1850 to 1875 by such men as Maxwe11 and Mohr, amongst 
others. These concepts provided the methodology of matrix structural 
analysis which underlies finite element theory. A lack of quick solu
tion methods for multiple algebraic equations prevented any true fur
ther advance for eighty years. These limitations were relieved some
what in 1932 when Hardy Cross introduced the method of moment distri-
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butlon. This made it feasible to solve more complex problems - in 
order of magnitude - than those prior to his work. 

The introduction of computers in the early 1950's, saw the 
arrival of a means of handling quickly the previously unso1vab1e 
matrix algebra. The solution of real problems dealing with complex 
continua by limiting their infinite degrees of freedom to a finite 
number of knowns became possible. Such a process of discretization 
was first successfully performed by the now well known method of 
"finite differenae". 

The mid-fifties saw the arrival of an alternative approach, 
that of finite element. Its relatively simple logic makes it 
ideally suitable for the. computer. The first elements evolved were 
by Turner, C10ugh(44), and Me10sh, triangular, rectangular, and plate 
bending elements respectively. 

Although originally derived for structural problems, finite 
element methods have expanded into such fields "as heat transfer, 
fluid flow etc. This extension of the finite element process (the 
variational approach) to non-structural situations, was documented 
by Zienkiewicz(9) and Cheung in 1965. 

The finite element method is a general one based on an approxi
mate solution of a continuum problem which allows an immediate exten
sion to non-structural problems. Quantities with obvious physical 
meaning are chosen as the variable parameters, hence giving a direct 
physical "aontaat" with the real problem being examined. 

1.2 This Work 

This work was aimed, with the use of computer' program~ to solve 
a general second order linear partial differential equation in two 
dimensions. The coefficients for a certain physical situation are 
fed into the main program via a set of user provided subroutines. 
More than one dependent variable can easily be incorporated into the 
system when the physical problem requires it and non-linear equations 
can be managed by means of a 1inearisation and iteration technique 
either in the time domain where a real physical transient can be simu-
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1ated or in a more general iteration procedure. 

The discretization process is carried out by means of the 
error distribution principle, known as the Ga1erkin Method, using 
weighted residua1s where the weighting functions used are the same 
as the shape functions for the element. In each case integration 
by parts (Green's theorem) 1s used to invoke the boundary conditions. 
The governing differential equations are transformed into "finite 

eZement equations" governing all isolated elements. These local 
elements are finally collected together to form a global system of 
differential or algebraic equations with proper boundary and/or 
initial conditions imposed. The use of suitable boundary conditions 
makes the coefficient matrix non-singular, thus allowing a solution 
to be obtained. The type of element used is the eight noded isopara
metric quadrilateral element (serendipity family); although the 
simpler triangular element is occasionally used for comparison. 

The steady-state two dimensional energy equation is solved and 
the effect of boundary conditions is investigated for open ended 
channels. The full Navier-Stokes equations representing a balance of 
inertia forces, pressure forces, and viscous forces, are capable of 
describing some of the most interesting phenomena in fluid mechanics. 
Unfortunately they are among the most difficult partial differential 
equations to solve, mainly because of non-linearity and although there . , 

is no apparent reason why a suitable iterative scheme should not enable 
the program package used here to obtain a full solution. cohsiderable 
difficulties have been encountered. 

These applications give rise to unsymmetric matrix equations, 
hence a non-symmetrical matrix frontal solution routine is used.(46) 
Based on the Gaussian elimination algorithm, it has advantages over 
the band matrix methods in that core requirements and computation 
times may be considerably reduced; furthermore numbering of the 
finite element mesh may be completed in an arbitrary manner. 

Since some examples involve many elements and nodes, the task of 
preparing the data becomes extremely lengthy and tedious and some human 
error may be introduced and remain undetected in spite of the usual 
checks. This brings about incorrect results, and if detected means 
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another computer run after data correction, which is tiresome, but 
if not detected the incorrect results may have very serious conse
quences in decision making. Elimination of such data error can 
be achieved to a large extent by automatic mesh generation, in which 
nodal numbers and their definitions, are prepared automatically by 
the computer, using an input data the minimal amount of information 
necessary to describe the geometry of the domain and the desired 
fineness of the mesh divisions. An elaborate and effective mesh 
generation routine - using the isoparametric concept - suitable for 
the front solver is used here for mesh generation. It is capable 
of dealing with complex domain shapes and multiple-connected 
domains. (45) 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

2.1 The Concept of an Element 

The finite element is a physical visualisation of a body or 
a cdntinuum as an assemblage of elements. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show 
some of the element types used. 

2.2 The Isoparametric Quadrilateral Element 

The element used throughout this thesis is the 8-noded quadri
lateral isoparametric element, except where specified. 

To represent a solution domain in (x,y) coordinates by a net
work of these elements, and the field variable ~ to have a quadratic 
variation within each elements, this might appear as in Figure 2.3. 
Consider a parent element in ;,n local coordinates Figure 2.4. 

The quadratic variation of ~ within the element may be expressed 
as: 

where: Ni are the interpolation functions. 

Ni evaluation follows the quadratic polynomial. 

The quadratic polynomial is: 

where: a = the polynomial coefficients. 

For detailed evaluations of the shape functions, see Table 
(2.1). 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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3 4 3 
r 

1 4 2 1 2 

(a) Triangular Element (b) Rectangular t1ement 

1'\ 

~ 

(c) Quadrilateral Element (d) Isoparametric Quadri-
lateral Element 

FIGURE 2.1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS 

L::::::::::=1Ie =-_r 
FIGURE 2.2 AXISYMMETRIC TRIANGULAR RING ELEMENT 
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FIGURE 2.3 A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION DOMAIN REPRESENTED BY ISO
PARAMETRIC QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS 

t =-1 t = 1 

FIGURE 2.4 PARENT RECTANGULAR ELEMENT IN LOCAL COOROINATES 
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TABLE 2.1 

ELEMENT NODES N; aN; aN; 

ar ail 

LINEAR CORNER 
(4 nodes) 1;; =± 1 • ni =± 1 1(1+1;0)( l+no) !I;; (1+no) 1(1 +1; ) n· o 1 

CORNER 
1;;=±l.n;=±l 1(1 +1;0)( 1 +no) HI;; (no +n2) 1[(1;0+1;2)n; 

(1;0+no-1) +21;( l+no) 1 +2( 1 +1;0) nl 

PARABOLI( MIDSIDE 
(8 nodes) 1;.=O.n·=±l 

1 1 
Hl-1;2)(1+no) -1;(1 +no) ~n; (1_1;2) 

MIDSIDE 
1;.=±l.n·=O 

1 1 H1 +1;0)( 1-n2) ~I;; (1-n2) - (1 +I;o)n 

CORNER 
~(1+1;0) (1 +no) ~(l+no) ~(1 +1;0)( 18n+ 1;;=±l.n;=±l 

[9(1;2+n2)-10] (181;+271;2 27n 2 i'l;+91;2n; 
1;;+9n2 I;i 

- lOn;) -101;;) 

CUBIC MIDSIDE 1 
~(1-n2)( 1 +1;0) ~;(1-n2) 9 (12 nodes) 1;.=±l.n.=±! 3'2"( 1 +1;0)( 9n; 1 1 

(1 +9110) (1 +9no) -2n- 27n2n·) 
1 

MIDSIDE 
1 ~(1_1;2 X1+9~ 0) ~(l+no) ~(1-1;2)(1+ I;;=±!.n;= ±1 

32 
( l+no) (91;;-21;-27 91;0)n; 

1;21;.) 
1 

n =nn· o 1 
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The Ni takes the proper values of unity and zero when evalua
ted at the nodes in the (~,n) plane. Hence: 

8 
x = .L Ni(~,n)xi 

1 =1 

(2.3) 

8 
Y = L Ni(~,n) Yi 

i = 1 

2.2.1 Geometrical Conformability of the Elements 

By the use of the shape function transformation each parent element 
maps uniquely, it is important that the subdivision of this into the 
new, curved, elements should leave no gaps. Possibility of such gaps 
is indicated in Figure 2.6(9). Figure 2.5 shows the uniqueness of mapping(9). 

r 

(a) Linear Element 

G\ ) safe zone ~ 

L: 
for mid·point 

() 0 ~ 
( ) 

(b) Quadratic Element 
FIGURE 2.5 RULES FOR UNIQUENESS OF MAPPING (a) & (b) 
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,.....,..... 

.( b ( D 
~ 

( D '-' ( ) 
-'-= 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2.6 COMPATABIlITY REQUIREMENT IN REAL SUB
DIVISION OF SPACE 

An important consideration in the construction of isoparametric 
elements is preservation of the continuity conditions in the global 
coordinate system. In this, Zienkiewicz(g} has advanced three useful 
guidelines: 

1. If two adjacent isoparametric elements are generated from 
parent elements whose interpolation functions satisfy inter

. element continuity, these isoparametric elements will be con
tinuous. 

2. If the interpolation functions are given in the local coordinate 
system and they ensure continuity of ~ in the parent element, ~ 

will also be continuous in the isoparametric element. 

3. The isoparametric element formulation offers the attractive 
feature that, if the completeness criterion section (4.2) is 
satisfied in the parent element, it is automatically satisfied 
in the isoparametric element. 
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2.2.2 Element Transformation 

In general the element equations contain integrals of the 
form: 

a,p a,p 
(,p, ax' ay) dx dy (2.4) 

where A(e) is the area of the curved element. Since ,p is expressed 
as a function of the local coordinates ~ and n as in equation (2.1), 
it is necessary to express ~~ , ~t ' and dx dy in terms of ~ and n 
also. This can be done as follows: 

From equation (2.1): 

a,p 8 
- = L 
ax i=l 

~= ay 
8 L aNi,p 

i = 1 ay i 
(2.5a) 

Hence we must express a:: and ~~ in terms of ~ and n. Because 
the inverse form of equation (2.3). using the chain rule of differ
entiation 

aNi = aNi ax + aNi ay 
an ax an ay an 

or 

aNi ax ~ aNi aNi 
~ at; at; ax ax 

= = [J) 
(2.5b) 

aNi ax ay aNi aNi 
an an an ay ay 
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where [J] is defined as a Jacobian matrix evaluated from equation 
(2.3) for each element. To find the derivatives equation (2.5) must 
be inverted, and this involves finding the inverse of the Jacobian 
matrix: 

aNi aNi 
ax ar 

= [J]-l (2.6) 

aNi aNi 
ay an 

Now with equation (2.6) expressions for ~ and ~ can be found 
directly. Similarly, it can be shown(97) that: 

(2.7) 

where IJI is the determinant of [J]. The operations indicated in 
equations (2.6) and (2.7) depend on the existence of [J]-l for 
each element of the assemblage, and the coordinate mapping described 
by equation (2.3) is unique only if [J]-l exists. To test for unique
ness and acceptable distortion, evaluate \J\ and check its sign. If 
the sign of \J\ does not change in the solution domain, we can be 
assured of an acceptable mappin9. 

Transformation integrals such as expression (2.4) reduce to 
the form 

1 1 
f f f' (~,n) d~ dn 

-1 -1 

where f' is the transformed function f. 

(2.8) 

Although the integration limits are now those of the simple parent 
element, the transformed integral f' is not a simple function that per-
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mits closed-form integration. For this reason, it is necessary· 
to resort to numerical integration. 

There is always a question of accuracy when numerical inte
gration is concerned to ensure convergence and to guard against 
making the resulting system. matrix singular. Irons(98), provides 
the following guideline for isoparametric element formulation: 
"Convergence of the finite element proaess should oaaur if the 

numeriaal integration is aaaurate enough to evaluate the area or 

volume of the aurved element exaatZy". 

A rather extensive state-of-the-art review of the developments 
and progress in formulating the isoparametric element in Zienkiewicz(9). 
Later in this thesis the applications will show the usefulness of such 
an element. 

2.3 Weighted Residua1s and the Ga1erkin Method 

The method of weighted residua1s is a technique for obtaining 
approximate solutions to linear and non1inear partial differential 
equations. It has nothing to do with the finite element method other 
than offering another means with which to formulate the finite element 
equations(93). Fin1ayson(28), is a good source of more detailed infor
mation on general weighted residual techniques. 

Applying the method of weighted residuals involves baSically two 
steps. The first step is to assume the general functional behaviour 
of the dependent field variable in some way so as to approximately 
satisfy the given differential equation and boundary conditions. Sub
stitution of this approximation into the original differential equa
tion and boundary conditions, then results in some error called the 
"residual!'. This residual is required to vanish in some average 
sense over the. entire solution domain. 

The second step is to solve the equation (or equations) resulting 
from the first step and hence specialise the general functional form 
to a particular function, which then becomes the approximate solution 
sought. 
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Suppose it is required to find an approximate functional 
representation for a field variable $ governed by the differential 
equation: 

t., ($) - f = 0 (2.9) 

in the domain n bounded by the boundary S. The function f is a 
known function of the independent variables, and we assume that 
proper boundary conditions are prescribed on S. The method of 
weighted residua1s is applied in two steps as follows: 

First, the unknown exact solution $ is approximated by $, 
where either the functional behaviour of ~ is completely specified 
in terms of unknown parameters, or the functional dependence on all 
but one of the independent variables is specified while the func
tional dependence on the remaining independent variable is left 
unspecified. Thus the dependent variable is approximated by(96): 

m 
$ ~ ~ = L Ni Ci 

i =1 
(2.10) 

where the Ni are the assumed functions and Ci are either the unknown 
parameters or unknown functions of one of the independent variables. 
The m functions Ni are usually chosen to satisfy the global boundary 
conditions. 

When ~ is substituted into equation (2.9) it is unlikely that 
the equation will be satisfied, that is, 

;((~)-f'lO (2.11) 

In fact, 
:Iv (iji) - f = R (2.12) 

where R is the residual or error that results from approximating 
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~ by~. The method of weighted residuals seeks to determine the 
m unknowns Ci in such a way that the error R over the entire solution 
domain is small. This is done by forming a weighted average of the 
error and specifying that this weighted average vanish over the solu
tion domain. Hence, we cho.ose m 1 inearly independent weighting 
functions, Wi , and then insist that if 

Ht (~) - f) Wi dn " 
n 

i=1,2, ..... ,m 

then R '" 0 in some sense. 

f R W· dn :: 0 
n ' 

(2.13) 

The form of the error distribution (error consistency) principle 
expressed in equation (2.13) depends on the choice of the weighting 
functions. Once the weighting functions are specified, equation (2.13) 
represents a set of m equations, either algebraic equations or ordinary 
differential equations to be solved for the Ci' The second step is to 
solve equations (2.13) for the Ci , and hence obtain an approximate 
representation of the unknown field variable ~ via equation (2.10). 
There are many linear and non-linear problems for which it can be 
shown that, as m + 00, ~ + ~, but, in general, studies of convergence 
and error bounds are scarce. (28) 

There is a variety of weighted residual techniques because of 
the broad choice of weighting functions or error distribution princi
ples that can be used, (see for example Bellman(lO». The error dis
tribution principle most often used to derive finite element equations 
is known as the "GaZerkin ariterion", or "GaZerkin method". According 
to Galerkin's method, the weighting functions are chosen to be the same 
as the approximating functions used to represent ~, that is, 
Wi:: Ni for i " 1, 2, .•••• , m. Thus Galerkin's method requires that 

H i( ~) - f] N i dn = 0, i = 1, 2, ..... , m 
n 

(2.14) 
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In the above it was assumed that the entire solution domain 
is dealt with, however, because equation (2.9) holds for any point 
in the solution domain, it also holds for any cOllection of points 
defining an arbitrary subdomain or element of the whole domain. 

Consider an individual element where local approximation ana1-
agous to equation (2.10) and valid for only one element at a time. 
Now the finite element representation of a field variable becomes 
available. The functions Ni are the interpolation (or shape) func
tions, Ni(e) defined over the element, and the Ci are the undetermined 
parameters which may be the nodal values of the field or its deriva
tives. Then, from Ga1erkin's method, the equations governing the 
behaviour of an element are: 

(2.15) 
where, as before, the superscript (e) restricts the ra~ge to one 
element, and 

f(e) = forcing function defined over element (e), 

r = number of unknown parameters assigned to the 
element. 

There is a set of equations like equation (2.15) for each ele
ment of the whole assemblage. Before the system of equations from 
the element equations can be assembled, it is required that the choice 
of approximating functions Ni guaranteees the inter-element continuity 
necessary for the assembly process. The assembly process does not 
allow any spurious contributions, if interpolation functions at the 
element boundaries ensure continuity of~. These interpolation func
tions should also ensure the continuity of ~ derivatives up to one 
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order less than the highest order derivative appearing in the 
expression to be integrated. Since the differential operator~ in 
the integrand usually has higher-order derivatives than occur in the 
integrand resulting from a variational principle (when one exists), 
it can be seen that Ga1erkin's method can lead to a mOre stringent 
choice of interpolation functions than have been previously encoun
tered in the variational approach. 

As will be seen in Section 2.5, the higher the order of conti
nuity required of the interpo1ations,the narrower the choice of func
tions becomes. "Many interpolation functions provide oontinuity of 

value. fewer provide oontinuity of slope. and only several oan ensure 

oontinuity of curvature". (96) 

Often there is a way to escape this dilemma by changing the form 
of equation (2.15). By applying i.ntegration by parts* to the inte
gral expression of equation (2.15) an expression containing lower 
order derivatives can be obtained, and hence approximating functions 
with lower-order inter-element continuity can be used. When inte
gration by parts is possible, it also offers a convenient way to 
introduce the natural boundary conditions that must be satisfied on 
some portion of the boundary. Although the boundary terms containing 
the natural boundary conditions appear in the equations for each ele
ment, in the assembly of the element equations only the boundary e1e~ 
ments give non-vanishing contributions. After the assembly process, 
the fixed boundary conditions (e.g. fixed displacement or specified 
temperature) are introduced in the manner that will be described in 
Chapter 4; Section 4.3. 

2.4 Discretization of a Continuum Using Ga1erkin's Method 

Consider the simple differential equation governing the one
dimensional steady-state heat conduction. If the material is homo
geneous with temperature independent thermal conductivity, K, Four
ier's law of conduction states that: 

* Integration by parts in three dimensions is known as Gauss's 
theorem; integration in two dimensions, as Green's theorem. 
See Kap1an(97). 
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(2.16a) 

Suppose also that at one end of the bar, x = 0, the temperature 
To is specified, while at the other end, x = L, temperature TL is 
prescribed. These boundary ~onditions are expressed as: 

and 

T = T at x = 0 o 

T = \ at x = L (2.16b) 

Although the exact solution to this problem can be written at 
once, i.e. T(x) = (TL - To)(x/L) + To' a general solution shall be 
formulated by the finite element Galerkin method. 

~ 

Approximating the unknown exact solution T by T, which has the 
form 

(2.16c) 

for a line element with m nodes [see Figure (2.12)] 

-tO~--~O~~07-~Or---~--~O--~O~--~07-
1 2 3 4 m - 2 m-1 m 

FIGURE (2.12) ARBITRARY LINE ELEMENT WITH m NODES 
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The Ni(X) are the interpolation functions and the Ti are the 
unknown nodal temperatures at the m nodes of the one-dimensional 
line element. The fixed boundary conditions are not considered at 
• 
the element level; instead, these are included after the assembly 
process. The natural bound~ry conditions emerge automatically in 
the formulation of the element equations. 

Applying Ga1erkin's method gives: 

xm d2T J KN.(x)-dx=O, j=1,2, ...•• ,m 
xl J dx 2 

(2.16d) 

where xl and xm are the coordinates of the end nodes of the line 
element. If integration by parts* is applied to the left-hand side 
of this equation, we obtain: 

KN.(x)dT 
J Ox 

Using the definition of T from (2.16c),we have: 

m aNi 
~ - Ti = 

i;l ax 

(2.16e) 

(2.16f) 

where {T} is the column vector of nodal temperatures for the element. 
Hence the Ga1erkin criterion becomes: 

(2.16g) 

* Integration by parts in this case takes the form 

f u dv = uv - f v du 
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- -dT dT where Ql = K{crx) at node 1 and Qm = K{crx) at node m; Ql and QI7l are 
the heat fluxes at the exterior or boundary nodes of the line 
element. These are the natural boundary conditions, which were left 
unspecified in this example problem. 

It can be noted also that by definition Nl = Nm = 1. Hence 
the equation at node j becomes: 

Ql ifj = 1 

m 
L 

i =1 
Ktij T i = 0 ifj = 2, ..... , m - 1 

Qrn ifj = m 

or for all nodes of the element: 

(2.16h) 

where 

xm dNi dN. 
Ktij = f Ox at dx 

xl 

°1 
0 

{Q} = . 
0 

Qm 

This set of equations expresses the behaviour of a line element 
of m nodes. Explicit evaluation of these equations is possible after 
specifying the interpolation functions Ni' When the element equations 
are assembled to form the system equations, only elements with externally 
applied heat fluxes contribute to the flux vector {Q}. If no external 
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fluxes are applied, internal elements contribute nothing to {Q}, 

and in the system equations {Q} has only two non-zero components, 
representing the heat flow in and out of the ends of the bar. 

In this example the integration by parts played two important 
parts. First, it brought into effect the exterior or boundary infor
mation; and, second, it lowered to one the order of the highest
order derivative appearing in the integrands of the thermal coeffi
cient matrix [Ktl(e). Hence the approximating functions need to 
preserve continuity only of the value and not of the slope. 

It can be shown that, for linear self-adjoint operatorsl:, 
application of a classical variation principle or of Galerkin's 
method leads to identical calculations. A thorough discussion of 
this equivalence can be found in Finlayson(28) and in references 
referred to there. 

The Galerkin approach has an advantageous interpretation over 
its equivalence of the classical variational approach for a given 
problem. Using the Galerkin approach, finite element equations can 
be derived for a given problem from the governing equations and 
boundary conditions regardless of variational calculus. When a classi
cal variational principle exists for this problem, the same results are 
obtained as in the Galerkin's approach. When a classical variational 
principle is unknown or does not exist, a finite element model can still 
be derived. 

The above example illustrated the use of Galerkin's method in 
deriving finite element equations from a governing differential equa
tion and its boundary conditions. The integration by parts had to be 
applied to invoke the boundary conditions. The procedure used in this 
example of linear problem applies equally well to non-linear problems 
and to problems containing more than one dependent variable. When the 
independent variable is a vector, such as the displacement field in 
an elasticity problem, each component of the vector is treated in the 
same way as a scalar function. 
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2.5 Shape Functions Requirements and Continuity 

2.5.1 Interpolation Functions 

The procedure of formulating the element equations and the 
assembly of these equations to obtain the system equations rely on 
the assumption that the interpolation functions satisfy certain 
requirements. The requirements placed on the choice of interpolation 
functions stem from the need to ensure that the fo110wihg equation 
holds and that the approximate solution converges to the correct 
solution when an increasing number of smaller elements is used. 

where: 

(2.17) 

1($) = functional written as the sum of individual 
f~nctiona1s defined for all elements of the 
assemblage, 

$ = nodal values, 
M = total number of elements, 
(e) = denotes an element (superscript). 

Mathematical proofs of convergence assume that the process of mesh 
refinement occurs in a regular fashion defined by three conditions(99): 

1) The elements must be made smaller in such a way that every 
point of the solution domain can always be within an element, 
regardless of how small the element may be; 

2) All previous meshes must be contained in the refined meshes; 

3) The form of the interpolation functions must remain unchanged 
during the process of mesh refinement. 

These three conditions are illustrated in FigUre 2.13, where 
a simple two-dimensional solution domain in the form of an equilateral 
triangle is discretised with an increasing number of three-node 
triangles. If elements with straight boundaries are used to model 
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y 

(a) 

y 

(b) 

x 

y 

(c) 

x 

FIGURE 2.13 SUCCESSIVE MESH REFINEMENT 
a) Original solution domain 
b) Discretization with 4 triangular elements 
c) Discretization with 16 triangular elements 
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solution domains with curved boundaries the first two conditions 
are not satisfied and hard mathematical proofs of convergence may 
not be obtainable. 

To guarantee convergence in the sense just described 
and make the assembley of the individual element equations 
meaningful, the interpolation functions in the expressions 

cp(e) = [N(e)] {Q}(e), e = 1, 2, ..•.• , M 

are required to be chosen so that the following general requirements(96) 
are met: 

1. At element interfaces (boundaries) the field variable cj> and any 
of its partial derivatives up to one order less than the highest
order derivative appearing in I(cj» must be continuous. 

2. All uniform states in I(cj» should have representation in cj>(e) 
when, in the limit, the element size shrinks to zero. 

These requirements are given in Felippa and C10U9h(99) and are 
justified by 01iveira(100). The first one is known as the compata
bi1ity requirement and the second as the completeness requirement. 
Elements whose interpolation functions satisfy the first requirement 
are called "aompatible" or "aonfol'ming elements", those satisfying the 
second requirement, "aomplete elements". Hence the "inaompatibZe 

eZement" is readily defined. An example of these requirements is 
given in Section 2.6 for the displacement function requirements. 

2.5.2 Continuity 

It is helpful at this point to introduce a standard definition 
and notation to express the degree of continuity of a field variable 
at element interfaces. If the field variable is continuous at element 
interfaces, then CO continuity exists; if, in addition, first deriva
tives are continuous, then Cl continuity exists; if second deriva
tives are also continuous we have C2 continuity, and so on. With this 
definition the compatability and completeness requirements for the 
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interpolation functions representing the behaviour of the field 
variable may now be restated. 

Suppose that the functions of the element equations being 
integrated contain derivatives' up to the (r+1)th order. Then, to 
have solid assurance of convergence as element size decreases, the 
following must be satisfied:(96) 

"CorrrpatibiZity requirE1llent"At element interfaces Cr continuity 
must exist 

"CompZeteness requirement":Within an element Cr+1 continuity 
must exist. 

These requirements hold regardless of which method is used to derive 
the element equations. Construction of suitable finite elements to 
give a specified continuity of order Co, Cl, C2 , •••• , and so on 
requires skill and experience, but a variety of elements have already 
been developed, applicable to all sorts of different problems. 

2.6 Choice of Functions and Convergence Requirements 

As an example to clarify the meaning of this section title, 
consider displacement functions. [see Ref (45)]. In general, a good 
displacement function should satisfy the following criteria: 

1) The displacement function, if given in the form of a simple 
polynomial, must have the same number of polynomial constants 
as the 'tota1 number of degrees of freedom of the element. Care 
should be exercised in deciding on the degrees of freedom at a 
node, since on the one hand 

they must not be allowed to go 
below a minimum number, which ensures·that the relevant deforma
tion pattern will be adequately represented, and on the other hand 
they should not be so large as to make the computational proce
dure complex or massive, even though increasing the number of 
degrees of freedom will usually mean improving the accuracy of 
an element. For example, while it is only necessary to have 
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nodal displacements as degrees of freedom for two- or three
dimensional elasticity problems, it is, however, also necessary 
to use rotations (first derivative of the displacements) as 
additional degrees of freedom for beam and plate elements which 
resist external loads through bending. Degrees of freedom 
representing nodal strains can also be used if so desired. 

A point worth noting is that different elements require the 
use of different coordinate systems. For example, the displace
ment functions for the sector element, Figure (2.14a) and 
parallelogrammic element Figure (2.l4b) should be given in 
polar coordinates and oblique coordinates respectively, and 
not in Cartesian coordinates as for the rectangular element in 
Figure (2.14c). A much more difficult case is the quadrilateral 
element shown in Figure (2.l4d) where it might be thought the 
same function Al + A2x + A3y + A4xy is applicable. Unfortunately. 
while this function is a good one for the rectangular element, it 
is certainly not suitable for the quadrilateral and the correct 
displacement function should be Al + A2~ + A3" + A4~n with ~ 

and" being a set of curvilinear coordinate axes. 

(a) PoJar (b) Obl ique 
1\ ._...." 

(c) Cartesian (d) Curvilinear 

FIGURE (2.14) PLANE ELEMENTS OF DIFFERENT SHAPES 
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It is not always an easy task to select the correct polynomial 
terms for a given number of degrees of freedom, and one of the 
best examples can be found in the case of a triangular bending 
element Figure (2.15a) with nine degrees of freedom, although 
there are altogether ten terms for a complete cubic polynomial 
Figure (2.15b). The choice here is not very obvious and various 
researchers have demonstrated that there is no satisfactory 
solution available. The first successful nine-degrees-of-free
dom triangular element was formulated through the use of area 
coordinates and not directly as a simple polynomial function. 

C 

1 

x Y 

x2 xy y2 
• 

2 
exi x3 x2y xy2 y3 
e . 

(a) Triangular element 
y1 

(b) Pascal triangle 

FIGURE (2.15) A TRIANGULAR BENDING ELEMENT 

2) In most cases, the displacement function should be balanced 
with respect to all coordinate axes, since most elements are 
classified as general purpose elements applicable to all types 
of problems. In this context, it will not be advisable to delete 
either the x2y or xy2term for the triangular element shown in 
Figure (2.15) in order to satisfy criterion (1) discussed above, 
since such an element will yield solutions with accuracy biased 
in one direction. For detailed discussion on the element poly
nomials and the Pascal triangle development [see Ref (9)1. 

3) The displacement function must allow the element to undergo 
rigid body movements without at the same time causing any inter
nal strain. This has. been done in this thesis as an example on 
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the rigid body [See Chapter (5), Section (5.2.1) and also Appen
dix (V)]. 

For displacement functions given in terms of simple polynomials, 
it is only necessary to make certain that the first few terms 
at the top of the Pascal triangle have been included. 

For displacements given in terms of shape functions it is fairly 
difficult to identify the rigid body terms directly, and the 
following two procedures are used: 

i) For elements with only scalar degrees of freedom, such as 
the constant strain triangle and the isoparametric elements, 
the element undergoes translation or rotation during rigid 
body movements. For translation in anyone direction, all 
the nodes should have the same displacement fr' This means 
that: . 

or (2.18) 

Fora rigid body rotation a around the origin of the coordinate 
axes means that the u displacement at any point will be equal 
to ay, and, therefore, ui = ay, hence 

or 
(2. 19a) 

Similarly, it can be shown that, by examining the "of displace
ments, 

(2. 19b) 

Thus, criterion (3) will be satisfied if all the nodal shape 
functions of an element add up to unity and if the x and y 
coordinates can be expressed as the sum of the products of 
the shape functions and the relevant nodal coordinates. 
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ii) For elements with additional degrees of freedom such as 
rotations, an indirect test procedure is adopted. 

a) Give an element some sort of rigid body movements and 
identify the corresponding nodal disp1acements. 

b) Substitute these nodal disp1acements into the displace
ment functi on and find out whether the functi on wi 11 
in fact be reduced to the assumed rigid body terms. 
[See the Patch test example Chapter (5), Section (5.2) 
and Appendix VI, and also ref (95)] 

4) The displacement function must be able to represent a state of 
constant strain since this is the expected outcome if the ele
ments are made smaller and smaller (as discussed before) so that 
any smooth strain curve will be represented by a series of steps 
in the 1 imit. 

5) The displacement functions should satisfy the compatabi1ity 
conditions along common boundaries between adjacent elements. 
To be more specific, these should be at least compatible of dis
placements for two- and three-dimensional elasticity problems. 
Criterion (5) has often been partially relaxed to produce non
conforming elements which could be quite well-behaved, but with 
'no uniform convergence characteristic. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Numerical Integration 

Exact or analytical integration for element coefficient matri
ces of simple e1emen~could be difficult. For more complex elements 
the numerical integration is essential. In all such situations the 
numerical integration techniques are chosen because of their inherent 
advantages over analytical integration procedures. In particular the 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature is chosen for its high accuracy and the 
ease with which it can be implemented. 

It should be noted that an n-point rule integrates any polynomial 
of degree /n-1. or less. exactl/.60 ). 

In general, the one-dimensional Gaussian quadrature formula 
is written as: 

where: 

h 
cj>(~)d~ = .L Wi cj>(~i) 1=1 

Wi = weighting factor. 
~i = coordinate of the ith integration point, 
n = total number of integration points. 

(3.1 ) 

A list of these is given in a tabular form(60) below, where 
the Roman numerals refer to Gaussian sampling positions: e.g. I 
and 11 for a 2-point rule. I, It and III for a 3-point rule. 

It should be noted that the sampling positions of the Gauss
Legendre rules coincide with the roots of the Legendre polynomials. 
Figure (3.1) shows the sampling position of a 2-point rule. 

In the computer program, subroutine PGAUSS (see Appendix 11) 
sets up the sampling point positions and weighting factors for num
erical integration. 

N.B. One-point, 2-point and 3-point rules are allowed. 
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i E;i wi 

I 0 2 

\I~ + l/l! + 1 

- 1/1! + 1 

{ I 
0 8/9 

II + ,...'!J.O 5/9 
III - ,...'!J.O 5/9 

/ I +/3+,nr.g 1 ,!!IT 
7 "2" - Jb 

II /3 + ,nr.g 1 ,!!IT 
- 7 "2" - 36 

III +/3-,nr.g 
7 

1 +v'!O 
"2" Jb 

IV /3 - ,nr.g 
- 7 1 +v1o 

"2" Jb 

Gauss 
Pai nl~t. _-----, 
I 

f (E;II) 

f (0) 

1 2 3 
~------~=-----~~----~~------0 

E;=-l E; =- I! E;=O E;=l/v'r E;=l 

FIGURE (3.1) 2-POINT GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION 
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Using a 2-point rule, a typical integration in Kij may be 
eva 1 uated as: 

aN. aN. 
Is ( a: )(~) det J dl; ,. 

\ 1 aN. aN . Li aN. 
s [W1 a~ (l;1) a; (1';1) det J(I;1) +ViII a~ (I;II) 

aN. a; (1;11) det J(I;11)l (3.2) 

aN.(!;1) aN. 
where ~x is the value of a: at !; ,. !;1 etc. This technique 
is used to calculate all the integrals in each of the Kij sub
matrices and hence the complete coefficients matrix Ke may be 
evaluated. 

Using a 2-point rule, the right hand side may be calculated 
as: 

= ~ 0dI Ni(!;I) det J(l;I) + 

\;III'Ni(!;II) det J(!;1I» 

The two-dimensional Gaussian quadrature formula is: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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For a right prism, similarly(9): 

n n 
In = Ll .L 

m= J=l 
(3.5) 

In the above the number of integrating points in each direc
tion was assumed to be the same. This is not necessary and occasion
ally it may be an advantage to use different numbers in each di rec
tion of integration. 

It is to be noted that in fact the double summation can be 
interprete(Las a single one over (n x n) points for a rectangle (or 
n3 for a cube). In Figure (3.2) we show the nine sampling points 
which result in exact integrals qf order 5 in each direction. 

However, in this thesis the problem was approached direct1y(9) 
and required an exact integration of a fifth order polynomial in two 
directions. At any sampling pOint two coordinates and a value of $ 

+1 

0 0 0 
7 8 9 

1 n ~ 
-1 0 .. 0 +1 

4 5 6 

0 0 0 
1 2 3 

-1 

FIGURE (3.2) INTEGRATING POINTS FOR n=3 IN A SQUARE REGION. 
(Exact for a polynomial of fifth order in each 
di recti on). 
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have to be determined in a weighting formula of the type(9): 

+1 +1 
f f ~{~,n)d~dn 
-1 -1 

(3.G) 

. It appears that only seven points would be enough to obtain the 
same order of accuracy. For detailed literature on the order of 
numerical integration and its requirements for convergence and no 
loss of accuracy (see Reference 9). 

3.1.1 Matrix Singularity Due to Numerical Integration(9) 

Consider the final outcome of a finite element approximation in 
linear problems represented by the following system of equations: 

K ~ + f = 0 (3.7) 

when the boundary conditions are inserted, solving for ~ gives an 
approximate solution for the physical situation. If the solution 
is unique, as in the case of well-represented physical situations, 
the equation matrix K should be non-singular. 

With numerical integration singularity may arise for low inte
gration orders. It is easy to show how a singularity of K must 
arise, but it is difficult to prove that it will not. 

With numerical integration the integrals are replaced by a 
weighted sum of independent linear relations between the nodal 
parameters ~. 

These linear relations supply the only information from which 
the matrix K is constructed. "If the numbe~ of unknowns ~ exceeds 

the number of independent relations supplied at all the integrating 
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points, then the matrix K must be singuLar". 

For the above reason quadratic elements are favoured over 
linear ones. 

3.2 Coefficient Matrix for" the Element 

Consider the calculation of an element coefficient matrix Ke 

where: 

Ke = 11 f(x,y) dA (3.8) 

In fact, a typical submatrix of Ke linking nodes i and j may 
be evaluated as: 

(3.9) 

where: dA = dx dy = detJ d~dn 

Suppose K~j is to be evaluated using a 3-point rule in both the 
~ and n directions. 

+1 +1 +1 +1 
.13,3 =.{ .{ <P(~,n) d~dn =.{ [.{ <P(~,n)d~ 1 dn 

+1 
=.{ (WI H~I,n) + WII <P(~II,n) +\JIII H~III·n))dn 

(3.10) 
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E;i , is the E; coordina te of the ith Gauss poi nt 
ni is the n coordinate of the ith Gauss point 
wi is the weighting factor. 

Subroutine PGAUSS sets up the sampling points positions and weighting 
factors for numerical integration where 1-point, 2-point and 3-points 
rules are allowed. 

3.3 The Frontal Solution Based on the Gaussian Elimination inc1u-
1 n ac su s 1 U 10n 

A frontal solution· programisused here for the solution of 
. unsYlJllletric-;;;~tri~eqUrlions aris ing in certainapp1 i cati ons in thi s 

~ J 

work. Baseclon the Gaussian elimination a1gorithm,it has advantages 
ove~e band matrix methods in that core requirements and computation 

A"mes maYJ>e considerably reduced; " furthermore numbering of the 
/ finite/element mesh may be completed in an arbitrary manner. 
~ .. ' ----_ ... _----_ .....•...... --.-.-.-.... ~----------

.. 3.3.1 The Front PhilosOPh/46 ) d{ tI~ RA4\1 
The frontal routine star~s by assembl~~of)the element stiff

ness matrkes in turn into ~~t until the core-area" allocated to the 
solution routine by the programmer is filled. Then, from within this 
assembled part of the complete matrix, a pivotal search is made to 
determine the largest entry from amongst those rows and columns which 
are fully summed, i.e. rows and columns to which no further contri
butions will arise in subsequent assembly of element stiffness matrices. 
The pivotal row is then used to e1imin~1~ .ar1 of the coefficients in 
the pivotal ci)lumn, after which it is hl:ared on Bading-store disc. 
When stiffness coefficients have been eliminated, it is possible to 
assemble the next element stiffness matrix, after which further elimi
nation may take place. When finally all the coefficients have been 
e1imi~ated th~ solutioq is obtained by a back-substitution ~outine. 

I ~) ,") Ip;{ .1)'(1 tj.;, 0. "''1 ...u., .of c-, '.; .. rtfl. ~-.~(..{ ~ 
To throw 1i gilt on these procedy¥'QS" e-ons ider the three-element?, 

five-nodesLmesh shown in Figure 3.3. Suppose all the equations are 
stored in the order of ascending node number. The finite element 
generality will be written as: 
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[A] {x} = . {b} (3.11) 

where [A] is a linear coefficients matrix of the vector {x}. and {b} 
is the right-hand side vector. 

After assembly of the first element equations the state of this • 
iPatri~ equation is as follows: 

I I I - I I I 
an a12 a1.3 xl bl 

a 

I I I " bI a21 a22 ~23 x2 = 2 
____ {3.12) 

I I I bI a3l a32 a33 x3 3 

2 4 

5 

FIGURE (3.3) THREE ELEMENT MESH 

where superscript I denotes the element number from which the matrix 
entry was derived. At this stage contributions to xl are completed 
(row and column 1 are fully summed). then all may be used as a pivot 
to eliminate xl' Equations (3.12) and (3.13) which are not yet fully 
summed may not be eliminated until further assembly of element equa
tions~e-.~~ 
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-. -. - -
_ Fully summed 

- X X X 

X Incomplete 
- X )( x' , 

x .X x 

FIGURE (3.4) TYPICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF MATRIX ENTRIES 

For the frontal routine each equati~is eliminated, as soon as 
it is comp1 ete 'ldue-t~the-super-ior-aeeoun-Hng-pro(;es0 ni s results 
in less core requirements. ----_ ... -

-.,Another effect of the frontal accounting process is that- if a 11 ows 
both column and row pivoting without excessiVe non-zero-e;try growth. . / 

This can be shown by eliminating xl' which leads to: 

I I I bl 
I a21 I I a21 I bI a21 1 a22 - -=-r al 2 a23 - -=-r a13 x2 I 

all all 
2 

all 
= 

I I .. -..., .... t bl a31 a31 
-, a31 I I I I --, 

"bl - 1 
a32 - -=-r a12 a33 - -r a13 x3 3 I 

all all all 

./ 
\ . 
. i / (3.13) 
~- .---'- ,", -"~--~-~-,,,- .. -. 

. ~ 

Subt ract ion of the Gaussian products does not increase the stor-
age required, since no terms are involved other than those found in 
equation (3.12). 

Suppose that the equations from the next element are assembled, 
the matrix equation becomes: 

.~-
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I I I I 
I a21 a12 + all I a21 al;~ 11 all a22 - I 22 a23 - I + a23 24 x2 

all all 

I I I I 
I a31 a12 + all I a31 a13 + all all a32 - I 32 a33 I 33 34 x3 

all all 

(3.14) 

From this it may be observed that although equations (3.12) and 

(3.13) were altered before they were fully summed, the terms sub

tracted involved only those components involving node 1 which were 

complete. Gaussian products may be subtracted from each row before 

it is fully summed . . ,' _._----------- ... ---'-._-_ ... - - .. -~-.-.--.-~-------------.. ,-.. - " ... "-'-' ----_ ... ,-_ .. -_ .. 

3.3.2 Pivotal Choice(46) 

The solution procedure fails if all-is ze~o. It is necessary 

to avoid this in practice. The number of fully summed rows and 

columns held in core governs the amount of pivotal choice, and hence 

the risk of a poor pivot. Thus sufficient core has to be allocated 
/,," ". 

to the solution routine to allow a reasonable.l:hoiCe of pivots. 
/' --

The pivoJa( choice used in this work is a ve~fon-of total 
,/ -

pi voti ng,.// --,- ---, __ 
,/' --
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3.3.3 Program Details(46) 

The program consists of two subroutines named FRONT, and 
BACKSUB. cf Appendix 11. In FRONT the Gaussian elimination proce
dure produces from the element coefficient matrices the lower and 
upper triangular matrices [L] and [U] respectively: 

[U] {x} = [L]-I {b} (3.15) 

The solution is then-obtained in BACKSUB from equation (3.15) by 
back-substitution process. The first operation in FRONT is a PREFRONT, 
in which the last element containing the last node is noted. This 
then indicates in the assembly/elimination process when the contribu
tio~to a row are completed. For detailed discussion (see Ref 46). 

Boundary values of derivatives are treated in the finite element 
process simply as additional terms in the {b} vector. and no special 
modification is required. 

It may be noted that the computational time and core requirements 
of the frontal routine are strongly controlled by the amount of pivotal 
choice permitted (the value of NCRIT). and the mode of pivoting. 

--""1=":'::"-='-=:;:;o2';t::es~tfOr the accuracy of the sol ution for different NCRIT the 
~~dUals-Should be examined.(31) Suppose the solution given-by the 

.. -.----. 
program is calculated-.-fr:om equation (3.11) as {x*}, the residual is: ---

'~~C.'h"" ~ • 
,~ --. . 

.. 

{rL=-{bJ: [A] {x*} -------'--(3-;16) 

- ~ ~------- -------j~-~ -----_.---_.---
-:----;;7~-

~~ 3.4 Automatic Isoparametric Mesh Generation for the Frontal Solution(45) 

Since some examples involve many elements and nodes the task of 
preparing the data becomes very lengthy and tedious and some human 
error may be introduced and remain undetected in spite of the usual 
checks. This brings about incorrect results. and if detected means 
another computer run after data correction. which is tiresome, but if 
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not detected the incorrect results may have very serious consequences 
in decision making. Elimination of such data error can be achieved 
to a large extent by automatic mesh generation, in which nodal numbers 
and their definitions, are prepared automatically by the computer, 
using an input data the minimal amount of information necessary to 
describe the geometry of tije domain and the desired fineness of 
the mesh divisions. An effective mesh generation routine - using the 
isoparametric concept - suitable for the front routine is used here. 
It is capable of dealing with complex domain shapes and multiple
connected domains.(45) 

w) 
~2 1S 16 ~1 

~3 ~4 

CD CD CD 5 
;=-1 ~=+1 7 

1'\=-1 

FIGURE (3.5) CURVED DOMAIN 

Using the curved domain in Figure (3.5) on the right hand side, 
it is regarded that the whole domain is one big isoparametric element 
and defined by the eight master nodes. A suitable mesh is obtained by 
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using lines of constant ~ and n left hand side, to divide the "large 
element" into n elements in the ~ direction and n elements in the n 
direction. The coordinates of any point j are given as: 

8 
x. = L Ni (~·J.,nj) xi 
J i=l 

y. = 
J 

(3.17) 

If grading of mesh is required, weighting factors can be intro
duced to create unequal divisions inside a "large element". A 
simpler way is to shift the origin of ~,n axes towards the corner in 
which a denser mesh is desired, as shown in Figure (3.6). 

~- Tl -~ (rr 11 'i) 

~ -
~ 

~P'" ."D 

V ---- ~ 

cV 
~ --

. 

( b ( I J .. 

(a) Normal mesh (b) Graded mesh 

FIGURE (3.6) GRADED MESH WITHIN A LARGE ELEMENT 

For detailed examples and discussion (see Ref 45). 
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CHAPTER 4 

GENERAL SECOND ORDER LINEAR PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION IN TWO DIMENSIONS 

4.1 Problem Discretization 

i) Cartesian Form 

Consider the second order p.d.e. in 2-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinates: 

F ~ + F ft + F a
2

.p + F ~ + F a.p" F (4. 1) 
o ax2 1 axdy 2 ay2 3 ax 4 ay 

Therefore: 

I It {w} [FO 
Area 

~ + F II + F ~ + F It + F a.p) dxdy = 
ax2 1 axdy 2 ay2 3 ax 4 ay 

where: 

I I t {w} F dx dy 
Area 

{w} is a set of weighting factors 
.. t is the thickness of the lamina 

Integrating (Green I s theore~ gi ves: 

(For a lamina) 
(4.2) 

~ t F {w} a.p. ds + § t F {w} ~x ds + c§ ~ F, {w} ~ ds coax c"2" 1 all ~ ay 

+ §t F {w} ~ ds - 11 t F a{w} ~ dx dy -
2 ay A 0 ax ax 
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II tFl a{w} a~ dx dy - II 
A Tay ax A 

tF 1 a{w} d~ dx dy 
T ax ay 

- If t F2 a~;} ~y~ dx dy :I- II t F3 {w} ~~ dx dy 
A A 

+ II t F4 {w} ~y dx dy = II t {w} F dx dy 
A A 

Therefore: 

T . T 
§ Fa {w} a{N} ds {~.} + 1 § F {w} a{N} ds {~.} 
c ax 1 2' clay 1 

(4.3) 

T T _ [ If F a{w} a{N} dx dy + 1 If F a{w} a{N} dx dy + 
A a ax ax 2' A 1 ay ax 

T T 
1 II F 'a{w} a{N} dx dy + II F a{w} diN} dx dy] {~l'} 
'2' A 1 ax ay A 2 ay ay 

T T 
+ [ II F {w} a{N} dx dy + II F {w} a{N} dx dy] {~l'} 

A 3 ax A 4 ~ 

= II {w} F dx dy 
A 

(4.4) 
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iil Axisymmetrical form: 

(4.5) 

FO' F1, F2, F3, F4 and G are functions of rand z, rewrite as: 

'" . 

a a 32 a2 e 
(FO + Fl " + F2 " + F3 - + F4 -l [W] W = G 

or oZ 3r2 az2 
(4.6) 

Using the weighted residuals in conjunction with Galerkin method: 

• 

= ff 2~r [N]T G dr dz (4.7) 

Integrating by parts gives: 

= fIr [N]T G dr dz (4.8) 
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4.2 The Standard Program 

The program takes the (F) coefficients from equations: 

i) Cartesian form: 

ii) Axisymmetrica1 form: 

8 
L 

s=l 

(4.10) 

and outputs nodal values ~1' ~2' ~3' ~4 .•• etc. subject to con
straints fed in via subroutines FRONT and ABFIND2 (Natural and Forced 
Boundary Conditions). 

The coefficients of Fij and Gi are generated by subroutines 
HTST7 + HTST16 and the standard program is therefore capable of dea
ling with a wide range of physical problems simply by putting in a 
suitable set of subroutines HTST7 + HTST16. 

4.3 The General Energy Equation 

Assuming constant properties within the element, the general 
energy equation is: 

i) Cartesian Form: 

_k_ (l2T + a2T) = 
pcp ax2 ay2 

(w aT + w aT) 
x ax y ay (4.11) 
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where Wx and Wy are the x and y components of the velocities res
pectively. Proceeding with the integration gives: 

w. k ... 2T 2T 
1. If -'- (_0_ + _a_) dx dy - 1. If w. 

pcp ax2 ay2 , 

(4.12) 

Using integration by parts: 

I _k_ w. aT dy + I ~ w. aT dx pcp , ax pep , ay 

k aWi aT + _k_ aWi aT 
- I I pcp ax ax pcp ay ay dx dy 

II [ aT + aT] d d 0 - Wx wi ax Wy wi ay x y = (4.13) 

. In this the wi can be the usual shape functions defined piece
wise. element by element. and in the summation the appropriate func
tion for the particular point in space must be used. The simultaneous 
equations. allowing the solution for n values of ~i or Ti are obtained 
at point i by equating to zero the weighted and integrated residual. 
resulting hence. considering only the double integrals we get: 

k aWl· aN . aw. aN. 
[ II \ J + ' J) dx dy + pcp ax ax ay ay 

(4.14) 
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ii) Axisymmetriea1 Form: 

~ (_1_ a2 T + _1_ aT + _1 a2T)" 
pep r 2 aR2 r 2 R aR L 2 az 2 

where 

where: 

w w . 

r " radius 

z 
Z = [ 

r " wall radius w 
z " axial length 
L " total axial length 

Applying Ga1erkin in polar system transformation with three 
variables (R, e, Z) as shown in Figure (5.1): 

_Z 

FIGURE (5.1) AXISYMMETRICAL FORM 
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By dividing both sides by (R) and integration w.r.t. (6) using 
axial symmetry principle I2n : 

o 

11 [ Ni k (_1_ a (R aT) + J!.. a2
T)_ RN. 

pcp r 2 aR aR" L 2 aZ2 1 
w 

Integrating w.r.t. (R) (first part) is: 

Integrating w.r.t. (Z) (second part) is: 

w w 
(~ aT + z aT)] dR dZ = 0 
rwaR Tal 

(4.17) 

Using orthogona1ity principle ~ = ~, because 

I ( aT dZ + aT dR) = 0 i F j aR az ' 

i.e. to avoid summation signs the vectors {T} are expanded listing the 
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contribution of each value of (i) separately. So the (third part) 
is: 

Wr aT Wz aT 
If R Ni (r w aR + T aI) dR dZ = 0 (4.18a.) 

Adding all the terms inside the brackets together and dividing both 
sides by (R): 

(4.tH) 

The contour integrals can be inserted as boundary conditions 
whenever necessary for boundary elements. The final form is: 

(4.19) 

where: 
wr 

rl = rw 

F2 = 
Wz 
T 

F3 
k = 

pcp rw2 

F4 = k 
pcp L2 
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If another weighting scheme (not Galerkin method) is used, 
simply change all the Ni's into wi's, e.g. an upwinding schemes 
can be used (see Ref 50). 

4.4 The Full Navier-Stokes Eguations 

For simplicity only the axisymmetrical form of these equations 
is given here. Using the same variables as in equation (4.15) gives: 

CONTINUITY: For a steady-state, incompressible flow: 

1 
F 0 = "Rr:":" ' 

w 

NAVIER-STOKES: For a steady-state, incompressible flow: 

where e = coefficient of volumetric expansion. 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
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(4.22) 

The first term of equation (4.22) will give trouble even when multi
plied by R, since wr ... 0 as· R ... O. 

w 
Therefore, If ... C wher~ C is unknown. Fortunately, continunity 

equation (4.20) gives 

(4.23) 

Substituting this back into (4.22). and in form to be used, the N.S. 
equations become as follows. To reduce disparity between sizes of 
numbers wr and Wz are redefined as radial and axial velocities per 
tube radius. p is redefined as pressure per atmospheric pressure. 

pWr [_. 
rw 

d - II 
an F4 = l2 ' _ - II 

F5 - -, 
r 2 
w 

(4.24) 
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For p: 

Ft = t and the R.H.S. = If R Ni 9i3(T - To) dR dZ 

And, 

For p: 

in the STANDARD PROGRAM. 

F -11 
4 =~' 

_
- 11 F5 = r 2 
W 

(4.25) 
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After the redefinitions of the variables the velocity and 
pressure formulations of the full N.S. equations become: 

(4.26) 

a2 
- lJ -] Wz . aZ 2 

(4.27) 

as for continuity: 

(4.28) 

Hence the tabulation of the standard program for both the general 
energy equation and the full N.S. equations is as follows in Table 
(4.1) : 



Il\tsLt'. 'I. I 

THE STANDARD PROGRAM 

, 
The 
(F) HTST 7 HTST 8 HTST 9 HTST 10 HTST 11 HTST 12 HTST 13 HTST 14 HTST 15 HTST 16 Coeffi-

cients 

FO 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Rrw 

Fl 
wr 1 1 Pa 0 

Pl>Jr Pa IlWr 0 0 - I - - - T -
rw rw rw rw rw 

Jl 
r 2 R w 

F2 
Wz 0 0 0 - II 

PWz 0 
PWz 0 0 T "RV L L 

F3 K 0 0 0 0 - Jl 0 - II 0 0 pC r 2 r 2. rz p w w w 

F4 K 0 0 0 0 - Jl 0 - Jl 0 0 pC U TT LT p 

G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L9S(Tw-To 0 0 
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4.4.1 Effect of the R.H.S. in the N.S. Equations(61} 

The rate of heat transfer depends on the fluid motion and this 
is very largely governed by a balance between buoyancy and viscous 
forces. Inertia forces play only a small part in free convection. 
Consider a fluid element at a temperature T above the surrounding 
fluid, i.e. T = (Tw - To) where Tw is the element temperature and 
To is the ambient temperature. The density p of this element is 
smaller than the density P. of the bulk of the fluid and is given 
by: 

p = p/(l + 13T} (4.29) 

where 13 = coefficient of cubical expansion: The velocity of this 
element is a function of the buoyancy force acting on it, which for 
unit volume is: 

(4.30) 

henc'e the group 13gp (Tw - To) appears on the R.H.S. For more details 
(see Ref. 61). 

4.5 Error Sources 

The difference or what leads to the difference between computed 
results and exact results is an error. There are many reasons for such 
an error, such as data input error, discretization error etc. 

4.5.1 Discretization Error and the Convergence Rule 

A wrong choice of element shape or size when discretizing aggra
vates subsequent numerical error in computation. 

Analysis of discretization error yields an expression that shows 
the convergence rate produced by refining the mesh (see Ref. 55). 
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4.5.2 111 Conditioning or Singularity Computational Error 

Equations [A] {x} = {b} are termed "i 11 conditioned" if small 
changes in [A] or {b} produces large changes in the solution vector 
{x}. For detailed discussion (see Refs 9. 96). 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXAMPLES AND RESULTS 

5.1 Theory of Program (for stress analysis testing) 

The element stiffness matrix for plane stress/strain problems 
is constructed as(60): 

[Ke] = f f [8] T [0] [8] dv 
v 

A typical submatrix of [Ke] linking nodes i and j may be 
evaluated from the expression: 

where t = element thickness 
and dx dy = det J dF,; dn 

For detailed discussion [see Refs 9. 60] . 

. 5.1.1 StrainMatrix [8] 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

The strain displacement relationship for most elastic problems 
is(9): 

{El = [L] {O} (5.3 ) 

where {E} = strain vector, {c} = displacement vector, 

[L] = matrix of displacement differential operators. 

Within the element the following approximations are made: 

(5.4) 

where [N] = matrix of shape fUnctions 



[N] = [Nl, N2, ••.• , NB], [Ni] = [NiHI] 

[I] = [n x n] identity matrix, and 

n = number of degrees of freedom = NDF 

Using the finite element idealisation, the strain can be calcu
lated from(9): 

= [Bl, B2, ..... , BB] {oe} (5.5) 

where [B] is the element strain matrix. 

For plane stress/strain the strain/displacement may be written 
as it appeared in equation (5.3): 

au 
ay 

au 
ax 

ay 
ay 

+ 
ay 
ax 

o u. 

= 0 a 
ay 

y 

a a 
ay ax 

.Using the Finite element idealisation we can write: 

(5.6) 
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o 

o 

(5.7) 

5.1.2 Matrix of Elastic Constants [0] 

It can be seen from [ref. 60] that since: 

{a} = [0] {El (5.8) 

Therefore: 

for Plane Stress: 

1 v 0 

[0] = E v 1 0 (5.9a) 
1 _ v2 

0 0 1 - v 
2 
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and for P~ne Strain: 

v 
1 - v 

1 

[0] ~ (1 + v)(l - 2v) 
E(l - v) v 

1 - v 1 

o o 

5.1.3 Calculation of Strains and Stresses 

o 

o 

1 - 2v 
2(1 - v) 

(5.9b) 

The strains within the element are readily expressed in terms 
of the disp1acements or their derivatives. For example for plane 
strain situations the strains are defined as(9) recalled from equa
tions (5.5) and (5.6): 

{e:} ~ ~ 

au 
ay 

au 
ax 

av 
ay 

+ av 
ax 

(5.10) 

and the disp1acements at a point within the element can be expressed 
as: 

{a} 

(5.ll) 
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Substitution for disp1acements from (5.11) into (5.10) results in 
equati on (5.7). 

Now: 

(5.12) 

o _ 2(1 + v) 
Yxy- Yxy - E 'xY. 

where: 

Ox' Oy' 'xy = stress components, and 

E
X
O

, Eyo, Yxyo = initial strains existing in the solid. 

When equation (5.12) is solved for the stresses and any initial stress 
distribution 0

0 is present in the body before loading is added, the 
resulting stresses can be written as(9): 

where D. ,= [DJ in equation (5.9a) for plane stress. and 

On use of equations (5.7) and (5.14), the element stresses are 
obtained from the re1ation(9): 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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(5.15) 

It then remains to output the disp1acements and calculate the 
stresses in each element. The stresses are obtained from the disp1ace
ments through the relationship of equation (5.15)(60). 

The stress components at each Gauss point are calculated and 
stored in a local array. 

For plane strain problems the through-thickness stress is given 
by(60) : 

(5.16) 

where: 
ox' 0y = in-plane normal stress components. 

In addition to the cartesian stress components the principal 
stress values are calculated. The expression for the principal stress 
(see Timoshenko and Goodier) as: 

1 2 T 
Cl = tan- i [ xy ] 

"2" ° - ° x y 
(5.17) 

where 01 and 02 are respectively the maximum and minimum principal 
stresses and Cl is the angle which the maximum principal stress makes 
with the positive x-axis. 
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Only principal values of the angle are output, i.e. 

5.2 The Rigid-Body Example 

The theory and analysis of the rigid body is discussed in Appen
dix (V). Figure (5.1) shows the mesh used to demonstrate the rigid 
body movement. The prescribed rigid body disp1acements are shown on 
the mesh where 12 elements were used. 

With this arrangement any of the 12 elements of the mesh repre
sents a rigid body and possesses rigid body motion. If we consider 
element No. 1, we have the following results in Table (5.1): 

Mode No . x-disp1acements y-disp1acements 
• (0 ' 

1 0.0 0.0 
2 - 0.636 X 10-6 0.368 X 10- 5 

3 - 0.688 X 10- 5 0.368 X 10- 5 

4 - 0.688 X 10- 5 ~ 0.285 X 10-6 

5 - 0.359 X 10-6 0.184 X 10- 5 

6 - 0.3517 x 10- 5 0.368 X 10- 5 

7 - 0.6836 X 10-5 0.184 X 10- 5 

8 - 0.35 x 10- 5 - 0.285 X 10- 6 

TABLE (5.1) Disp1acements results (rigid body) 

This gives exactly the same ratio of prescribed disp1acements on the 
mesh to the element disp1acements result. 

Also to test for no internal strain the following equation from 
Appendix (V) was used: 

which gave 



li.y=O·O 
·6 

1)X'=-20xl0 m 

by = 0·0 ., 
bx=-lOxl0 m 

bX = 0·0 

4 7 3 

5 2 
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.6 
I)y= 7·sx 10m 

-6 
I)x= -20.10 m 

-, 
I) y= 7·5.10 m 

I)x = g·O 

O·lsm 

., 
by=lsxl0 m 

-6 
!ix=~0.10 m 

-6 
l)y=lS xl0 m 

-6 
bX =-10xl0 m 

., 
Sy= lsx 10m 

I)X" 0-0 

FIGURE (5.1) The mesh representing the rigid body with the 
prescribed displacements shown on the nodes. 
D = denotes element number 
o = nodes 

E 
N . 
'" 

~~ master nodes of the mesh; considered as one 
element 
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{E} = 0.0 for all the internal displacements of the elements satis
fying the rigid body motion requirements. The same thing happened to 
all other elements in the mesh, which gave more assurance that the ele
ment is working as it should. 

The reaction forces at the nodes and the stresses at the Gauss 
points w~re calculated as well. As for element No 1 the stresses at 
the Gauss points according to Figure (5.2) is as follows in (N/mm2) 
from Table (5.2). 

3 x 3 Gauss points 
4 7 3 

C&) C&) 

FIGURE 5.2 
Gauss points &> 

9 6 
numbering and ® ® 
positions 

1 
The reaction forces ® 
at node 1 of element 
No 1 are: 
x-force = 0.1623N 
y-force = 0.149rl 

The computer results for the displacements shown, if not representing 
a rigid body .r:otation then stresses of the order of 20 N/mm2 might be 
expected. Thus the stresses found are les8 than 0.1% of this. 

5.2.1 Test of the Frontal Routine 

At the beginning of this work it was required to test the frontal 
routine on a problem with a known answer and the following was consi
dered using a 4-noded element. 



o ..... 

Gauss 
Points 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

x-Stress 

-0.787 x 10-2 

-0.3007x 10-2 

0.2245x 10-3 

0.1736x 10-3 

-0.538 x 10-2 

0.1427x 10-2 

O.2619x 10- 3 

-0.1034x 10-2 

0.259 x 10-3 

, 
Maximum 

(Txy) 
hi"cipQi y-Stress xy-Stress z-Stress Stress 

-0.736 X 10-2 -0.482 X 10-2 -0.457 X 10-2 -0.279 X 10-2 

-0.838 x 10- 3 -0.189 X 10-2 0.115 X 10-2 0.257 X 10- 3 

-0.115 X 10- 3 -0.419 X 10-2 0.327 X 10-4 0.424 X 10-2 

0.8677x 10-3 -0.184 X 10-2 0.312 )I 10-3 0.239 X 10-2 

-0.395 X 10-2 -0.330 X 10-2 -0.280 X 10~2 -0.128 X 10-2 

0.7311x 10-3 -0.272 x 10-2 0.647 X 10-3 0.382 X 10-2 

0.522 x 10- 3 -0.296 X 10-2 0.235 X 10-3 0.335 X. 10-2 

-0.204 x 10-2 -0.301 x 10-2 -0.922 X 10- 3 0.151 X 10-2 

-0.509 X 10- 3 -0.281 X 10-2 ~0.748 X 10-4 0.271 X 10-2 

TABLE (5.2) Element Stresses (rigid body) 

Minimum 
. pYinci Pcd Angle 

Stress (aO) 

-0.187 X 10-2 43.4908 

0.1713x 10- 3 30.0841 

0.256 X 10-2 -43.8384 

0.1448x 10-2 39.6680 

-0.077 X 10-2 38.9263 

0.2315x 10-2 -41.3576 

0.203 X 10-2 43.7403 

0.0915x 10-2 -40.2493 

0.164 X 10-2 -41.1135 
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Sy=O·O 

FIGURE (5.3) .. Prescribed downward disp1acements on a 12 element 
mesh to test the frontal routine 

0·3 

Since the top nodes have a prescribed value of -Oy and the 
bottom nodes have prescribed values of Ox = 0y = 0.0. the theoretical 
values we should get for 0y at nodes 3. 7, 11, 15 and 19 should be 
-i 0y and at nodes 2. 6. 10. 14, 18 should be - } 0y and of course the 
prescribed values at all other nodes. In fact this is precisely what 
we have got as can be seen from Table (5.3). 
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Results x-disp1acements . y-disp1acements Node No 

1 -0.8571428572E-01 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 
2 -0.8571428572E-01 -0.9999999999E-01 
3 -0.8571428572E-01 -0.2000000000E 00 
4 -0.8571428573E-01 -0.3000000000E 00 
5 -0.4285714287E-01 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 
6 -0.4285714286E-01 -0.1000000000E 00 
7 -0.4285714286E~01 -0.2000000000E 00 
8 -0.4285714287E~01 -0.3000000000E 00 
9 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 

10 -0. 1472244548E-10 -0.9999999999E-01 
11 -0.5911715562E-11 -0.2000000000E 00 
12 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 -0.3000000000E 00 
13 0.4285714284E-01 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 
14 0.4285714285E-01 -0.1000000000E 00 
15 0.4285714284E-01 -0.2000000000E 00 
16 0.4285714286E-01 -0.3000000000E 00 
17 0.8571428570E-01 O.OOOOOOOOOOE 00 
18 0.8571428569E-01 -0.1000000000E 00 
19 0.8571428572E-01 -0.2000000000E 00 
20 0.8571428570E-01 -0.3000000000E 00 

TABLE 5.3 Displacement results of test Figure (5.3) 

The results are accurate according to the theoretical calcula
tions. The element stiffness matrix calculated for the element of 
mesh Figure (5.3) is as follows where the right hand side of the equa
tion is zero. Note the symmetry in the above table is exact. The 
constraints and boundary conditions are added globally. 
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Xl 3K K -2K 0 -K -K 0 0 xl 

Y1 K 3K 0 0 -K -K 0 -2K Yl 

X2 -2K 0 3K -K 0 0 -K K x2 
Y2 

= ~ 
0 0 -K 3K 0 -2K K -K Y2 

= 0 
X3 -K -K 0 0 3K K -2K 0 x3 

Y3 -K -K 0 -2K K 3K 0 0 Y3 

X4 0 0 -K K -2K 0 3K -K x4 
Y4 0 -2K K -K 0 0 -K 3K Y4 

(5.18) 

5.2.2 The Patch-Test Example 

The theory and analysis of the Patch-Test is discussed in Appen
dix (VI). Figure (5.4) shows the mesh used to demonstrate the patch 
test for a plane strain problem. The prescribed displacements are shown 
on the 12 elements, 8-noded, isoparametric, quadrilateral elements mesh. 

With this arrangement, we impose on this arbitrary patch of ele
ments [the mesh in Figure (5.4)], nodal displacements corresponding to 
a state of constant strain. 
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Sy:-0·3 
Sy:-O.3 Sy=-O'3 S~= 0·0 Sy~·3 Sy=-0·3 
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Sy.O·O Sy.oo() Sy.o-o Sy.o.() SY-O.O Sy.o.o Sy.o.o SyoO.o Sy=O.o 

s.-o·o 

FIGURE (5.4) The mesh used for the patch test with the prescribed 
displacements shown on the nodes 
0= denotes elements number 
o = denotes nodes 

The results show that all nodes on the same horizontal level had 
same vertical displacement results, i.e: 

Level (5) for Nodes: 
Level (4) for Nodes: 

6, 17, 28, 39, 50, l3y = ·0.25 
5, 10, 16, 21, 27, 32, 38, 43, 49, l3y = -0.2 

Level (3) for Nodes: 4, 15, 26, 37, 48 ay = ·0.15 

Level (2) for Nodes: 3, 9, 14, 20, 25, 31, 36. 42, 47 ay = -0.1 

Level (1) for Nodes: 2, 13, 24, 35, 46 ay = ·0.05 

showing an equivalent constant strain at each level, since here: 

Strain = {Ey} = [L]{ay} (in this case) as 

can be seen from equation (5.3). 
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Also showing an equivalent constant stress at each level 
since: 

{a} = [D]{€y} (in this case) as can be seen from 

equation (5.8). 

Note also that the x-displacements on both sides of the vertical 
middle line -joining nodes 23 and 29, were exactly symmetrical in 
values. 

As has been seen, nodal equilibrium has been simultaneously 
achieved without the imposition of external, nodal, forces and a 
state of constant stress is obtained. 

This shows clearly that no external work has been lost through 
interelement discontinuity and makes this element pass the Patch Test, 
and proves that the element will converge. 

5.3 Plane Stress and Strain Problems 

5.3.1 Plal1eStress 

The theory of the pla~e stress is shown at the beginning of Chap
ter (5). Figure (5.5) shows the mesh used to demonstrate the plane 
stress case. The prescribed forces are shown on the 12, 8-noded, iso
parametric, quadrilateral elements mesh. 

The loading represents a U.D.L. along the top of the mesh. The 
displacements were restricted in the two directions for the base of the 
mesh, while _~or the top of the mesh only the x-direction displacements 
were restricted. 
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Sy =0-0 Sy=O.O Sy=O.o Sy=o.o SY=O.O EyoO.O Sy=O.O Syoo.o by=O·O 

FIGURE (5.5) The mesh used to demonstrate a plane stress problem 
with prescribed nodal forces shown on top, as well 
as the disp1acements constraints 
0= denotes elements number 
o = denotes nodes 

Elastic modulus ~ E = 206 X 103 N/mm2, 
Poisson Ratio = v = 0.3, 
Thickness = t = 2.0 mm. 
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The displacements obtained were as follows in Table (5.4): 

Node No x-disp1acements y-displacements 

1 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
2 -0. 247378E-01 -0.314783E-01 
3 -0.341020E-Ol -0.590233E-Ol 
4 -0.377930E-Ol -0.828961E-Ol 
5 -0.349020E-Ol -0.105621E 00 
6 -0.262773E-Ol -0.130434E 00 
7 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.155453E 00 
8 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
9 -0.255559E-Ol -0.546527E-01 

10 -0.273342E-Ol -0.111 096E 00 
11 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.161800E 00 
12 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
13 -0.100111 E-01 -0.246782E-01 
14 -0.175766E-Ol -0.543136E-01 
15 . -0.196790E-01 -0.832868E-01 
16 -0.184866E-01 -0.112721E 00 
17 -0.118362E-Ol -0.145958E 00 
18 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.176040E 00 
19 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
20 -0.863211E-02 -0. 532973E-Ol 
21 -0.920319E-02 -0.116319E 00 
22 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.168740E 00 
23 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
24 -0.273516E-11 -0.248972E-01 
25 -0.237693E-11 -0.535567E-01 
26 -0.561735E-11 -0.840876E-01 
27 -0.490686E-11 -0.115073E 00 
28 -0.470420E-ll -0.149016E 00 
29 . O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.179091E 00 
30 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
31 0.863211E-02 -0.532973E-01 
32 0.920319E-02 -0. 116319E 00 
33 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.169740E 00 
34 

.. 
O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 

35 0.100111E-Ol -0.246782E-01 
36 0.175766E-Ol -0.543136E-01 
37 0.196790E-Ol -0.832868E-01 
38 0.184866E-01 -0.112721E 00 
39 0.118362E-Ol -0.145958E 00 
40 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.176040E 00 
41 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
42 0.255559E-Ol -0.546527E-01 
43 0.273342E-Ol -0. 11l 096E 00 
44 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.161800E 00 
45 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
46 0.2473 78E -01 -0.314783E-01 
47 0.341020E-Ol -0. 590233E-01 
48 0.377930E-Ol -0.828961E-01 
49 0.349020E-Ol -0.105621E 00 
50 0.262773E-Ol -0.130434E 00 
51 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.155453E 00 

TABLE 5.4 Disolacement results of the 01 a ne, stress orob1em of Fiqure (5.5) 
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The results show the symmetry expected from such a problem, for 
both the x and y disp1acements on both sides of the mesh. 

This problem would give the same ratio of results as the patch 
test problem in the last section if it was not for the different con
straints. A sample framework calculation was done and the reactions 
were found to agree with the calculated ones. The reactions computed 
to be as shown in Table (5.5): 

Reactions 
Node 

1 
7 
8 

11 
12 
18 
19 
22 
23 
29 
30 
33 
34 
40 
41 
44 
45 
51 

TABLE (5.5) 

x-Force y-force 

0.365902E 04 0.601428E 04 
0.275476E 04 O.OOOOOOE 00 
0.810971E 03 0.123257E 05 
0.104524E 04 O.OOOOOOE 00 
0.154287E 04 0.625500E 04 
0.116263E 04 O.OOOOOOE 00 
0.794328E 03 0.123986E 05 
0.463404E 03 O.OOOOOOE 00 
0.149012E-06 0.601291E 04 
0.715256E-06. O.OOOOOOE 00 

-0.794328E 03 0~1.b986E 05 
-0.463404E 03 O.OOOOOOE 00 
-0.1542B7E 04 0.625500E 04 
-0.116263E 04 O.OOOOOOE 00 
-0.810971E 03 0.123257E 05 
-0.104524E 04 O.OOOOOOE 00 
-0.365902E 04 0.60142BE 04 
-0.275476E 04 O.OOOOOOE 00 

Reaction forces of Figure (5.5) for the plane 
stress case 

To verify these results a comparison was made with the same mesh 
and the same constraints using li'near triangular elements. This was 
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done by using the standard Finite Element program of the Mechanical 
Engineering Department of the University of Technology in Loughborough.' 
The results of this are shown in Section (5.4). 

The stress at the Gauss points is calculated using equation (5.8) 
i.e. 

{a} = [O]{d 

therefore (5.19) 

and is found symmetrical about both sides of the mesh . 

In the displacement method, the stresses are discontinuous between 
elements because of the nature of the assumed displacement variation. 
In analysis involving numerically integrated elements such as the iso
parametric elements publications have shown [see Ref 60, pp.279] that 
the integration points are the best sampling points. The nodes, which 
are the most useful output locations for stresses, appear to be the 
worst sampling points. It is well known that interpolation functions 
tend to behave badly near the extremities of the interpolation region. 
It is therefore reasonable to expect that shape function derivatives 
(and hence stresses) sampled in the interior of elements will be more 
accurate than those sampled on the element periphery. To counteract 
such' problems many publications exist Oh averaging elemental stresses 
or the use of smoothing techniques employed to calculate the stresses 
at the nodes. For details see [ref 29]. 

A sample calculation of element stresses is shown in Table (5.6) 
for element .N.o 5 of the mesh as a typical element. It shows the 
stresses at the Gauss points and the corresponding angles. 

For the reason of comparison and to check the resulting stresses, 
the same problem was run using the (PAFEC) finite element scheme on 
the .Nottingham University computer through the computer regional link, 
and exactly the same results were obtained for the displacements, reac
tion forces and the stresses at the Gauss points. 



Gauss 
Points x-Stress y-Stress 

1 -2.9856 -:-403.79 

2 -21.436 -428.10 

3 -15.557 -435.16 

4 -3.3424 -413.63 

5 -18.757 -431.22 

6 -7.5324 -42&.93 . 
7 -15.996 -439.67 

8 7.7999 -404.01 

9 -6.4124 -430.74 

TA8LE (5.6) 

(TXY) Haximum 
xy-Stress z-Stress Prir,cipq I 

Stress 

-8.6334 0.0 -2.7997 .. 
-3.3146 0·0 -21.409 

15.063 0.0 -15.017 

-18.010 0.0 -2.5533 

-6.1396 0.0 -18.666 

5.8682 0.0 -7.4503 

-1.6391 0.0 -15.989 

-13.328 0·0 8.2308 

-3.8955 0.0 -6.3766 

Element Stresses (plan~ stress) 

Minimum 
~rir,ci 1"0.1-
Stress 

-403.97 

-428.12 

-435.70 

-414.41 

-431.31 

-427.01 

-439.68 

-404.45 

-430.77 

Angle 
(aO) 

-1.2334 

-0.467 

2.0533 

-2.5087 

-0.8526 

0.8015 

-0.2217 

-1.8518 

-0.5259 

00 o 
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5.3.2 Plane Strain 

The theory of the plane strain is shown at the beginning of 
Chapter (5). Figure (5.6) shows the mesh used to demonstrate the 
plane strain case. The prescribed disp1acements are shown on the 12 
isoparametric, 8-noded, quadrilateral, elements mesh. 

Again the disp1acements represent a constant strain case, and 
they are as before restricted in the two directions for the base of 
the mesh. On the top of the mesh the x-direction disp1acements were 
restricted for the corner nodes only. 
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FIGURE (5.6) The mesh used to demonstrate a plane strain problem 
with prescribed nodal displacements shown on top, as 
well as the displacements constraints 
0= denotes elements number 
o = denotes nodes 

Elastic modulus = E = 206 X 103 N/mm2 

Poisson ratio = v = 0.3, 
Thickness t = 2.0 mm 
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The disp1acements obtained were as follows in Table (5.7): 

Node No x-disp1acements y-disp1acements 

1 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
2 -0.392165E-01 -0.506818E-01 
3 -0.541772E-01 -0.950485E-01 
4 -0. 589012E-01 -0.129284E 00 
5 -0.467685E-01 -0.163777E 00 
6 -0. 278805E-01 -0.229672E 00 
7 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.300000E 00 
8 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
9 -0.405080E-01 -0.868543E-01 

10 -0.350275E-01 -0.182933E 00 
11 -0.411523E-03 -0.246325E 00 
12 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
13 -0. 158806E-01 -0.400380E-01 
14 -0.274112E-01 -0.881520E-01 
15 -0. 287048E-01 -0.131593E 00 
16 -0. 237466E-01 -0.174337E 00 
17 -0.122195E-01 -0.240454E 00 
18 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.300000E 00 
19 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
20 -0.133354E-01 -0.849550E-Ol 
21 -0.114881 E-Ol -0.185548E 00 
22 -0.846793E-03 -0.247927E 00 
23 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
24 -0. 679834E-11 -0. 404569E-01 
25 -0. 119867E-10 -0.865561 E-01 
26 -0.136297E-l0 -0.131586E 00 
27 -0.137369E-10 -0.175634E 00 
28 -0. 928817E-l1 . -0.240144E 00 
29 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.300000E 00 
30 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
31 0.133354E-01 -0.849550E-01 
32 0.114881E-Ol -0.185548E 00 
33 0.846793E-03 -0.247927E 00 
34 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
35 0.158806E-Ol -0.400380E-Ol 
36 .. 0.274112E-01 -0.881520E-Ol 
37 0.287048E-Ol -0.131593E 00 
38 0.237466E-Ol -0.174337E 00 
39 0.122195E-01 -0.240454E 00 
40 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.300000E 00 
41 O.OOOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOOE 00 
42 0.405080E-01 -0.868543E-01 
43 0.350275E-Ol -0.182933E 00 
44 0.411523E-03 -0.246325E 00 
45 O.OOOOOOE 00 .. O. OOOOOOE 00 
46 0.392165E-01 -0.506818E-01 
47 0.541772E-Ol -0. 950485E-01 
48 0.589012E-01 -0.129284E 00 
49 0.467685E-01 -0.163777E 00 
50 0.278805E-01 . -0.229672E 00 
51 O.OOOOOOE 00 -0.300000E 00 

TABLE (5.7) Disp1acements results of the plane strain problem of 
Figure (5.6) 
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In this plane strain problem the disp1acements symmetry can be observed 
as was the case with the plain stress problem for both the x and y 
disp1acements on both the left and the right hand sides of the mesh. 

The results of the reaction forces is as shown in Table (5.8) 
below: 

Reactions 
Node 

1 
7 
8 

12 , 
18 
19 
23 
29 
30 
34 
40 
41 
45 
51 

TABLE (5.8.) 

x-force y-force 

0.584999E 10 0.947672E 10 
0.995588E 10 -O.188071E 11 
0.122454E 10 0.199530E 11 
0.246906E 10 0.979918E 10 
0.228755E 10 -0.304088E 11 
0.130927E 10 O.201397E 11 
0.812500E 00 0.945516E 10 

-0.500000E 00 -0.297604E 11 
-0.130927E 10 0.201397E 11 
-0.246906E 10 0.979918E 10 
-0.228755E 10 -0.304088E 11 
-0.122454E 10 0.199530E 11 
-0.584999E 10 0.947672E 1 0 
-0.995588E 10 -O.188071E 11 

Reaction forces of Figure (5.6) for the p1ahe 
strain case 

A sample calculation of element stresses is shown in Table (5.9) 
for element No 8 of the mesh as a typical element. It shows the 
stresses at the Gauss points and the corresponding angles. 

For comparison, and to check the results;' again the same problem 
was run using the (PAFEC) finite element scheme on the Nottingham Uni
versity computer through the computer regional link, and here too, 
exactly the same results were obt~ined for the disp1acements, reaction 
forces and the stresses at the Gauss points. 



Gauss 
Points x-stress y-stress 

1 -0.396 x 1010 -0.6649 x 1011 

2 -0.4833 x 109 -0.6324 x 1011 

3 -0.2786 x 1010 -0.627 x loll 

4 -610 x 1010 -0.654 x loll 

. 
5 -0.4994 x 1010 -0.7133 x lOll 

6 0.4452 x 109 -0.6208 x 1011 

7 -0.7216:x 1010 -0.705 x lOll . 

8 -0.294 x 1010 -0.6505 x loll 

9 -0.402. x 1010 -0.7004 x 1011 

(1'xy) Maximum 
i"rincii"o./ 

xy-stress z-stress Stress 

0.696 x 109 -0.211 x loll -0.395 x 1010 

-0.374 x 108 -0.1911 x 1011 -0.483 x 109 

0.644 x 1010 -0.1964 x lOll -0.210 x 1010 

-0.897 x 1010 -0.214 x 1011 -0.477 x 1010 

0.327 x 109 -0.229 x 1011 -0.499 x 1010 

0.323 x 1010 -0.184 x 1011 0.611 x 109 

-0.126 x 1010 -0.233 x 1011 -0.719 x 1010 

-0.411 x 1010 -0.204 x lOll -0.267 x 1010 

-0.441 x 109 -0.222 x lOll -0.4022 x 1010 

TABLE (5.9) Element Stresses (PlanB Strain) 

Minimum 
Princi ral 
Stress 

-0.664 x loll 

-0.637 x loll 

-0.661 x loll 

-0.667 x 1011 

-0.7133 x 1011 

-0.622 x 1011 

-0.705 x loll 

-0.653 x loll 

-0.7004 x 1011 

Angle 
(0.0 ) 

0.6384 

-0.0342 

6.0721 

-8.4155 

0.2829 . 

2.9507 

-1.1437 

-3.7696 

-0.3831 

ex> 
<.n 
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5.4 Comparison of the Isoparametric and Triangular Elements 

The same problem of the plane stress shown in Section (5.3.1) 
has been solved using the Standard Finite Element program of the 
Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Technology 
in Loughborough. This gives a good comparison between the 8-noded 
isoparametric element and the triangular element wmch the standard 
program uses. 

The mesh used is shown in Figure (5.7) with 24 triangular ele
ments and the disp1acements results are shown in Table (5.10). The 
elements configuration was chosen as to give symmetry as was the case 
with the meshes used in Sections (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) with the 8-noded 
isoparametric elements. In fact each element of the old mesh is divi
ded to make two triangular elements in this new mesh. 

The displacement results are ·too low by a factor of 5, but this 
is expected as the triangular element is known to be too stiff. 

The prescribed forces are shown on the 24 triangular elements 
mesh. The loading represents a U.D.L. similar to the problem of 
Section (5.3.1) along the top of the mesh. The disp1acements were 
restricted in the two directions for the base of the mesh, while fo~ 
the top of the mesh only the x-direction disp1acements were restricted . 

. The disp1acements results show the symmetry expected, but due 
to the difference in the number of the 1000N loads on the top of the 
mesh and to the nature of the linear triangular element the displace
ment results are smaller here than those observed in the isoparametric 
8-noded elements mesh. 

A better result should be found if the mesh rectangular sec
tions were divided into triangular elements in the fashion of Figure 
(5.8) where more triangular elements would be present and the exact 
number of the 1000N loads would be possible to prescribe on the top 
of the mesh. Generally, very many triangular elements will be 
needed. 
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TABLE (5.10) 
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x-displacements y-displacements 

-0.0 0.0 

-0.00125 -0.01111 

-0.00276 -0.02325 

0.0 -0.03047 

0.0 0.0 

-0.00177 -0.01055 

-0.00209 -0.02427 

0.0 -0.04417 

0.0 0.0 

-0.2 X 10-11 -0.00736 

-0.117 x 10-11 -0.01507 

0.0 -0.02045 

0.0 0.0 

-0.00177 -0.01055 

-0.00209 -0.02427 

0.0 -0.04417 

0.0 0.0 

-0.00125 -0.01111 

-0.00276 -0.02325 

0.0 -0.03047 

Displacement results of the triangular elements 

mesh of Figure (5.7) 
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FIGURE (5.8) The mesh rectangu 1ar segment showing 
the subdivision into triangular elements 

The displacement results of the triangular mesh in the y-direction 
are generally less than the y-disp1acements of the isoparameter 8-
noded elements mesh by a factor of 5, although both meshes have the 
same ratio of disp1acements distribution along the vertical side of 
the mesh., 

The stresses are not compared here due to the difference in the 
nature and positions of the stresses computations in both cases. 

It is evident that much less isoparametric 8-noded elements are 
needed than triangular elements to represent the same problem, with 
a higher accuracy. For detailed literature and comparison (see Ref 
9). 

5.5 The General Energy Equation 

The theory of the General Energy Equation is discussed in Section 
(4.3). Fig,Jre (5 .. 9) shows the 50 isoparametric 8-noded elements mesh 
used to demonstrate the effect of pure conduction and convection at 
different Pec1et numbers in the thermal flow channel. 

Figure (5.9a) shows the boundary conditions for pure conduction 
where the temperature rises gradually in increments of 10 along the 
top and bottom boundaries of the mesh until it reaches 100 and stays 
at this value for the rest of the boundary nodes except for the channel 
entrance where a temperature T = 0 is prescribed. The channel width is 
Wand the mesh length is L. In all the cases discussed here L = 1.0. 
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conduction only. the channel width is changed from 
= 0.1 to see the effect on the temperature distribution. 
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In Figure (5.9b) the boundary conditions are still the same 
as those in Figure (5.9a) for the temperature, but, in addition 
axial velocity is introduced here via equation (5.20) below, while 
the vertical velocity is kept equal to zero. 

where u 
Umax 
y 

u = Umax (y - y2) (5.20) 

= axial velocity, 
= a constant representing the maximum axial velocity 
= the vertical y-position of the mesh nodes. 

This gives a parabolic axial velocity distribution in the channel, 
while the thermal conductivities in the x and y directions are Kx 
and Ky respecttvely. In all the cases tested in this Chapter Kx = Ky = 

0.0337 for an air flow. The specific heat capacity = 1005. 

Considering the temperature distribution in half the channel 
width Y = iw, due to symmetry, Figure (5.10) and Figure (5.11) show 
the temperature distribution for pure conduction at various Y values 
for W = 0.5 and W = 0.1 respectively, it is very clear from the graphs 
that as the channel width decreases the conductivity increases, and 
exact boundary values are achieved along the vertical lines of the mesh. 

Velocity is introduced in the mesh via equation (5.20) and at 
a Pe = 700, Figure (5.12) shows a very high oscillation present in 
the temperature distribution. Even when the Pec1et number was lowered 
the oscillation in temperature distribution was present down to Pe~lO. 
This temperature oscillation was recognised to be due to the signifi
cance of the first derivatives of the second order partial differential 
General Energy Equation. The remedy is discussed in Section (5.6) 
using the upwinding scheme to create an unsymmetrica1 weighting para
meter not equal to the shape functions as is the case with the classical 
Ga1erkin of Wi = Ni' 

Figure (5.13) shows the effect of the upwinding in damping the 
temperature oscillation at Pe = 52.5 at (O.BY). 

The Figures (5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21) 
show the temperature distribution at various Y values for Pec1et num-
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fIG( 5.12) Thermal flow showing the Temperature Oscillation. at y=0.2 
using the classical Galerkin:Wi=Ni. y=1/2 the channel width. 
Peclet no.=700, using the 50 isoparametric B-noded elements mesh. 
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bers of 7.9, 15.22, 22.7, 37.6, 52, lOS, 150 and 214 respectively. 

At the high Pe number of 214, Figure (5.21), the temperature 
distribution starts again to begin oscillating and the upwinding 
begins to lose effect. 

Figures (5.22) and (5.23) show the temperature distribution at 
the centre line of the channel for various Peclet numbers of 7.8, 
15.22, 22.77,37.6, 52.5, 104, 150 and 214 compared with the pure 
conduction case. Also from Figure (5.23) at the centre line the 
temperature distribution at Pe ~ 214 shows its tendency to begin 
oscillating and the upwinding weighting beginning to lose its effect. 

To check the results of the pure conduction, and the temperature 
results of the energy equation using the upwinding scheme for various 
Peclet numbers, a finite element model of the General Energy Equation 
was constructed according to Figure (5.24) where at the connection of 
each 4 isoparametric 8-noded elements of the mesh this test can be 
done. Consider the General Energy Equation: 

_k_ (a 2T + a2T) 
pcp ax2 ay2 

+ (u aT + v aT) 
ax ay = 0 

10 
q7 - -8- - -qr - -G- -(j) 

I 
1 

cb 6 5 1 
CD 

I 
I """ I 

11<:9-
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@-O 
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- 09 
I 1 
I h 

cb (!) 

I 7 14 8 

I 
112 

C9- - -0--&--0- -0 

FIGURE (5.24) Finite difference test model of the energy equation 
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Thus the finite difference model of the above equation is: 

(5.21 ) 

where Ro is the residual. This was done to many arbitrary points 
in the mesh for pure conduction and for thermal flow with different 
Pec 1 et numbe rs • 

The maximum residual on average was found to be in the order of 
10-5

• It was also found that the residua1s increase as Pec1et number 
increases and they become very significant towards the end at 
A . 

A Pe = 250 and temperature does start to oscillate at this high 
Pec1et number. 

This check showed that the upwinding temperature results of the 
General Energy Equation are in very favourable agreement with the exact 
solution and low and moderate Pec1et numbers. 

5.6 The Upwinding Scheme 

5.6.1 Upwinding Finite Element Technique 

It was found(9) that when solving heat transfer problems that 
involve convection, oscillations existed in the converged solution 
when applying the Ga1erkin weighted residual method at large Pec1et 
numbers. This is particularly evident when essential temperature 
boundary conditions are imposed at both the entrance and exit of the 
flow domain. 

With the finite difference method this difficulty was overcome 
by using the upwind differencing technique, (backward difference 
for positive velocities and forward difference for negative velocities) 
on the convective terms. 

Although this later modification aids the stability of numerical 
iteration for large Pec1et number, progressively larger errors are 
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introduced as the Pec1et number increases. Convergence is therefore 
obtained at the expense of a reduction in the accuracy of the solu
tion obtained. Consequently, formulas between central and backward 
difference are utilised by Spa1ding(101) and Runcha1(102), in an 

attempt to improve the accuracy of the upwinding differences. 

In Zienkiewicz et a1(57), an analysis of the difficulties that 
arise when the finite element method is used to solve the temperature 
equation is made, and the need of an equivalent to upwind difference 
in the finite element method was recognised. A possible way of solu
tion was also suggested,. which was later firmly established in Christie 
et al(53), for one-dimensional problem, Heinrich et al(58), Huyakorn(50) 
for the two-dimensional case. Heinrich and Zienkiewicz(50) developed 
the upwind scheme to include the quadratic one and two dimensional ele
ment. The latter' was used in extrusion(57) problems when oscillation 
free solution were obtained by upwinding finite element schemes. 

The main feature of the upwind finite element technique is to 
use a general weighted residual procedure in which, unlike the Galer
kin procedure, the weighting functions used can be different from the 
shape functions. These weighting functions are non-symmetric and depend 
upon parameters which allow the amount of upwinding to be controlled. 
These parameters are optimized and can be varied from element to element 
to give better accuracy and thus eliminating the problem of loss of 
accuracy inherent in upwind difference schemes. 

The development of the scheme and its details can be found in 
references (50,58). The use of upwinding scheme inconvection is 
presented in Chapter (5), with the general energy equation. 

5.6.2 Weighting Functions for Two-dimensional Elements 

In references (50, 58) two parameters were introduced, and their 
critical and optimal values were given as: 

Critical y = Yc = 1 - ~ (5.22) 

O t · 1 - Coth [!':] - '!'e p 1 ma y = y 0 't "" (5.23) 



2 Critical a = ac = 1 - ~ 
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Optimal a = ao = 2 [tanh(~)][l 

where Pe = ~ = the Pec1et number 

U = velocity 
h = the element is assumed of span (O,h) 
K = thermal conductivity. 

(5.24) 

12 - ~ - Y (5.25) t'e 0 

If K and U are constant and the mesh is uniform, the scheme 
will be the exact· solution at each nodal point. The critical and 
optimal values become close with increasing Pe. When the velocity 
and/or thermal diffusivity are variables, the exact solution can no 
longer be obtained but the simple replacement of the variable by suit
able, approximation, e.g. piecewise constant throughout an element, 
will render extremely good results. 

To obtain the weighting functions for the 8-noded element, 
Figure (5.25a), Heinrich and Zienkiewicz(50) applied the technique 
of linear blending of the one-dimensional weights(103), as shown at 
the end of this section. 

Consider ai and Yi' i = 1,4 as the parameters associated with 
each element, Figure (5.25a). L1 and L2 denoting the usual basic func
tions of a linear kind Figure (5.25b). N1, N2 and N3 the quadratic 
shape functions. These are given below: 

L1 (~)=i(l-~) 
." 

m=i(l+~) L2 

N1 (~) = i ~(~ - 1) 

N2 (~)=(1_~2) 

N3 (~) = i ~(~ + 1) 

F (~) = ~ ~(~ + 1)(~ - 1) (5.26) 
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and similarly in the n direction. 
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FIGURE (S.2Sb) Linear shape functions 

It is necessary to approximate the velocity along each side to 
compute the ~ and y parameters. For a side ij (where i and j are both 
corner modes) the mean velocity in the direction of this side is used: 

(5.27) 
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where Ui and Uj are the velocity vectors at the nodes and lij a 
unit vector in the positive direction of the line through i and j. 
The sign of Uij determines the sign of the parameters. 

The following weighting functions in isoparametric coordinates 
are obtained for the 8-noded element: 

(5.28) 

Instead of approximating the velocity along each side to compute 
a and y the direction cosines could be used. 

By testing the sign of the net flow 

(5.29) 
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just inside the elementary boundary. The direction cosines ~x and 
~y for the isoparametric element are as follows (outward normal) 
according to Figure (5.26): 

(0) + 1) (+1,+1) 
r"'\ +;) 

4 

G 
3 

+; 
~(+1,O) 6< (-1,0) CD 8 

2 ') 
'-
( 1 

(-1,-1) (0,.,.1) (+1,-1 ) 

FIGURE (5.26) The isoparametric 8-noded element in curvi
linear coordinates 

Side ~ = -1 1 ay ~ _ 1 ax 
~x = - A an y - A an 

Side n = +1 1 ay 
~x = - "If a~ 

_ 1 ax 
~y - "If a~ 

Side~=+l 
~ _ 1 ay 1 oX 
x - A an ~y = - A an 

Side n = -1 1 ay 
~x = 13~ 

1 ax 
~y = - 13 ~ (5.30) 

where: 
A = /(ax)2 + (aYf and an an 

B = /(aX)2 + (aY)2 
a~ a~ 

In our case, we have: 
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ax ay 
~ ~ 

XS(l,l) XS(l,2) 

J = " xs " 

ax ay 
an an XS(2,1) XS(2,2) 

Therefore, for 

Nodes (1,8,4), Side ~ " -1 t " (- j) XS(2,2) 1 
x ty " (~) XS(2,1) 

Nodes (4,7,3), Side n " +1 t = x (- ~) XS(1,2) 9, " y (~) XS(l,l) 

Nodes (3,6,2), Side ~ " +1 t = x (i) XS(2,2) t " y (- i) xs (2,1 ) 

Nodes (2,5,1), Side n " -1 tx " (~) XS(l ,2) . 1 9,y = (- S) XS(l,l) 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It has been found that the limited number of runs per day on 
the University of Technology in Loughborough ICL 1900 series computer, 
as well as the limitations on the usable core size, constitute a 
major constraint in the current work on the finite element in the 
Mechanical Engineering Department. 

In the rigid body example, the patch test example and the stress 
analysis problems presented at the beginning of Chapter (5) to test 
the OLDTRANG2 computer program no account was taken of the effective 
reduction in the longitudinal element length due to lateral deflec
tion, this did not affect the program's accuracy. 

The Numerical Algorithm Group's Llbrary (NAG LIBRARY) has proved 
very useful especially for solving the system equations for the sake 
of comparison. (NAG LIBRARY) usually takes longer to do so but needs 
less storage space. 

As indicated by Ref (9), 1978, no advantages were found in using 
a three dimensional analysis over two dimensional analysis provided 
that the width to depth ratio was large for an essentially two dimen
sional problem. This is why this program uses two dimensional analysis 
throughout. However, there are many problems in stress analysis and· 
field theory which can be adequately solved using purely two dimen
sional analysis. 

The combined heat transfer due to convection and conduction in 
a region consisting of both stationary boundaries and moving fluid is 
of great·interest in engineering practice. Such problems are called 
conjugated problems of heat transfer. An example of this is the heat 
transfer in heat exchanger components. 

Usually in the design and analysis of heat exchange equipment, 
axial conduction in the boundaries of the fluid is ignored, but it can 
have a significant effect on the heat transfer and temperature distri
bution in the fluid boundary region of the problem. 
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In the present work the thermal flow is known. and different 
combinations of boundary conditions can be applied according to the 
nature of the problem. Results are obtained at low Pec1et number 
where no numerical oscillation exists. At larger Pec1et numbers, an 
oscillating type of solution is obtained for a given finite element 
mesh. To eliminate the oscillation. upwinding finite element tech- . 
niques (section 5.6) are used for larger Pec1et numbers. 

The case considered is that of fully developed 1aminar flow of 
fluid in a channel or between parallel plates. The geometry and the 
boundary conditions are shown in Figure (5.9b). Both the inlet and 
the outlet temperatures are prescribed as well as the boundaries. 
Both velocities are assumed known throughout the mesh. 

The problem is symmetric along the centre line and thus only 
ha 1f of the reg i ori need be cons i dered. 

Using the method of solution described in Sections (2.3 and 4.3) 
to the specific geometry and boundary conditions. the thermal part of 
the problem is obtained. 

For a Pec1et number of 700. the results of which are shown in 
Figure (5.12) for the temperature along Y = 0.2. by employing the 
standard Ga1erkin technique, i.e. Wi = Ni in the Energy Equation the 
oscillation in temperature is severe. 

Reducing the Peclet number down to 52.5 on the 50 isoparametric 
8-noded elements still produces oscillation in the temperature pro-
file at 0.8Y. as can be seen from the plot of Figure (5.13). for the 
same mesh and same Pec1et number using the upwinding technique described 
in Section (5.6) where the upwinding coefficients a i and Yi are calcu
lated from the known velocity field. the temperature profile is shown 
on the same figure for comparison with the Ga1erkin technique. 

It can be seen that using the upwinding finite element technique, 
numerical oscillation is almost eliminated. To check the accuracy of 
the standard Ga1erkin scheme versus the upwinding scheme. separate 
tests obtained using a finer mesh with 150-e1ements such that the 
oscillation does not occur when the Ga1erkin scheme is employed. 

It was found that these results compared much more satisfactorily 
with the results of the upwinding scheme. The finer mesh is necessary 
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to obtain oscillation free results at Peclet numbers equal to ~25. 

The oscillation free temperature profiles along the flow direc
tion as function of Y are plotted in Figures (5.14, 5.15, 5.16,5.17, 
5.18,5.19, 5.20, 5.21) for Peclet numbers of 7.8,15.22,22.7,37.6, 
52, 105, 150 and 214 respectively. 

At Pe = 214 Figure (5.21) the temperature distribution begins to 
oscillate indicating the need for a finer mesh. 

Figures (5.22 and 5.23) show the temperature profiles at the 
centre line for Pe = 7.8,15.22,22.77,37.6,52.5,104,150, and 214 
compared with the profile of pure conduction for the same mesh. Here 
again, at Pe = 214 the temperature profile tends to oscillate towards 
the end. 

In all the above solutions. the conductivity in the x and y
directions is assumed the same. 

From these profiles, it can be seen that for a given Peclet 
number the difference between the centre line and the top and bottom 
boundary face of the mesh temperatures is not uniform in the flow direc
tion. This verifies that it is hot correct in current practice to assume 
constant heat flux transfers along the interior face of the plates or 
the walls in analysing the heat conduction in the boundaries or walls . 

. Obviously, any error involved in the estimated heat flux will 
affect the temperature distribution in the boundaries. In analysing 
heat conduction in the walls of a conduit with a fluid flow, often a 
linear fluid temperature distribution is assumed. But as can be seen 
from the present figures, the temperature along or near the interface 
is not linear and therefore the error becomes larger in assuming a 
linear fluid temperature. 

The check on the temperature results using the finite difference 
method as shown at the end of Section (5.5) proved very effective and 
indicated that the upwinding results agree favourably with the exact 
results since the finite difference model of the energy equation gave 
a maximum residual in the order of 10- 5 • It was found that the resi
dual increases as the Peclet number increases which indicates higher 
accuracy at low Peclet numbers. 
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6.2 Conclusions 

A specific program has been written and tested capable of 
solving second order partial differential equations, even with signi
ficant first order derivatives. 

The finite element formulation of stress analysis and thermal 
flow has been presented using the weighted residual method. 

The main variables in the first application were the displace
ments and forces while in the second application the main'variables 
were the velocities and temperature. 

The examples tabulated in Chapter (5) demonstrates the accuracy 
attained from the analysis. Within the limits of the assumptions the 
answers tend to the exact ones given sufficient elements in the ideali
sation. 

The weighting function was not necessarily eqUal to the shape 
fUnction used, i.e. as in Galerkin method, but it could be different 
(upwinding finite element scheme). 

Study was made on the effect of Peclet number and the finite 
element mesh on the oscillation in temperature profile. Upwinding 
finite element scheme was used to eliminate the oscillations which 
occurred in the temperature field and compared with the standard Galer
kin scheme. 

On the basis of these studies problems of heat transfer in con
duits can be solved following the same procedure. 

As an investigation into the use of finite elements in problems 
of continuum mechanics,the (OLDTRANG2) program offers a wide option of 
solutions for a wide range of continuum problems. 
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6.3 Suggestions for Further Work 

The program (OLDTRANG2) may be extended in several ways. It 
could be utilised to take into account the subroutines HTST8-to
HTST16 to solve the full Navier-Stokes equations in a non-linear 
uncoupled iteration cycles, as the author made this possible for 
investigation on a later version of the program. This will mean sol
ving the hydrodynamic part separately from the thermal part. This 
uncoupled method requires less computer storage, but might take longer 
time in iterations towards convergence. 

On the basis that when the above is done, a particularly useful 
variable used for a normal representation of two dimensional flow is 
the stream function. This can be evaluated, knowing the velocity dis
tribution, from the finite element formulations. 

The effect of aspect ratio on temperature profiles in different 
solution regions, e.g. a cavity can be investigated. 

A detailed investigation into the effect of heat conduction in 
solid boundaries seems to be a very interesting topic in free convec
tion. 

An area of considerable interest is the stUdy of the effect of 
temperature dependent viscosity and its effect on the flow and heat 
transfer. This can be done by simple modifications during the iteration 
towards a converged solution. The solution could start by assuming con
stant viscosity all over the domain, then for the following iteration, 
the local variation of viscosity with temperature determined .according 
to a given viscosity-temperature relationship. This new viscosity 
value is then used as the initial guess for the next iteration. 
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APPENDIX I 

PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE 

Reads in the length of the mesh LENGTH, the temperature at 
the wall TW and the ambient temperature To with a FORMAT (3F10.4). 

The seaond aard: 

Reads in the spatial dimension of the problem NOM, the number 
of Gauss points in each direction L, the number of the total nodes 
in the mesh NODS, the number of the total elements in the mesh 
NUMEL, the number of nodes per element NEN, and the number of degrees 

.of freedom per node NDF with a FORMAT (615). Note that the NDF here 
is only for HTST7, for subsequent ones are entered automatically. 

The third aard: 

Reads in MWGA which is an identifier to define the problem is 
being either of single nodal degree-of-freedom or of multiple degrees
of-freedom with a FORMAT (11). 

The fourth aard: 

Reads in NTRA which is a coded entry in order to avoid the pre~ 
front process after the first cycle with a FORMAT (11). 

The fifth aard: 

Reads in the number of elements in the ~ direction NXL, the 
number of elements in the n direction NYL, the first node number of 
the mesh NN, and' a direction parameter NO. IF NO = 1 then elements 
.are numbered sequentia11y along lines of constant~. If NO = 0 then 
the sequential numbering is along lines of constant n. These para
meters are read in with a FORMAT (4110). 
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The fi~st set of ca~ds: 

Read in B cards for the x,y coordinates of the master nodes of 
the mesh with a FORMAT (2F10.3). 

The sixth c~d: 

Reads in the dynamic viscosity AMU, density ARHO, thermal con
ductivity AKON, specific heat capacity ACP, and coefficient of 
cubical expansion ABETA, with a FORMAT (5E11.5). 

Last set of c~ds: 

Reads in a card for each node in ascending node number containing 
the coded boundary condition (1 if it exists, 0 if it does not), and 
the actual values ·of this boundary condition for three variables res
pectively. These are pressure p, axial velocity u, and vertical 
velocity v. with a format (310. 3FO.0). 

NOTE: 

Since the program was held on a 1900 computer filing system, 
and editing (EDITE4) was done interactively through the TREND terminal 
via the MOD1 computer. four of the variable parameters contained within 
the program are put in the MASTER SEGMENT. namely: 

NMAX " 

NCRIT = 

this gives the dimension of the Global Coefficients 
matrix EQ (NMAX.NMAX). It must be chosen to be greater 
than the largest front width and the next element equa
tions to be assembled. 

The critical number of rows of EQ. If this value is 
exceeded assembly is suspended. It must be chosen to 
be smaller than NMAX by the number of degrees-of-freedom 
in the largest front width. The maximum yalue is governed 
by machine core size ultimately. or by the accuracy required. 
The larger NCRIT is chosen the greater pivolA 1 choice there 
is and consequently slower execution time. 
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GRAV = 9.81 (gravitational acceleration). 

The above three variables can be found at the beginning of the 
MASTER SEGMENT. 

UMAX = the constant in U = Umax (y - y2) to have a laminar 
fully developed flow, and Umax represents the maximum 
axial velocity. The value of Umaxis assigned at a line 
in the last third of the Master Segment. 

The temperature boundary conditions coded value array NCOD (NH) 
and the corresponding temperature values array BC(NH) can be both 
found contained within the Master Segment where: 

NH = The total number of nodes in ,the mesh. 
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APPENDIX 11 

LIST OF SUBROUTINES 

The. subroutines are given here in an arbitrary order, not in 
the order they appear or called in the program. 

Name of 
Subroutine 

FRONT 

ELGEN 

ABFIND2 

HTSTl 

PGAUSS 

SHAPE 

Description 

Unsymmetric matrix equations solver based on 
the Gaussian elimination algorithm, uses the 
FRONT method which is superior to classical 

. BAND matrix method in core requirements, compu
tation time and numbering scheme of elements 
and nodes. 

Mesh generation routine using the isoparametric 
concept. It can deal with mesh generation for 
domains with complex shapes and for multiple 
connected domains. 

This routine chooses which coefficient matrix 
is required to be computed, hence either to 
HTSTl to do HTST7 for energy or to HTSTl to do 
HTST8-to-HTST16 for full Navier-Stokes. 

This routine does form the element coefficient 
matrix and its right hand size and determines 
their sizes using the Gaussian quadrature. 

Provides the Gauss points positions (abscissae) 
and integration weights for a 1, 2 x 2, and 
3 x 3 Gaussian points. 

This routine is capable of constructing two
dimensional shape functions for a 3-node triangle, 
a 4-node linear quadrilateral, and 8-node quad-



Name of 
Subroutine 

SHAP2 

RESTORE 

HTST7 
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Description 

ratic serendipity quadrilateral, a 9-node quadratic 
Lagrangian quadrilateral, or any combination bet
ween. This routine also constructs the upwinding 
weighting functions and their derivatives for an 
8-node quadratic isoparametric serendipity quad
rilateral. This routine also works out the direc
tion cosines. 

Adds the quadratic functions as is needed by SHAPE 

·This routine stores the shape functions, upwinding 
functions and their derivatives respectively for 
all the integration points of each element, for 
all the elements in the mesh. It reduces the time 
needed to process these parameters again if needed 
in any subsequent iteration cycles. 

Forms the coefficients for the element matrix of 
the energy equation 

HTST8-to-HTST16 Form the coefficients for the element matrix for 
the full Navier-Stokes equations 

RESOL 

BACKSUB 

This routine provides a re-solution facility, 
where it can compute corrections to the equations 
system depending on their residuals 

Obtains a solution to the system of equations 
carried from (FRONT) using a back-substitution 
process 
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APPENDIX III 

ERROR CODE 

The'program contains a facility for finding the more common 
errors in input data and in other equally important computational 
steps. 

Error 
No 

1 

Description 

An element has more than one node with the same 
nodal number 

2 The difference (NMAX-NCRIT) is not sufficiently 
large to permit the assembly of the next element 
Either increase (NMAX) or lower (NCRIT) 

3 There are more rows fully summed, this may be 
due to: 

i) Incorrect coding of (NOP) or (NK) arrays 

ii) Incorrect value of· (NCRIT). Increase 
(NCRIT) to permit whole front to be assem
bled. 

If the coefficients matrix of any element is singular or ill condi
tioned the following is given and program carries on. 

WARNING - MATRIX SINGULAR OR ILL CONDITIONED. 
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ApPENDIX IV 
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The following pages are the listing of the program on the TREND 
terminal after transferring files to the PRIME computer from the 
1900. The listing program is on A4 size paper formater which 
gives the line numbering as option. 

***** *** . .,. '" '" "''''** * '" '" '" '" * .",,,,* 

PROGRRHNER 
DRTE 
TIME 

LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSIH' 

**** *"'''' **"'* *1:*** 
~ * * * '" * * . .,.*", ****'" * *"'* *~: ~"" 
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'" '" :/< "'*** "'**** 
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", . .,.* . .,. * '" '" "''''*'''''' '" '" ***,,: 1:.+'** 
* '" * '" '" '" '" '" * *. 
* '" '" * .'/< * '" '" 

VERSION 2 

~'JR3285 
---------
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LI8RRR~'(ED, SU8GROUPNRGF) 
LI8RRRY<EC>,SU8GROUPUSUB) 
PROGRRH(TRANG) 
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COHPRESS INTEGER RND LOGICRL 
INPUT 1. = eRO 
OUTPUT 2 = LPO 
TRRCE 2 
CRERTE 4=HT41(ND4.) 
CRERTE S=HTS/(NC>S) 
CRERTE 6=I1T6/(ND6) 
END 
I1RSTER OLOTRRNG 

- 1. 

: RERL HU, LENGTH, NU, KON, NZ 
COl1HON/FRON1I 

C 

1. NP,NH,NE,N8N,NCN,I1WGR,NTRR, NI1RX, NCRIT 
C0l1110N/FRON2/ . 

1.NOP(50, 8), NDPP(1.81.), I10FU.S1.), NCOO(181.), BCaS!), R1.<'1.8J..) 
C0l1,.,ONIFRON11 

1.5K(9216), ESTIFI1(8,8.', GISH(25a), INTEG(1S80) 
C0l1MON/FRON4/ 

1. TNEWU.81.), PRESS(1.81.' , l1flXU.SV, ~'ER(1.S1.) 
COMMON/FRONS;' 

HELEI1(8, 50), PELEH(8, 5a),l1ELEH(S, S8> .• ~'ELEM(8 .. sa.), ITER 
D1I1ENSION 

1.LDEST(8), KC>EST(8) .• NK(S), RR<8, 8) 
2, EQ(96, 96), LHED(96), /('HE{)(96), KPIV(96), LPI\o'(%,I 
1, JI10(96), QQ(96), PVKOL<'96) 

D1I1ENSION SHP(1, 9, SO), ,1«2, 8, sa), X5(2, 2), SX(2, 2),1>-1<9 .. SM .. XL (2 
1.,9,50), 5G(9), TG(9), WG(9), NEL<5t1), X511(2, 2), 5,'</'1(2, 2.) .• SHPMG .. 9 .. 5 
20), >(X(S), VY<S), XSCRL<2, 8 .• 50,1, I1u(sa.), RHO(Se.), KON(St1> .• C 
]p(5a),8ETR<SO), U(2, 8, Sl~) .. W<J .• SI, 50) 
4,V(2),K(9), TOLC> (1.8i) 

EQUIVRLENCE 
1.<5K(1), EQ(1.,1),I, (GISH(L' .. PVI(OL<1.», (GISHU.IJ;t) .• QO<:t.) 
2, (ESTIF~/(1, 1.>, RR(1, 1.», <1NTEGC'1), LDEST(1.)'> 
1, (INTEGO'O), KC>EST(1», <'1NTEG(148), NKu.n 
4, <INTEG(10E.l), LHEC>(1.», (INTEG(41?1O) , KHED<'1» 
5 .. <INTEG(500), KPIV(1.'», (lNTEG(68a), LPIVU.,» 
6, (INT£G(788),JI100(i» 

C**** ••• *.**.***************.***.***.***********.*********************** 
C .... LET W(J.)=CONSTRNT.<V-(Y**2. 0),),1=:1,21 ,14HERE:-
C . ... U(SU8(!n=RXIRL ~'ELDC1TY .• 
C . .. , U(SUS(2»=~'E:RT1CRL ~'EL.OCIn'=ZERO (tl,I IN THIS CRSE OF \/ELOCIT~' 
C .... DISTRIBUTION FOR STEADY L£1NINRR FULU' DEVELOPED FLO/ol IN A FI.O/ol 
C. . .. SECTION. LET THE CONSTRNT IN THE £180\/£ EiWRTION EIWRLS=THE 
C .... MRX1f1m1 VELOCITY' OF THE FLO/J=(WIRX) IN t1ETRES .. 
C. . .. Ta:::: RtlSIENT TENPERRTURE, 
C. . .. m=FINRL TEI'1P£RRTURE 
c. . .. Ftl, Ft... F2 .. F1 .• F4 .• F5, F6 =COEFFICIENTS USE{) IN WF:POUTnIE5 
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1285 (CONT.) 

:C .... HTST7_HTSTi6 
:C •••••••••••• **************·*····*·········*········· ••••••••••••••••••• 
:C 

NHRX=96 
NCRIT=88 
UR ITE(2, 1819> 

181.8 FORHRT<1H , ' •••. .,.. I1f1STER 5EGNENT •• "".' > 
GRRV=9. 81 
RERDC1, 195>LENGTH, TIJ, T8 

185 FORI1RTC3F18. 4) 
DCTT= T/J- T8 
RERD(1,i8>NDI1.L,NODS,NUI1EL.NEN,NDF' 

18 FORI1RT<6I5) 
IJRITE(2,30>NDI1 

38 FORI1RTC1H • 'THE SPRTIRL DII1ENSION OF' THE PROBLEI1=NN1=' .• 1:2,1 
URITE(2.2gee>L 

2888 FORI1RT(1H .'GRUSS POINTS PER DIRECTION=L=',I2) 
URITE(2.2788)NODS.NUI1EL,NEN 

2788 FORI1RT(1H .'RCTLlflL NO. OF' NODES=NODS='.I3,1 
• 1. 1H • 'RC TURL NO. OF' EL tl'IENT5=NUI1EL::' • 13, I 
. 2,1H • 'NO. OF NODES PER ELEI1ENT=NEN='.IJ) 

URITE(2.1888>NDF 
1888 FORI1RT<1H • 'NLII1BER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOI1=NDF=' .. I:n 

NP=NOD5*NDF 
NH=NOD5 
NCN=NEN'NDF 
NE=NUI1EL 
NBN=NEN 
RERD(1,188)HHGR 

188 FORHRT< 11) 
URITE(2, 22)NP .• m·IGR. NCN • 

22 FORI1RT(1H • f TOTRL NO. OF' EOURT IONS TO BE SOL \·'ED=NP='. IS, ..... , 
HH • 'R NON-ZERO VRLUE INDICRTES R SINGLE NOML DEGFlEE-OF-FFlEEDOI1i 
2ZERO INDICRTES I1UL TIPLE DEGREES-OF-FREEDOH. THIS",mmR=' .. 12 .. /. 
31H • 'THE TOTRL NO. OF DEGRF.~5-0F-FREF.DOH IN ERCH El.EfofENT:NCn,,·-. IS.' 

RERM1. H.l9)NTRR 
189 FORHRT ( 11.> 

URITE(2.588)NTRR 
508 FORI1RT<1H ,'NTRR='112'> 

CRLL ELGENOO 
DD 1488 1=1. NH 
NOPP(I)=I 
HDFC 1>=1 
NCOD( 1>-8 

.1400 BC(I)=8. e 
DD 1.481 1=1.21 

.1401 NCOD< 1 >=1 
DO .1482 1=161 .. 181. 

1.402 NCOD( 1.)=1 
NCOD(22)=J 
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3 - . 

"1285 (CONT.) 

I 

NCOI)(3])=1 
NCOI)(54)=1 
NCOI) (65)=1 
NCOI) (/36)-1 
NCOt> (97) =1 
NCOl)(11$)·1 
NCOl)(129)=1 
NCOD(15M=1 
NCOD (32) =1 
NCOD(53)::1 
NCOI) (64)''1 
NCODCSS)=1 
NCOD(96) =1 
NCOD(117)=1 
NCOD(12S)-1 
NCOI)(149)-1 
NCOD(1G8> =1 
6C(12)=1IJ8. 
8C(51)=188. 
8C(64)=188. 
8C(85)=188. 
8C(96)=188. 
8C(117.>=188. 
BC(128)r:188. 
8C(149)=188. 
8C(168)=188. 
1=9 
DO 1.483 13=1, 11 
NCO[) <I]) =1 
8C<I::n=F'LORT( 1> 
1=1+18 

140] CONTINUE 
1=8 
DO 1484 14=161,171 
NCO[) ( 14)=1 
BC( 14>=F'LORT( I > 
1::1+19 

1484 CONTINUE 
DD .1.485 1"'12,21 
1)01485 J=172,181 
8C( I )=lI.rrtl 

1495 BC( J) =189. 
URITE(2,135) 

135 FORHRT(1H ,///1, 1H ,'If/***** BOUNDRR'r' CONMTlONS ****"'*' 
1,11 .• 1H ,'**"'* TEHPF.RATURF. ****') 

1)0 148 1=1 .• NH 
I~RITE(2, 136>1, NOPP< n. I1DF<I.> 

116 FORHf/T<1H , 7X, 'NOOE NO. (', H, ' )', I..:I.H .. 11)<,' Napp:::'., 13, /..JH .' 1?:(, .. ' N 
10F:',13) 

I4R TTF.(2 .. 117.> NCOO ( 1,).. BC( n 
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3285 (CONT.) 

:C 

137 FORNRT(1H ,'NCOD=',I6,1,1H ,2X,'BC=',F19. 4) 
140 CONTINUE 

READ(1,44)RMU,RRHO,RKON,RCP,RBETR 
44 FORMRT(5EI1. 5> 

I~R ITE(2, 2) 
2 FORI'IRT<1H ,I, l.H ,5X, 'ELEMENT', 9,1(, 9('"NODE', (,g),l 

URITE(2,3) 
3 FORMRT(:1H ,I, 1H ,51<:, 'NO. :-', f:!X,' (1..)', 8X, '(2)'., 8X .. ·' (1)"" 8g" ", (.1)"., i:;: 
1X, ' (5)' 1 8X, ' (6)' , 8X, ' (7)' , 8X, ' (8'> ' , Sk, ' (9'> i ) 

DO sa N=1, NUMEL 
NEL<N)=8· 
DO 14:1 I=1,NBN 

141 IX(I,N)=NOP(N,I) 
MU(N)=RMU 
RHO(N)=RRHO 
KON(N)=RKON 
CP(N)=RCP 
BETR<N)=RBETR 
URITE(2, 50>N, (X(I, I, N), 1=1., NEN) 
URITE(2,68)O«2"I, N>,I=1,., NEN) 
URITE(2, ('8) (IX( 1, N), 1=1, NEN) 
URITE(2,26)NEL(N) 

26 FORHRT(IH ,1.:1H ,'NO. OF NODES RCTURLLY CONNECTED TO THE ASOP/: 
1ELEMENT=NEL=', 13) 

58 FORMRT(:1H ,I, 1H ,4X, 15, /, 1H ,4X, ' X CO-ORDS: -' , 3X" 9 (" Fr, 3, 4,!O'> 
60 FORMRT<:1H ,1.:1H ,,4X,' Y CO-ORDS: -', ]'X, 9(F7. 3, 4,1(» 
78 FORMRT(1H ,I,1H ,'NODRL CONC. (1I0:-',3X, 9([3,(:/,\'),1//) 
80 CONTINUe 

:C*********** •••• *.* ••••••• * •• * •••••• *.*******.** •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:C . .. , SCRLe x RND Y PALlIES BY DIVIDING 8~' THE CHRFMCTFRESTIC LENGTH 
:C.*********.******** •••••• ** •••••• ** ••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••• * •• * •• 
:C 

DO 210 N=1,NUHEL 
DO HI8 1=1, NEN 
XSCRL<1, 1, N)=.I(1, I, N) 
XSCRU2, 1, N)=X(2, T, N) 

HI8 CONTINUE 
UR ITE(2, 209> «XSCRL (.T, 1, N), 1=1, NEN)" .T=1, 2) 

289 FORMRT<1H " XSCRL (J, 1) =', 8F12, ].) 
210 CONTINUE 

ITER=8 
DO 181 K9=1, NDM 
DO 181. 1=1, NE 
DO 181 ,T=1, NBN 

181 U(K9, ,T, 1 )=8. 8 
UMRX=1. 8 
DO 11 1=1., NE 
DO 11 ,T=1" NBN 
U(2, ,T" I.l =I!I. I!I 
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~285 (CONT.) 

U(1, J, I.>=UMAX*( XSCAU2, ,T, 1»*(1. -XSCAU2 .. ,r .• I» 
11 CONTINUE 

RE/UND 4 
RE/IIND 5 

6 ITER=ITERH 
:C 
:C*********************************************************************** 
:C .... CALL [FRONT] TO (FIRST SOLVE THE ENERG~' EQUATION AI10 
:C .... TAKE RESULTS OF TEMPERATURES 
:C********.* •••• *.·.·****************************·******************~**** 
:C 

'C 

IF(ITER. NE. 1) GO TO 81 
/~RITE(4)NDF, NP, NCN, f1NGA .• NTRR, (NOPP( I), f1DF( 1), NCO[>( 1 ,I.. BC( I> .. 

11=1, NP) 
GO TO 82 

81 RENIND 4 
REA[:t(4.>NDF, NP, NCN, f1WGA, NTRA, (NOPP< 1), I'IDF( 1> .. NCOD( I), BCU ).' 

11=1, NP) 
82 CONTINUE 

L T=1 
CALL FRONTW, SHP, SHPf1, XX, VY, X5CRL, XS, SX, IX, NEL L X5tl, s.lm .. 

1SG, ra, UG, NOM, NOF, NEN, UO .. RE, GR, PR, LENGTH, /'IU, F:HD, RHOD, GRAI.'.. SF.TA .. DETT 
2, KON, CP, TW, TfI, XSJ, LT, 14, PIU 

IF(ITER. NE. 1) GO TO 832 
00 831 I=1,NH 

831 TOLO( I )=TNEN( 1) 
GO TO 817 

832 CONTINUE 

. C**"'.***"'********"'****"'.*"'**********************************."'**1'******* 
·C. . .. AFTER THE FIRST ITERATION CYCLE TEST FOR TE/'IPERATURE CONVERGENC£; 
·C.****.******.**·.·*··*·*··*····**·***···***********************,***** 
'C 

C 

[:to 835 I=1,NH 
CONI/1=TNEW( I )-TOLD( 1.) 
CON\I=SQRT(A8S(CONV1*CONV1.> > 
IF(CONI/. LT. 13. rH) loIRITE(2,834'> 
GO TO 835 . 

814 FOR/'IAT(1H ,/111, 1H .' '***** TE/'IPERATURE CONI'ERGENCE ACHIEI'F.D 
11N',I5,'ITERATI0NS *****') 

STOP 
835 CONTINUE 

DO 836 1=1, NH 
836 TOLO<I'> =TNEI.J( P 
81? CONTINUE 

00 iUS NXC=1, NE 
DO 83S 1=1,8 

S3S TELEM( I .. NXC)=TNnU IAB.~(NOPOIXC, T l.>.> 

C**********************************·*************************** •••• *** 
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1285 (CONT. > 

C .... CALL [FRONT] TO SOLVE THE CONTINUITY AND THE NAVIER-STOk'E'S 
C .... EQUATIONS, AND TAKE RESULTS OF PRESSURE, AXIAL AND VERTICAL 
C. . .. VELOCITIES. 
C ••••••• • •• ·················*·····***·**********·***·· •••••••••••••••• 
C 

IF(ITER. N~ i) GO TO 9] 
NOF~] 

NP==NH*NOF 
NCN==NBN*NDF 
I1WGA==8 
NTRA::8 
DO 15M 1=1,NH 
NOPP<I) ==]*1-2 
I10F<I >::] 
NCOD<I):8 
BC(1)=0.8 
1\0'1::]*1-2 
I V2==]'" I 
REAf) (1, 1SIH,HNCOO(J), J==IV1, n'2>, (BC(,T), J=lv1, 110'2) 

1581 FORI1AT(3I0,]F8. 8) 
URITE(2,1S0Z)I,NOPp(I),nOF(1> 

1582 FORI1AT<1H , 7X, 'NODE NO. (" [], ' >" /,iH ,1111' .• 'NOPP=', 11, /, iN ,i21< .. 
1'I1DF=',I3.> 

. URITE(2,1593) 
1503 FORI1AT(1H ,1.8X, , P', 5>:, I Lt' ,5X, 'V' ) 

URITE(2, 1584HNCOD<J), ,T=I','1., 1','2), (BCa) .• J=I'r'i, H'2> 
1504 FORI'/RT<lH .• ' NCOD=', 316. /, 1.H ,2>-:, 'BC=', 3F6. :1> 
1508 CONTINUE 

URITE(5)NOF, NP .• NCN, I1IJGR, NTRfI, <NOPP< 1), I1MO( 1>, NCOD( n. BC (1). 
11=1., NP) 

GO TO 84 
83 REIHND S 

RERD(S.>NDF, HP, NCN, I1IJGA, NTRR .• (NOPP( 1)', I10F< 1)1 HCOD( n. BC< n .. 
11::1, NP) 

94 CONTINUE 
LT=2 
CALL FRONTW, SHP, SHPI1, XX, ','\', XSCRL.. X5, SX .. IX, NEt. L X5N, SXN.. 

156, TG, WG, NDI1, NDF, NfN, lI8, Rf, OR, PR, LENGTH, /'Ill, RHO, RHOD, GRR~'.· BfTA .• DETT 
2, KON, cp, TW, T8, XS,T, LT, /J, PA) 

~ •• ** •• * •• * ••••••••••••• *.* •••• * ••• **.* •• *.* ••••••• *.* •••••••••••••••••• 
~. . .. NOU GOES BACK AND SUBSTITUTE THE NEU VRLUES FOR NEIJ VEL DC 1 n' 
~. . .. VALUES IN THE ENERGY F.l1URTION RGRIN FOR R NF./J TEnPFRRTURF. .. 
~.***.** ••••••• * •••••••• * •••••• * ••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ , 

DO 839 NXO=l,NE 
00 8]9 1=1.,8 
PELEfl( J, NI<O) =PRf55 ( IRBS(NOP(NII'{), 1».> 
UT:LEI1( 1.0 NXC»==URX ( lABS (NOP<'N.!<O, I>'>.l 

839 VELF.nn .. NX[»=VEROABS<NOP<'NXD, nn 
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1285 (CONT.) 

WRITE(2,282)ITER 
282 FORMRT(j.H ,1,1H ,'*******. NO. OF ITERATIONS::',. IS .. 21< .. ,******~,"" /) 

GO TO 6 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE ELGEN(X5CAL> 

:C 
:C*********************************************************************** 
:C. '" MESH GENERRTION ROllTINE lISING ISOPARAMETRIC CONCEPT. 
:C .... IT CRN DERL WITH MESH GENERRTION FOR DOMRINS WITH COMPLEX SHAPES 
:C. . .. AND FOR MUL TIPL V-CONNECTED DO~'AINS. 
:C*********************************************************************** 
:C 

COMMONIFRON!/NP, NH, NE, NBN, NeN, MWGA, NTRR, NMfm, NCRIT 
COMMON/FRON21 

1LDEF(50 .• 8). NOPP(181), MDF(1.81), NCOD(181), SCUB1), RH181> 
D1f1ENSION '</'1(8), 'r'1'1(8), X<1a(0), Y<10t1(1), NS(20a), 5HP(,8). I1X(8.> .. PWS). g 

1SCRLC2, 8, NE) 
:C 
:c*********************************************************************** 
:C .... ZETR, ETR COORDINRTES OF THE MRSTER NODES. 
:C*~********************************************************************* 
:C 

DRTA XXI-i. (J, 1. 0,1. (I, -1. 0,8. 0,1. (I, O. 8, -1. 0/ 
DRTR 'r''r'/-1. (J, -1. (J,1. e, 1. 0, -1. /3, O. 0,1. (1,0. /3/ 

:C*********************************************************************** 
:C 
:C . ... RERD/URITE CONTROL DflTA:-
:C . ... NXL= NO. OF ELEMENTS IN THt: ZETR DlRE:CTION, 
:C ..•. WL:: NO. OF ELENENTS IN THE ETR D1RECTON, 
: C. . .. NN=FIRST NODE NU/'1E1ER, 
:C. . .. ND= DIRECTION PARAMETER. 
:C .... IF ND=1 THEN ELEMENTS ARE NUMBERED 'SEClUENCTALL'r' ALONG I.INES OF 
: C. . .. CONSTRNT ZETR. 
·C . ... IF ND=O THE SEt~UFNTIRL NUMBERING IS RLONG LINE:.S OF CONSTANT ETR 
'C 
'C****************.*********·******************.*********.*****.***.***** 

C 

REAM1, 1.0M)NXL NYL.. NIl .. ND 
UR ITF.(2, 1001. )NXL N~fL, NN, ND 
to/R ITE(2, 1813) 
DO 5 I=1,NBN 

C***.***.*.***.* •••• **.*.*·**** ••• **.*****.*.***··**** •• *** •• *.********* 
C .... RERD/tO/RITE g. 'r' COORDINATES OF NRSTER NODES. 
C ••• ****.****.****·********····*·*···***.*·*******·********************* 
C 

RERD (:1.., :1.(102) g~,( I )" Yfl( 1) 
URITF.(2 .. 1.l1n:V[, XIU1) .• PM( n 

5 CONTINUE' 
11=11 
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:C 

(CONT. ) 

NSF1=2*N'r'L+1 
DO 5B I=1,NSF1 
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:C •• ··* •• *·"'**"'**·****************·*·*·····******·*·"'. "' •••••••••••••• "'.*. 
:C . ... ETR COORDINRTES OF ERCH GENERRTEC' NODE. 
:C************"'*.**·****.*********·*******·*******.·*·* •••••• "' ••••••••• *. 
:C 

:C 

'r'L=1. B-2. @*(I-1..)/(2*N'r'L> 
11=11+1. 

: C**************·.**************.*********.******** •• ** •• ***** •• *.*.1,*·1·.** 
: C. . .. NS( ) STORES R LIST OF NME NUMBERS OF ZETR=-1 .. 
:C.****.***.*************.***"'·*.*************** ••• * •• ** ••••• * •••• * •• * ••• 
:C 

:C 

NS( I>=NN 
IF(II. EQ. 3) 11=1. 
NSF2=2*NI<LH 
DO 45 ,T=1, NSF2, I I 

:C******.******************************************** •••••••••••• * •••••• * 
:C . ... ZETR COORPINRTES OF ERCH GENERRTED NODE. 
:C***·*****.******··****************·****** •• ·**· •• * •• **.* ••••••• * ••••• ** 
:C 

:C 

XL=-1.. 0+2. B*(J-1.)1(2*NI<L) 
DO 25 IJ=1.,9 

:C* ••••• *.********************** •• ***.**.**.*.*****"'.** •• "' •• **.*.* •• "' •••• 
:C .... CRLCULRTE THE SHRPE FUNCTIONS FOR ZETA, ETA CODRC>INATE5 OF 
: C. . .. EACH GENERRTED NODE. 
:C.*.*********·**** •• *******.**·*****.*·· •• ·.*.*.* •••• ** ••••• "''''.'''''' ••• *.** 
:C 

:C 

GO TO (HI, HI, 1.(1 .. HI, 20, 1. 5, 20, 15 H J 
113 SHP( I J>=I3. 25*<1.. EH·XL *x).a 1,1».'/1('1.. OH'l H'~'( 1 ,t) ·.j,(XL.X.I<n ,r.H .. ~'L·1'~'~'( I,n-

11. B) 
GO TO 25 

15 SHP( u>=o. 5*(1.. B+XU·X.I« U.l>*<1. O-~'LH'U 
GO TO 25 

2B SHP(N)=O' 5*<1. O+'r'LH'Y('f,T).l*(1. O-XL*.I<U 
25 CONTINUE 

:C.*.*******.************ •••• **********.*.*.*.***** ••••••• * ••• *.********* 
:C .... CRLCULATE THE g,'r' COORDINATE:S Of' ERCH NO PE F~OI'1: 
:C .... COLmtN VECTOR O<,'=CU~1ULRTI\o'E tN(f,\.1<[XI'10n FOR 1=1.,8. 
: C. . . . ('r' > SUM OF [ [WI n ) J 
:C*******··.*** •• * •••• * •• ** •••••• **** ••••••••••• * •••• ** ••••• *.* •••••• ** •• 
:C 

XXX=13. 13 
YV'r'=B. 13 
DO .10 /("'1, 8 
XXX=.I<XX+5HP(K).XM(K) 
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:C 

(CONT. ) 

YVV=VVV+SHP(K)*VM<K> 
30 CONTINUE 

X<NN)=XXX 
V(NN)=WV 
NN=NNH 

45 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 

I'1AXNOD=NN-1 
NS5=NS(1) 
NRITE(2,1814) 

IfEL=NVL 
IF(ND. EQ. B) HEL=1 

. DO 150 1=1,NYL 
IF(ND. EO. 1) NEL=I 
NS5=(I-1>*2+1 

:C 
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:C***********************************************.************** •• * •••••• 
:C .... NODE HUNBERS Rl.ONG EDGE ZETR=-1 FOR USE IN GENERRTING THE f:IP.5T 
:C .... El.EMENT DEFINETION OF A ROIJ OF ELEMENTS IN THE ZETA DIRECTION. 
:C***********************************'********·******* •• ***.*.** ••••••••• 
:C 

:C 

N1=NS<NSS) 
N2=H5<N5S+1) 
N:1=NS<NSS+2 ) 
1>0 14f1 ,1=1, NXL 

:C***.*'************.*************'*****""******.*·***.**** •••••••••••• 
:C . .. , NODE NUMBERS OF'ELEMfNTS Al.ONG R RON OF ELEf1tNT5 IN THE ZETA 
: C. . .. USING THE SEQUENTIRL NUME/ER INO OF THE NODE:S. 
:C.* •• • •• ** ••• ,· ••• *.··· •• ***·.*****.···· ••••••• ·.*· ••••• * ••••••••••••••• 
:C 

LDEF(NEL 1>=N'1 +(J-1.>*2 
LDEF(NEL S)=NJ+:1.+(l-1)*2 
LDEF(NEL, 2) =N'J+2+ (l-i,1.*2 
LDF.F(NF./.,6)=N2+:t.+(.T-V 
LDFF(NF.L J)=N1+2+(.T-1.>.2 
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'1285 (CONT.) 

LDEF(NEL,7)=N1+1+(J-1).2 
LDEF(Nt:L, 4):::N1 +(J-1)IfI2 
LDEF(Nt:L,S)=N2 +(J-1) 
Nt:L =NEL +MEL 

1413 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 

NRXNt:L=NXL*NYL 
IJRITE(2, .11315) 
DO .1rl3 NEL=1,MRXNEL 
IJRITE(2, 181a>NEL, (LDEF(NEL, [), 1=.1,8) 

.1 78 CONT !NUE . 
1888 FORMRT(4I18) 
.188.1 FORMRH1H.1,4X, 'NUMBER OF DIVISIONS IN LOCRL X DIRECTION=' .. 13.. ,i/ .. Sg 

1,'NUMSER OF DIVISIONS IN LOCRL Y DIRECTION=',B .• // .• SX, 'FIRST NODE" 
2NU~IBER=', 13,1/. SXi 'DIRECT ION PRRRMETER=', 11) 

1882 FORMRT(2F.18. 3) 
: 1081 FORMRH.1X,I5,4F.18.3) 

18.18 FORMRT(18X,15,3X,'NOP=',8I5) 
.1811 FORMRTUIIIII,5X, 'MRSTER NODAL CO-ORDINRTES', 1/, 

12X, , NODE', 9X.1HX, 9X, 1H~') 
18.14 FORMRT(IIIIII,5X,'NODRL CD-ORDINRTES',II, 

1 7X,'NOOE',9X,.1HX,9X,1HY) 
18.15 FORMRT(IIIIII,5X,'ELEMENT DEFINITIONS') 
1828 FORMRH6X .• IS. 2FH!I. 3) 

DO 1822 NX=1, NE 
DO .1021 K=1, NBN 
XSCRL<1, K, NX)=X( IRBS(LDEF<'NX, 10» 

1821 XSCRL<2. K, NX)=Y< IRBS(LDEF(NX, K.> >.l 
1822 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RBFIND2(U, SHP .. 5HPM, XX, ~'Y, X, X5, SX. IX, NEL.. LG, gsN, sXN 

.1,56, ra, 1~6, NOM, NDF, NEN, U8, RE, 6R, PR, LENGTH, MU, RHO, RHOD .. GRAI·', BETI1. [)ET 
2T, KON, cp, TU, T8, X5J, LT, IJ .. PR, NX, A> 

RERL MU, LENGTH, NU, KON .• NZ 
:C 
:C**************"'******.*·*******.**************·····'" ••• *."' ••••••••••••• 
:C . ... THIS ROUTINE CHOOSES IJHICH COEFFICIENT MRTRIX IS REOUIREf) 
: C. . .. TO BE COMPUTED, Ht:NCE EITHER TO HT5T.1 TO DO HTST7 FOR ENERGV 
: C. . .. OR TO HT5T.1 TO DO HTST8-TO -I-IT5T1.6 FOR NRII! F.P-STDIi'ES. 
:C 
: C. . .. L T=NO. OF VRR 1 AB/, F.S .• 
:C 
: C. . .. MM=NO. OF NODES/PER ELEMENT .• 
:C**.**·.******·*········*****·····"'·**····*··*··*·"'·· ••••••••••••••••••• 
:C 

COM,.,OH/FRONJ/ 
.1 NP .. HH .. NE .• NBN .. HCN .. H/JGR .. NTRR .. NNAX. NeR TT 

CONNOIJ ..... FPON2/ 
lNOP(~A.8).NOPP(181) .. NDF(IBl).NcnD(181).Rr(lBJ\.PI(lR1) 
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- :1..1 ... 

J285 (CONT. > 

:c 

CO~tMON/FRON1/ 
:1.SK(92:1.6), ESTIFN(S, 8>, G1SI4<250> .• 1 NTI:I1 <1. 51313.) 

DINENSION . 
1I.DE51<S), KCrEST<'S), NK(8), RM8, 8> 
2, E(1(96, 96), LHED<9G), KHED(96), KPIV(96), LPJI.'(9~,1 
1, ,TNOD(96), O(~(96), PVKOL<96.> 

DINEN5ION SHP(J, 9, NE). X(2, 8 .• Nln .•. 1(5(2, 2) .• 5.1«2. 2>. nU9 .. NE,I. XL (2 
1,9, NE) .• 5G(9), TfH9). IJG(9), XSf'1(2, 2), 511'f'7<'2 .• 2.> .• 5HN1(]' .• 9 .. n 
2E),XX(8),YY(8),X5CRL(2,8,NE),NU(NE),PHO(NE),KON(NE',C 
3P(NE).1 BHA<NE), U(,2, 8, NE), W(], 9, NE> 
4,V(2),K(9),R(8),PT(24),R(24.24) 

EQUIVRLENCE . 
1C5K(1), EO(1, 1», (GI5H(1.). PVKOU1», (GISH(Ul1.), Q(,l(j.,\) 
2, (ESTIFN(1, 1), MU1, 1»,. ClNTEG(1), LDE5T<1.n 
1, (INTEG(70), KOES1(1», <1NTE6(:1.40). NK(1» 
4, <INTEG(J/il9), LHEO(i», (INTEG(48J}), kHEO(1» 
5, (INTEG(500>, KPIV(1)>'. (INTEG(600). LPIVU.» 
6, (INTEG(7l!O), ,THOD(1» 

IF(L T. NE. 1) L T=1 
IF(L T. Elt 1> GO TO 16 
111=1 
,TJ,I=l 
l1X=1 
DO 1 ,.,=2, HI 

:C ••••••• **.* ••• ****** •• * ••••• * ••• * ••• * ••••••••••• * •• * ••••••••• * ••• ~***f. 
:C . ... FROPt HERE TO ]. TT IS A5~FNPUNG THE HATP1.v FOR FoRtH FI.FNPIT 
: C. . .. IJITH RI:SPI:CT TO mF. VAP.TP~I.F.S P. U . V. 
:C' •• ·.·.'*' .. ' .... "' .... """"'·'*"'-" •• ""'._' ••• * ••• ,.* •••••• ~.~ :c 

CALL HTST1 (/}.' SHP .. SI-IPf-/ . .vg. ~'~'.' x. XS. S.\:. 1,\: .• NEL /.t. .. .\'S~I. C;.~'N. 
lSG,TG,WG,NDH,NDF,NF~W1,PF.BR.PR.[FNATH,Mu.PHn.pun0.npAV. RcrQ. 0CTT 
2, KON. CP .. TM .• m .. X~ • .r. I, T, U. 
:m .. NM .• g .• PA .. P .• NX) 

"IN"PI-1 
(:IO if! 1=1...8 
DO 20 ,I=J" $ 
A(TI1,JJJ>=E5TIFM{T,J> 
•. T ,I ,T=.T,T ,T -I- J: 

2@ CONTu/UF
PT(IJT)·PT(IIT)+P(TI 
IJI=I1J+.? 
,Ter,T=1 IX 
.,rcr •. T"'MI) I) ( 1 Tg. J) 
IF(,T,I . .r. 1:1'. a) .J,T..T=.? 

1. 0 CONT I./II.IF 
11.\'::.7 J::'" 1 
.r.r.r"'1TX 
• .7 • .7. T,: ~111 r,,' .r r.~'. ,;) 
TF(.T.T,.r, "11. 11\ .T.T.r.", 
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52SS (CONT . .l 

:c 

I11=IFIXUFf.(IATOIN)+IJ. IJI1M.l/J. 0.),1-:1 
TI<'A=24H/,'(-2::;: 
DO J{·:t 11<'8=i, 24 

i 7:1. Ri ( II<'A+ 1 1(8-i.> =PJ.( I KA+ J/(F/-1. ) +PH J 1<'8) 
IF<'I((9'). F.O. IJ) GO TO 1 
IFCMM F.O. {I) GO TO 11 
GO TO 1.4 

:C***.~·~··.····*···*···········*···············*··*** *** •• ** ••••••. ~~ ••. . c. . .. E5T 1 F,.,= THF. ELEI1FNT COF.FFJ Cl FNT5 MATP f,~, 
: C. . .. RieR. H. 5 ... 
:C •••••••••••• ••••• ••• ······.··················*·*·,·, .. ***** •••• ***.~ ••• 
" C 

:C 

::;: CONTINUE' 
1.6 CALL HT~T1 W .• SHP .• SHP/'I, 10(, VII. g. X5 .. 51<.,1.'<.. NFt, r.r,. 1<51'1. ,:;.,.·~f. 

iSG, m. HO, NDM .• IJI)F.. NF.N .• /lA., RE, GP .• PR .• I.FNGTH .• NU. t:·HI1. RH(!O. (?PA .... RF""P. r,."~T· 
2, I(ON .• GP, TlJ .• T('l, I<S •. T .• LT .. lJ .• 
11.. fm, 1(, PA, P .• mo 
IF atl1. EO, €I'> GO TO :1.1 

1.] CONT WI.II: 
1.4 RF.TUP/J 

END 
SURPOI.ITTNE HT5THU .. 5HP .. SHP~I., gg. 11."., .1<., 1<5, 51<, .rn-l, TNF!. .. 1.11 .• .\'SN., :C.I''' 

:1. .• 513 .. m .• lJG., NNI .• NDF .• NFN., 1.11.1 .• pp, (JR .• p~ .• L.FN{1TH, ml., ,rNW, pl-mf')., t;pgl/. tl,C'T',' cr:'" 
2T., 1(0 N .. CP., TN .. m. SSJ .. l. r.. H .• . Tt,JlHCI-i, mt. 1(. PA, R. WO 

:c •••• *·.···.···**··················*··········~····*·*.*.* •••• * •••.• ~ •.•. 
:C .... THIS ROUTINF. DOE'S om.v Tf-IE '~OFt:'t:'ICIF.NTS PIATP!x: 
: C. . .. DETERN T NATI ON t:'np TSOPAPAfoIPTt:.' T C ,,"ADP JI. RTFt:'AI (8-NM •. r:·:; \ 
.' C, . .. £LENF.NTS ONL ',I .• 
:C.* •• * ••• **********.*.··.****··*··.*.·*····**·~*··**t.*~* ••••••.••••••••. 
:c 

ReAL WI .. I.ENGTH; Nil. k'ON. NZ 
CONMON/FRONi/ 

1 NP .. NH., NE .. NBN .• NeN, mJ(1A .. IJTPA, Nl1 A ,I! , Nr/uT 
COmtt1N.lFPIJN2/ 

lNOP(SO.S),NOPP(181).MDF(f81),NCIJD(181).RC(181).P}(jRf, 
CONI10N/FPONJI 

151(9216) .. ESTIFI'1(S .. 8,1 .. GISH(2."i(l.). INTfGCI..500) 
CONMtW/FPON5/ 

1TEI.E~I(8., 5@,I .• PELEN(B .• Sr.!,),UF./ .. F.'I(B."iP), \,oFI, fM L':", "ii'l), HF" 
DIMENSION . 

1LDEST(S). k'DEST(3) , NgU,1) , PRCS. 8) 
2,Ea(9f.96],LHED(96),I<'HF~(9~).KPIV(9~',tPJI/(~6) 
JnTI10D(9('). 00<'96) .• PVKOI. 1'%) 

DINEN5ION SHP(l,~NE',~(2.~NE).~5(2.?), S~(2.2).,TJY(9.IJF).Yl( 
1.2.9, N£). 5G(9), TG(9).UG(9).kSN(?2),5kM(2.2), 5HPHf?, 9.11 
2E).XI«P).'YV(S.>.X5CAlt2,R.NF).NU(NF),PHO(NF),rONI'NF',C 
JP CNf..l .. BF TA OJf.), /.I (;?, :=1 .• /IF), tU:<: • . 9., NP,) , 5.'1 (.1), PF. (.j ) , PI. 8,"'" ,I ), q I. .t'H " ,1 " 

4., \0'(;". k·(9). IU,"I) 
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'1285 (CONT.) 

E(}U I ~'RL EHCE 
:l.(SK<1 .. ), E(}(1, 1», (OISH(1.), PVKOL(1» .. (OISHC1JH). (}Q(f)) 

2 .. (ESTIFt1(1, 1), RAC:1., 1.'), <INTEi1(1.), LDEST(1» 
3 .• <INTfGO'O), KDEST(1)), (" HITEI3(148), UKf!'» 
4, <INTEG(3IJ8), LHEM!», (INTEGC400), KHED<i.n 
5, (INTEG(500).KPIV(I»,CINTEG(600).LPIV(:1.» 
5 .• C INTEG(788), ,THOD(1.» 

IFCNX. OT. 1) GO TO 18 
tJRITE(2, 9)1'fUCNX), RHo(NX.>, BETRc"NX.) .• KON(NX), cp<mo .. GRAV 

9 FORHRT(:1.H • ~f1U, RHO, BETA. KOH, cp, RND GRRV RRE .' -', l.i.H. 5E.1.S. 6.\ 
1l~ CONTINUE' 

K(1)=1 
K(2):2 
KG)=3 
K(4)=4 
1(5)=5 
K(6)=6 
KC'1>=7 
/«8)=8 
K(9):! 
DO HJO 1=1,8 
DO 90 ,T=1,8 

98 ESTIF/'1( [, ,T.> =0. 0 
18t1 CONTINUE 

TRIP:et. El 
SU(1)=CU(!,1,NX)+U(!.2.NX).1*a 5 
SU(2)::W(2, 2, NX)+U(2, 3, NX.).1*et, 5 
SU(])=WC!, 4, NX.>+U(:1. .. 3. NX> '>*0,5 
SU(4)::CL/C2 .• 2, NX)+U(2. 4, NX> >*8,5 
DO 94 1:::1,4 
PECI )=(SU( I> *0, 838*CP(NX >'>1(KON(NX)~:11:l0Il 0) 
IF(RBSCPE( 1». OT. O. 81..1 GO TO 92 
RLRf1C I >:::0. (} 
FlLPH( I ,I :::8. e 
GO TO 93 

92 CONTINUE 
FlLFlf1U )=(COTH(PE( 1>14. l~»- (4. 8/PE< 1» 
FlLPHC 1.):::2, e*aRNHCPE( 1>/2. 13) .>*U. 8+(,(], O*RLmH 1) )/PEU)) 

1 +<1.2. O/(PE( J.)*PE<I»»- U.2. O/pea.> )-~LR/'1( 1.) 
93 CONTINUE 

IF(NX. Gr 1) GO TO 94 
NRITEC2, 91>RLFlf1C'J), RLPH( 1>, pt:( J.) 

91 FORf1F/ T(1H , 'LRHDR=" .• F1.5. 6 .. 31<.. 'ALPHR:::'.. F:t..'i. 6 ... <.\'. " Pt=:=' . Ft..5 6) 
94 CONTINUE 

CRLL PORUSS(LG, LINT, SG. TO, NG.> 
DO 184 L=1., LINT 
NOIP=L 
ININE=NOIP 
IF(ITE~ NE 1) 00 TO 95 
CRLL SHAPE<'SG(NOIP) .. T'G<'NOIP) .• g, SHP .. .\'5 .• S,!<, .'<9, NN1 .. 'NP/.... nx .. NFlI., FPI 
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- 1.4 ..: 

"328S (CONT.) 

:C 

1. SE. , SHPM, XS/'t, XS.TM, SX"', NX, XX, .,,\1, NOF,. ININE, RLAM, ALPH,. 1·1,) 
GO TO 9G ' 

9S CRLL RESTORE< ININE,. I~, SHP, XS, SX,. XS.T, SHPt/,. gSf1, XS.TH, 5,~'H,. Kg. ~'~'" N.!O 
9G CONTINUE 

UIJ=I~G (L'> *XSJ 
GO TO (H, 1.2,11, 1.4..1.5,16,17..1.8, 1.9, 2a)lI~HICH 

1.1. CRLL HTST7 (K, V, SHP, l/, KON, RHO, CP, Ftl, F1., F2" F'3, F4" N,~·· PR, .'<.. HU, BErA" fJl.i 
1., NDF, NOH,. NBN, D, Ui, U2, DETT., GRAII, LENGTH., FS, FG, NF.> 

GO TO 1. 
1.2 CRLL HTST8 (K, V, SHP, U, KON, RHO, cp, Fa, F1., F2, F1, F4., N:>t.. PR" g, NU" BETA" NH 

1., NOF, NDI'I, HBN, G, U1., U2, OETT, GRRII, LENGTH, FS, FG" NE.> 
GO TO i 

iJ CRLL HTST9 (K, V, SHP, U, KON, RHO, CP, FB, Fi, F2, F1, F4, WI. PR. X" NU" BETA, NN 
1., NDF, NDM, NBN, G, U1., U2, DETT, GRRV, LENGTH, FS, F6, NE.> 

GO TO i , 
1.4 CRLL HTST1.lHK, V, SHP, lI, KON, RHO, cp, FB, F1., F2, F], F4, Ng" PR, X" tILl., BETA" IIH 

1.,NDF,NDf1,NBN,G,Ui,U2,DETT,GRRV,LENGTH,F5,F6,NE) 
GO TO i 

15 CRLL HTSTH (K, V, SHP, lI, KON,. RHO, cp, Fa, F1., F2, F], F4, NX, PR, X,, tw., BF-TP. NH 
1.,NDF,NDH,NBN,G,U1,U2,DETT,GRRV, LENGTH,FS, F6, NE) 

GO TO 1 
16 CRLL HTST1.2(K, V, SliP, Lt, KON, RHO. cp, F8, F1.,. F2, F1, F4, Ng, PR, g" ttu.. BETA, W-I 

1., NDF, ND,." NBN, G, U1., U2, DETT, GRRI', LENG TH, F5, F6, NE> 
GO TO 1 

1.f' CRLL HTST13(K, V, SHP, Lt, KON, RHO, cp, Fa .• F1., F2, El .• F4, NX, PR, ,'(, /'tl/" BErA" NH 
1., NDF, NM, NBN, G, lI1, U2, DETT, GRRll, LENGTH .• FS, FG, NE) 

GO TO 1 
18 CRLL HTST14 (K, V, SHP, Lt .• KON, RHO, cp, FB, n,. F2, F], F4, NX,. PR, X, MU" BETA" NU 

1, NDF, NDH, N8N, G, UL U2, OETT, GPRII, LENGTH, FS, Fb, NE.> 
GO TO 1 

19 CRLL HTST1.5(K, V, SHP, lI, KON, RHO, cp, FB, F1, F2, FS, F4, Ng, PR" X., t1U., BETA. flH 
1, NDF, NDH, N8N, G, U1, lI2, OF-TT, ORRI', LENGTH, FS, Fb, NE) 

GO TO 1. 
213 CRLL HTST16(K, V, SHP, l/" KON, RHO, cp, FO, F1., F2, n" F4" Ng. PR, 1(, tlU, BETA" NH 

1., NDF, NDH.- NBN, G, U1, lI2, DETT.. GRA,"" LENGTH" FS, Fb, NE) 
1. IF(K(9), EQ, 8) RETURN 

DD 1. 8] 1=1, 8 
DD 182 .T=1.,8 
ESTIFf1n, J)=ESTIFf1(,[, .T)+(F1.*'~G, I, NX)*SHP(1 .. ! ,T., NIO+F2*IJ(J, r.. wo 

1*SHP(2, J, NIO+F'3*IJ(1., I, NX)*5HP(1, J, NX>+F4*IU2, I., NX>*SHP<'2" J" NX,:' 
2>*lm+(F5*SHPG, 1, NX)*SHP(1., ,T" NX)+F6*SHPG, 1, NX.l*SHP(2, •• T" N,~:) ),HJI.I 
2>*UIJ ' 

1.02 CDNTINU~ 
IF(G. EQ, O. 9) GO TO 18] 

R( I )=G*I4< 1, [, NX) 
1.83 CONTINUE 
l.lN CONT! NU~ 

/'I~I=8 
RETURN 
END 
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1285 (CONT.) 

SUBROUTINE PGRUSS(L, LINT. R. Z. u> 
:C**********.****************************************** •• *.* ••••••••••• 
: C. . .. GRUSS POINTS RND I~EIGHTS FOR TWO DIf'1ENSIONS 
:C*********************************.************·***.** •••••••••••••••• 

DIf'1ENSION LR(9),LZ(9'. LW(9).RC9'.Z(9', WC9' 
DRTR LRI-1, 1, 1. -1. /!I, 1.8. -1. al. LZI-1, -1 .. 1, :1, -1. 8. L 0 .. 0/ 
DRTR WI4*25.4*4fJ,641 
L=3 
LINT=L*L 
WRITE(2.1818>LINT 

1818 FORf'1RTC1H • ,***** PGRUSS *****. LINT:::'. 12) 
: IFCL-2)1.2.3 
:C********************************************************.** •••••••••• 
:C .... 1X1INTEGRRTION 
:C*************************************************·**.* •• * •••••••••• *. 

1 R(1)=8. 
Z(:1,=8. 
UC:1)=4. 

: RETURN 
:C**.************************************·*******·*******.*.* •••••••••• 
:C .... 2X2INTEGRRTION 
:C*****.**.*****************************************.*** ••••••••••••••• 

2 G=:1. /SQRT<l. > 
DO 21 1"1.4 
RC I >=G*LR( I) 
Z( l>=G*LZC 1> 

21 U( 1>=1. 
RETURN 

:C************************************** •••• ****.* •••• * •••••••••••••••• 
:C . ... 3.1<3 INTEGRRTION 
:C******.****.**********************·***··*** •• ·*· ••••••••••••••••••••• 

3 G=SQRT<8. 6) 
H=1.181. 
DO 31 1"1.9 
R(l)=G*LRCI> 
ze 1,)=G*LZ( [> 

31 U( I) eH.LWC [> 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SHRPECSS. TT, X, SHP, XS, SX, X5,T, NDf'1, INEL, lx, NEN, FLG .. SHPH .. XS 

1/'1. XSJf'1, S.I<f'1, NX, XX, 1'1' .• NDF, [NINE, RLR/'I, RLPH, 10 
·c******************.****·********··**·*·**···*·**··*' •• ** ••••••••••••• 
·C. . .. SHRPE FUNCTION ROUTINE FOR TNO ()Jf1ENSIONRL ELEf'1ENT5 
·C .. .. THIS ROUTINE RLSO DeTERf'1INE!S THE UPIUNDING Nt:IGHTING FUlICT10ns 
. C .... RND THEIR DERH'RTIVES. 
·C* ••• *.·.····*·**·*·***··*····***··****·*···*·*·*····* •••••••••••••••• 

LOGICRL FLG 
RERL LiZ,L2Z,N.1Z,.N2Z,N3Z 
RERL Li T, L2T, Ni T, N2T, N.n 
CONf'10N/STORE/ZNG .. 9, 9.) .• Z5HPG, 9, 9), :::'<5<'2 .• 2, 9), ;::5.'«'2. 2 .• 9.), 
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:1ZX5J(9),Z5HPH(1,9,9),ZX5M(2,2,9),Z5XM(2,2,9),ZXSJM(9) 
2,ZXX(8,9),ZVV(8,9) 

COMMONIFRONV' 
:1 NP,NH,NE,NBN,NCN,MUGA,NTRA,NMRX,NCRIT 

DIMENSION SflP(],9, NE), X(2, 8, NE), 5(4), T<4> .. k5(2, 2), 5){(2, 2),11«9., m,) 
:1, 5HPMG, 9, NE), X511(2, 2), 5XI1(2, 2), XX(8), W(8), RLRI1( 4 .l .• RLPH( 4.>., 
2/0I(], 9, NE) 

: DRTR 51-13. 5, B. 5, e. 5, -e. 51, T,~-I3. 5, -B. 5, O. 5, @. 5/ 
:c***.*********************····***···****···***··**···.* ••••••••• * •• * •• 
:C .... FORM 4-NODE QURDRILRTERRL SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
:C .... RND DERIVRTtVES IN N~rURRL CO-ORDINATES 
:C****.******************·**·***·*··*·******·**·*·*··** ••• * •••••••••••• 

INEL:8 
DO :1B8 1=1,4 
SHP(], I, NX)=(8. S"'S( 1 )*SS).(8, S+'T< I )HT> 

. 5HP(1., I, NX)=5( 1>*(8. 5+ T( n*TT> 
5HP(2iI,NX)=T(I)*<8.5"'5(I>*S5) 
SHPM(],I,NX>=SHP(3.1,NX) 
SHPM(1,I,NX)-SHP(1.,l,NX) 

:1eB 5HPM(2,I,NX):5HP(2,I,NX) 
DO 6 IN=1-3 
DO 6 111=5,8 

6 5HPM(IN,II1,NX):/3, B 
: IF( INEL. GE. 4) GO TO :128 
·:C* ••• ************************.********.**.***.** •••• * ••••••••••••••••• 
·:C .... FORM TRIANGLE BY RDDING THIRD RND FOURTH TOGETHER 
':C** •••••••••••• **.*.·******· •• *** •• ·.**.***** •••••••••••••• * •••••••••• 

DO HI3 1=1,3 
: He 5HP(I,l,NX)=SHP<1,],NX>+5HP<I,4,NX> 
:C*************** ••• *·**.**·**·.***********.* •• * •••••••••• *.* •••••••••• 
: C. . .. RDD QURDRATIC TERMS IF NECE5SRR~1 
:C.*.*****.************·**.****.*··.·.*.** ••••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••• 

128 IF<INEL. GT. 4) CRLL SHRP2(S5, TT, 5HP, -IX, INEL, NX) 
L1z=e. 5.<1 .. -SS) 
L2Z"8. 5.H. +55) 
N1z=a. 5*55*(S5-1. ) 
N2Z"<1. -(5SI/lSS» 
N3z .. e. 5.55*<55+:1. ) 
FZ"(5. 18, ) *55. (5S+1 .. '*(S5-1. ) 
LH=I3. 5.(1. - TT> . 
L2T=I3. 5*(:1. HT> 
NH .. a. S*TT*(TT-1 . .> 
N2T"'(:1. -(TT*TT.>.> 
N3T=8. 5*TT*<TT+1. ) 
FT=(5. /S. )*TT*<TT.,.1, ).<'TT-:1. ) 
U(3,1, NX)=L:t.Z*Ni T+L1 T.N1Z-UZ.U T-ALPH(1)*L1 T·*FZ-ALPH(4.Huz*n 
U<1, 2., NX)=L2Z*Nl T+L1 T*NJZ-L2Z.L1 T-ALPH(1)*L1 T*FZ-RLP/H2 >*L2l.FT 
IU], 3, NN>=L2Z*N3T +L2T.Nn-L2Z*L2T-ALPH( 1) *L2T.FZ-ALPH( 2) .L2Z.FT 
IUl, 4, NX)=L1Z*N1T +L2T*NiZ-U Z.L2T-ALPH(1)*L2T*'FZ-RI.PH( 4> N_l.Z·~··Fr 
UG., 5, N.lO=l:l. T*N2Z+4. *RI.ANc'1 )*u. T.FZ 
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/oI(],6,NX)=L2Z*N2T+4. *ALAM(2)*L2Z*FT 
/01(3,7, NX)=L2T*N2z.J.4. *RlRI1(3)*L2T*FZ 
/oI(],8,NX)=L1Z*N2T+4. *RLRI1(4)*L1Z*FT 
/U], 9, NX.> =8. 8 

- 17 -

/U1.1, NX)=-8. 5*N1 Ha. 5*L1T.«2. *55)-1. >+13. 5*L1T-RLPH(i> * (."i. /8. )l/c 

1L1T*«]. *55*55)-1. >+e. 5*RLPH(4)*FT 
/01(1 .• 2, NX)=8. 5*N1T+8. 5*L1T*«2. *55>+:1. )-13. S"'LH-RlPH(1.>H5. /8 .. H' 

:1L:1T*«]. *55*55)-1. ,)-RLPH(2)*O. 5*FT 
/U1, 3, NX)=8. 5*N3T+8. S*L2T*«2. *55)+1.. )-13. 5*L2T-(S. ,"'8. >*AU'H( 3)·t' 

:1L2T*«]. *55*55)-1. )-RLPH(2)*0.5*FT 
/U1, 4, Nxr-=-8. 5*N3T+0. 5*L2T*«2. *55)-1. >+13. 5*L2T-RLPH(3)l/c(S. /8. )t· 
1L2T*«~ *55*55)-:1. )+~ S*RLPH(4)*FT 

/0/(1,5, NX)=LH*(-2. *55>+2. 5*RLRT1(V*LH*(O. *55*55)-:1. " 
/oI(1,6,NX)=-8. 5*N2T-2. *RLRT1(2).FT 
/./(1,7, NX.>=.;.L2T*2. *55+-2. 5*RLRI'/(]>*L2T*«] .. *55·*5S)-1 . .> 
/U:1, 8, NX)=-8. 5*N2T-2. *RLRM(4)*FT 
/01(1, g, NX)=8. 8 
/4<2,:1, NX,)=8. S*L1Z*«2. ,"TT)-:1. )-8. 5*N1Z+8 .. S*L1Z+RLPHU .. )HJ. 51FZ-AI. 

1PH(4)*(5.18. >*L1Z*«3. *TT"'TT>-:1. ) 
/01<2,2, NX)=8. 5*L2Z*«2. HT)-1. )-e. 5*N1Z+8. 5*L2Z+8. 5*RLPHU . .>"'FZ-AI. 

:1PH(2)*(5.18. >*L2Z*«3. *TT*TT>-1. ) 
/01(2,], NX)=e. 5*L2Z*«2. *TT)+:1. )+8. 5,"N1Z-8. 5H2Z-Rl PH(J') *f.I. 51'FZ-AL 

1P/1<2>*(S. 18. )*L2Z*«]. *TT*TT)-1. ,) 
/U2, 4, NX)=8. 5*L1Z*«2. *TT>+1. H8. 5*N1Z-8. 5*L1Z-0. 5*ALPH<JHFZ-AI. 
1PH(4)*(~ la )*L1Z*«(~ *TT*TT)-:1. ) 

W(2,5,NX)=-8. 5*N2Z-2. *RLRI1(:1>*FZ 
W(2, 6, NX)=-L2Z*2. *TT.,.4. '''RLR/'1(2) *(5. /8. >*L2Z*C<]. *TT·t:TT.>-l .. ) 
W(2,7,NX)=8. 5*N2Z+2. *RLRH(])*FZ 
/01(2,8, NX)=-L!Z*2. *TT+4. *RLR/'1(4)HS. /8. >*L1Z*«]. *THTT)-J,. ,) 

: /oI(2,9,Nx>=e. 8 
:C***"'******************************"'***********"'*"'''''''*"'***********ttt*t 
: C. . .. CONSTRUCT ,TACOB lRN RND ITS HwrR5r 
:C . ... <.TRCOBIRN TRRN5FORI1RTION FROI1 X, \0' • TO 55, TT.> 
:C*************************************************************ttt***t* 

DO 110 1=1,2 
DO H9 J=1,2 
X5(1, J)"'8. 8 
X511(I, J)=8. 8 
DO H8 1<'=1,8 
X511(1, J.I =XSfH1, J)+.I«1, 1<', NX>*5HPM(J, K .• NX) 

: 138 X5(1, J)=X5(1, ,T)+X(1, K .. N.I(.>*5HP(,r, K, N.lO 
:C***************>It>lt***~****************.*******.****.***t*********.* ••• 
:C . ... COI1PUTE JRCOBIAN DETER~'INANT 
:c**************************************.********i********************. 

X5JI1=X5~/( 1, 1>·"'Xg/(2, 2 )-XS/'1<1., 2) .f,XSN( 2, 1.> 
X5,T-=.I(5(:1., 1>*X5(2, 2)·X5(1., 2.>*X5(2, :1) 
IF(FLG> RETURN 
5XI1(,1, 1)=X5/'1( 2, 2),1X'S,rM 
5XN<2 .. 2'> "'XS/'/( 1.. :0 /XS.rM 
5XM(1.2)=-XSH(:1.~2)/XSJN 
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5XM(2.1)=-XSM(2.1)/X5JM 
5X(1.1>=X5( 2. 2>lXSJ 
5X(2.2>=X5(1.1)/XSJ 
5X(1.2>=-X5(1.2)/X5J 
5X(2.1)=-XS(2,1)/XSJ 
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:C****************************************************.**.* •••••••••••• 
:C .. .. FORf1 GLOBRL DERIVRTIVES BY TRRN5FORI1ING FRDf1 NRTURRL DERJI.'ATIVES 
:C .... TO X • ." DERIVRTIVES 
:C.****************************************************** •••••••••••••• 

DO 140 1=1.8 
TP . "5HP(1, I. NX)*5X(1, 1)+'SHP(2, I. NX>*S,I«2.1> 
5HP(2.I,NX)=5HP(1,I,NX)*5X(1.2)+SHP(2.I.NX)*SX(2,2) 
5HP(1. I. NX)=TP 
TPM =SHPM(1. 1. NX)*5X/,/(1.1>+SHN1(2. 1, N:<>*SXf1<2 .. :t.> 
5HP/,/(2.r.NX>=5HP/,/(1.I.NX.>*SXM(1,2)+SHPf1(2.I,NX>*SKl1f2,2 .> 
SHPM(1, 1. NX>=TPI1 . 
TPU =U(1. 1. NX>*SX(1. 1)+U(2. I,NX>*SX(2,1) 
U(2.I.NX) =U(1. 1. NX)*SX(1. 2)+U(2. I. NX>*SX(2,2) 

: 140 /01<1. I. mo =TPI~ 
:C**************************************************.********* ••••••••••• 1 

:C .... CRLCULRTE THE DIRECTION COSINES FOR THE USE IN THE 
: C. . .. FORMULRTION OF SUBROUTINE HTST! 1 F NECESSRR~'. 
:C*************************************************************.* •••••••• 

R1=5fJRT«XS(2. 1>*XS(2. 1) >+O<S(2. 2) *X5(2, 2'»'> 
B=SQRT«X5(1. 1>*X5a, 1» +(.1(5(1.2 )*XS(1. 2)'» 
X'«1 )=(-1/R1 >*XS(2, 2'> 
XX(2)=-X)«1> 
XX(1)=(-1IB)*X5(1.2> 
X'«4)=XX(1) 
XX(5)=-XX(1) 
X)(6)=)(X(2) 
XX(7)=I<X(1) 
1<)(8)=1<)«1) 
W(1.>=(1IR1 >*XS(2, 1,) 
""1'(2) =-I'~'(1'> 
WO>=(1,'B.)·.I<S(1.,1) 
W(4)=~'~'(1) 
",'\1(5)=-1'1'(1) 
1'1'< 6> = '1"\1 ( 2) 
W(7)=I'I'(3) 
''''''''(8)=-1'1'(1) 
1/01=1 
CRLL FI10VEOU1, 1 .. NX), ZIU1. .. :1.. THINE). 27*110 
CRLL F~IO\lE(SHP(:1..l, NlO .. 25HP(1.:1., ININE.l .. 27*110 
CRLL FI10VE(X5(:1. .. :1), 21<:5(1 .. 1, ININE), 4*110 
CRLL FI10VE(SX(1 ... :1.), Z5X(;1, 1, ININE), 4*110 
ZXS,T(JNINE )=I<S,T 
CRLL FI101/E(5HPI1CL:1., N.!<.> .. 25HPMU ... 1, ININE), 27·+<1/.1.) 
CRLL FNOIo'E(XS/1<:1. .. 1,1, ;::':S~1(1. .• :1., ININE.) .. 4*IIJ) 
CALL FNDVE(SHM(j,j).Z5HI1(1,1. ININE).4.,W) 
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ZXSJN(ININe)=XSJM 
CALL FHOVE(XX(1),ZXX(1,ININe),8*IU) 
CALL FHOVe(YY(1>,ZYY(1,ININE>,8*IN) 
ReTURN 
eND 

: SUBROUTINe SHRP2(S, T, SHP, IX, INEL, NX.> 

- 19 -

:C*******************.*********************************.****.* ••••• *** •• * 
:C . . ,. RDD QURDRRTIC FUNCTIONS RS NECESSARY 
:c*****.***** •• ·*·*··*·***************·***************.** •••••••••••••• 

CO/'l/'tON/FRONU . 
1 NP,NH,N~,NBN,NCN,/'tWGR,NTRA,N/'tAX,NCRIT 

DI/'IENSION IX(9,NE),SHP(3,9,NE) 
S2=(1. -5*S>/2. 
T2=(1. -T*T>I'2. 
DO U8 l=S,INEL 
DO 1ee J"1,3 

: 1eo 5HP(J,I,NX>=8. 8 
: C***.******* * .*****"'** ************ ** ** ** * *** ** ** **. * * * * ** * ** •• * .~: * .f: ••• :c .... MIDSIDE NODES (SERINDIPITY) 
:C.~**********************************"''''* •• **.*** •••••• * ••••••••••••••• 
:C IF(IX(S, NX). ea. 0) GO TO 181 

SHP(1, 5, NX).-5*(1. -T> 
SHP(2,5,NX)=-S2 

: SHP(],5,NX)=52*(1. -T) 
: C 181 IF(1NEL. LT. 6) GO TO 187 
:C IF(IX(6,NX).EQ.8) GO TO 182 

SHP(i, 6, NX) -T2 
SHP(2,6,NX)2-T*(1. +5> 

: SHP(], 6, NX):T2*(1. +S) 
:C 182 IF(INEL. L~ 7) GO TO 187 
:c IF(IX(0NX).EQ.0> GO TO i8l 

SHP(1,7,NX>=-S*(!. +T> 
SHP(2, 7, NX)-S2 
SHP(], 7, NX)::S2*(1. +T> 

:c 183 IF(INEL. L~ 8> GO TO 187 
:c IF(IX(S,NX). EQ. Et> GO TO 184 

SHP(1, 8, NX>=-T2 
SHP<2, 8, NX)"-T.(1. -5) 
SHP(],8,NX)2T2*(1. -S> 
GO TO 187 

·c*****************************************·***·*****· •• *.* •••••••••••• 
·c. . .. INTERIOR NODe (LGRRNGIRN> 
·C** ••••• *.*··.******·**·***··**··****····*···*·**·*··** ••• ** •••••••••• 
C 104 IF(INEL. LT. 9) GO TO 187 
C IF(IX(9,NX>. EQ. 8> GO TO 187 

SHP(1, g, NX>=-S*T2 
SHP(2,fi/, NX>=-T*52 
SHP(J, 9 .• N:<>=4. *52*T2 

c.***.* ••••• *******.** •••••••••••• * •••••••••• * ••• * ••• * ••••• *.*.***** •• 
c .... CORRECT EDGE NODES FOR INTERIOR NODE fUiRANGTAN) 
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:C******************************************************** ••••••••••••• 
DO 18G J=1, 1 
DO 185 1=1,4 

185 SHP(J,I,NX>=SHP(J,I,NX>-B. 25*SHP(J,9,NX> 
DD 106 1=5,8 

106 IF<IX<I .. mo. NE. 0) SHPa, I, NX>=SHPa, I, NX>-O. 5.SHPU, 9 .. NX) 
:C****.****************·*********·******·******·*···** ••••••••••••••••• 
: C. . .. CORRECT CORNER NODES FOR PRESENCE DF ttIDSIDE NODES 
:C.*.****.***.******·******~*******************·* ••• **.* ••••••••••••••• 

107 /(=8 
DO 189 1=1.,4 
1'1=1+4 
DO 188 J=1, 1 

18S SHPfJ, I, NX>.,SHPa, I, NX)-O. 5*(SHP(J, /(, NX>+5HNJ, 1'1., NX» 
189 /(=1'1 

RETURN 
EHD 
SUBRDUTINE RESrORE(ININE,/oI,SHP,XS,SX,XSJ,SHPf'I,XSf'I,XSJH,S>lMJ 

1XX, yy, NX> 
:C 
: C*******************************************·"'****·*··.*.*.*.*"'."' •• * ••• 
:C . ... THIS ROUTINE STORES THE SHRPE FUNCTIONS, UP~INDING FUNCTIONS RND 
:C . .. , THEIR DERIVRTIVES RESPECTIVELY FOR RLL THE INTEGRRtION PINTS 
: C. . .• OF ERCH ELEI'IENT, FOR RLL THE ELEI'IENTS !N THE I'IESH. IT REDUCES rHI: 
.·C . ... TII'IE NEEDEO TO PROCESS THESE PRRRf'lETERS RND FUNCTIONS RGRIN IF 
:C . ... NEEDED IN RNY SUBSEQUENT ITERFlTI0H CYCLES IN THE PROGRR11 FOR THI: 
: C. . .. SRME /'1ESH. 
:C**'********'****************"'************'**'******* •• * •• ** ••• "' ••••• '" 
:C 

COMMON/STORE/ZIUJ, 9, 51), lSHP(l, 9, 9), ZXS(2, 2, 9), ZSX(2 .• 2 .. 9.), 2.'><5,1('9) .. 
1ZSHPM(J, 9, 9>, ZXS/1(2, 2, 51), Z5XI'I(2, 2, 9), ZXSJ11(9), ZX>I(8 .• 9.>, Z~'~'(8, 9) 

COMMONlFRONlINP, NH, NE, NSN, NCN, MI~GR, NTRR .• NMRI<, NeR IT 
DII'IENSI0N IUl, 9, NE), SHP(l, 51, NE), 1<5(2 .. 2), S>I<'2, 2), SHP11C:~, 9 .. NO, XSI'1( 

12,2>, SX"(2, 2), XX (In , YW8) 
114=1 
CRLL F110VE:<Z/oI(1, 1, ININO, 101(1, 1, mo, 27*IIJ> 
CRLL FMOVE(ZSHP(1,1, ININE),SHP(1,1,NX>, 27.rW) 
CRLL FMOVE<ZXS(1, 1, !NINE), XS(1, 1>, 4.IW> 
CRLL FMOVE(ZSX(1, 1, !NINE), SX(1, 1>, 4*1100 
X5,T=ZXSJ( ININE) 
CRLL F110VE(ZSHP/'1(!. i, !NINE.>, SHP~1(1, i, NX>, 27*110 
CRLL FMOVE (ZXSM (i, 1, !NINE>, XS11U, 1.), 4*110 
CALL F"OVE(ZSXM(1, l, !NINE), SXM(1, i.), 41/11/0 
X5J"~ZXSJM(ININE) 
CRLL F"OVE(ZXX(1, ININE), XX(i>, 8*1101.> 
CRLL F/'10VE(ZY~'(1, WINE.> .. YY(1), 8*HJ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HT.t;T7 (/(" ~', SHP .• l/, /(ON .. RHO .. CP., Ftl .. ri .. r,,', F.~. F4 .• NX .. PR .. X.' MU. R 

iETA, NH .. NOF .• NO", NBN, G, Ul, Lt::?. DF.TT .. GRAIo'. LENGTH .. F5. FG. NF) 
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]285 (CONT. > 

:C 

RERL MU,LENGTH,NU,f(ON,NZ 
COMMONIFRON51 . 

HELEM(S, 58), PELEM(S, 58), UELEM(S, 58), VELEf1(S, 5ll> .. ITER 
D1ffENSION 1«9), SHPC1, 9, NE), U(2, 8, NE), 1(0N<Nn, CP<N£), IU2 .. S., Nf)" Hum 

1E),BETR(NE),RHO(NE),V(2) 

:c***************"'*"'******"'****************************.***.* •••••• *.* ••• 
:c 
:C .... ONLY THIS ROUTINE RPPLIES TO THE ENERGY EI~I.IRTI0N, :c . 
: C * "'''''''* "''''* "'''''''** *'*",,,,,,,****,,,** . ., ** **"'* *'" "''''''' "'** *"'** ** "'* '" '" * * * * * '" *. * *~,. "'. "' ••••• * :c 

F8=8. 
Ff=8. 
F2=8. 
F3=9. 
F4=8. 

• F5=9. 8 
F6=8. 8 
G==8. 
DO 28 1=1.,8 
IF(ITER. EQ.!) GO TO 27 
U(!, I,N~>=UELEM(l,N~) 
U(2,1,N~>=VELEM(I,N~) 

27 CONTINUE 
F1=F!+W(!, 1, N~)/1. 8>*SHP(], I, N.lO 

28 F2=F2+(U(2,I,N~)11. 8)*SHP(],I,NX) 
F3=I(ON(NX)IRHO(N~)ICP(NX'>/(1. 8"'1. 8) 
F4=/(ON(N~)IRHO(NX)ICP(NX)I(8 . .1.*8. 1) 
F5==-I(ON(NX>IRHO(N~>/CP(N:OI(.1.. 8*1. 8) 
FG=/(ON(N~>IRHO(NX.)/CP(N.I<Y(9 . .1.*8. 1.) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HTST8 (I(, V, SHP, l/, /(·ON .• RHO, cp, FO, F1, F2, n" F4" Ni<.. PR" g, 111.1 .. F.: 

.1.ETR, NH, NDF, NDM, N8N, G., Ut.. U2, DETT, GRRV, LENGTH, F5, F6" NE) 
RERL f'IU,LENGTH,NU,/(ON,Nl 
DIMENSION 1('(9), SHP(3, 9, NE), U(2, S, NE> .. /(ON(NF.), cPoln .• .1«2,,8,. NE), NU(N 

.1.E),BETR(NE),RHO(NE),V(2) 

:C"''''**'''*''''''*''''''*'''****''''''****'''*'''*********'''***********************.*.*** •• * ••• 
: C. . .. THIS ROUTINE HT5T8 RND THE NE.':<T ONE HTST9 CONSTT TUTF. THE 
:C . .. , CONTIUITY EQURTION, 
:C 
: C. . .. 1'IlI= DYNRf1IC VISCOSITY IN KG/~'SEC, 
:C***************"'****.*************.********************e***.*** •••••••• 
:C 

V(1.)==(/. 
V(2)=tl 
DO 1 1=J .. NBN 
V('?'>"'V(?)H/(,2" r, N)<.') 
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,. 
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, . 

(CONT. > 

1 \1(1)=10'(1)+1)(1,1, mo 
FB=e. 8 
F;t=PRI8. 5 
F2=8. 13 
n=8. e 
F4=8. 8 
6=8. (l 
K(9'>=1 
RETURN 
END 
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SU8ROUTINE HT5T9 (/(, V., 5HP .• U, 1(01-1.. RHO .• CP .• FO .. FJ. .• F2, ps. t=4 .. '·I.\·. PI'l. '\'. /.11: 1'" 

1F.TR, NH .• NDF, NOM .• NFlN, f), Ut.. U2 .• OF.TT, GRRV, LENGTH .. F.;. F6 .• NO 
REAL ~1U.. LENGTH .• NU. KON .. NZ . 
DIMENSION 1«9).SHP(1,9.NE).1)(2.8.NE>.KON(NF).CP(NF).X(2.P.Nr:,. MI'(N 

iE), BF.TfI<NE>. RHO (Nt.> .• V(2) 
F1=e. f.l 
F2=-HU(NX)I/J. 5 
RETURN 
ENC> 
SUBROUTINE: HT5Tl0(K, 10',51-11'. U .• kON, RHO .• CP .• FO .. Ft., F2 .. FJ .. F4 .. N.'~ .. "R, \' W' c, 

iETA .. NH .• NOF, HMI .. NAN .• G .. 1.11 ... U2,. DF.TT .• HR~', LENGTH .• F5 .• F6. NF> 
REAL ~1U. LF.NGTH .• NU. KON .• NZ . 
DHlF.NS!ON 1«9), SHPO. 9. NE),. U<2,. $. NE) .• '<'ON(N/!'.)., GP(NF). X(,?, .S, !iF:'. MU(',! 

1E).BETACNF>.RHOCNE).V(2) 

':C •••••••••••••••• ** ••••• * •••• ~*~.*.** •• *~ ••• *.«.* ••• *.«*t«t*t«~~····.··, 
': C, . .. THIS ROUTINE HT5Tl0 AIIf} THE RF5T CONSTf TUTF THF ,./,:Jllt FP- s'·,,!·r.c; 
': C .. " EOUATIONS .• 
I: C 
': C. , " RHO=fo1RS5 OF.HS T H' !(G/CUF: T (:~IF.TRF.5. 
;C 

':C.' •• « ••••••••• «.**«.« •• « •• '.«««.'.'.«.'«'«'«'««*«*« ,t.*t*t •• «**··· •• ••• 
"C . . . 

I· ,. 

Fl=(RHO(N~).V(2)'0. 5)-'M'J(/JX)/I1. 5) 
F2=RHO(NX).V(1).~ 5 
FJ= NU(NX)/O, 5 
F4= 1'11.1(/-1,'018. 5 
RETURN 
END 
SU8RIJUrrNE HTST11 (/(. V. "HP .. /.I. IWN .. (;'/./0 .. CP. F'~ .. F;", F';2,. n.' F',I .. IJg. pp,'< "'1'. c· 

.1FTA .. IIH· NDF .• N()I{. UFlN. 1'1."r.. u:~, f'>Frr.11F'1~"".I.I::'u;m. F!i. '::M, I1F) 
RfAI. NU .. '-£NGT1~, NI1 .. I'f'N, n"" 
DINFNSI!)N IU9.J.. 5HpO:, .CI. NF). I/I,,? .Cl, IIF', ';·OIJ(I1F.\, l~pOIF\ .. X(;'. ,0 •. ,fC' .~!{, I{ 

11:) .• AFrA(NE) .• PHO(NF.). 1<'(2) 

':C*«**,*.*'*.***.*.***'.'.********'****************'*'*'***'***'*.t*.*··~ 
'. C. . .. m::ANR IFNT TFNPFRATURF. .. 
. C . " m::F INA!. TFNpFP!1TUr;>F. 
·C**~.~*****~*~~:*****~*~**J'*f~k~****~*f·~1·~*.~~·~*~1,~*~t~J~'~.:~~~4'.·J~~~J ~.I~ 1 



(CONT . .> 

FO=O. a 
Fi=O. a 
F2=PA 
n=e. 0 
F4=O. a 
G=BETR(NX)*DETT*GRAV 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE HT5T12(K, \l, SHP .• U .. /<'ON, RHO .• CP .. FB, FL 1"2 .• F]. F4 .• 11'(. PP .. '(.1-11.'. r:' 
iETA, NH, NDF, NOI1 .• N8N, G, U1., U2, onT .• GRAV, LENGTH .• F5 .. F6 .. liE) 

REAL I1U, L'ENGTH, NU, KON, NZ 
DHtEN5ION /('(9), SHP(J, 9, Nn, U(2, 8, NE) .• KON(Nt.> , CPWE) .. )-((2 .. 8 .. NE) . .'-'/./<'1,1 

in, 8ETA(NE), RHO(NE), V(2) 
F i =RHO (NX.> * V< 2) 
F2=RHO<NX)*~I(1. > 
F1= I1U<NX.>t'(8. 5*0. 5) 
F4= I1U<NX) 
G=e. 0 
RnURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE HTST:1.](K, V, SHP, U, KON, RHO, cp, FO, F1., F2 .. FJ .• F4, N.'{.· PA .. X. l·tU.· P 

:1.ETA, NH, NOF, NDI1, N8N, G, U:1., U2, OETT, CiRRV, LENGTH, FS, F5 .• Nt.> 
REAL I1U .• LENGTH, NU, KON, NZ 
D1I1EN5ION K(9), SHP(J, 9, Nn, U(2, 8 .. N£), KON(Ne> .• CP(NE) .. X(;2 .• 8 .. IJf). 1'11.1(11 

:1.E), BE TA< NE'> , RHO(NE), \/(2) 
F1.=8. 
F2=8. 
F1=fJ. 
F4=e. 
G=8. 
K(9)=e. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HTST14<'K, V, SHP, 1./, KON .. RHO, cp, Fa .• F'L F2 .• F'J, F4 .. N.\· .. PA .. g. NU. P 

:1.ETA, NH, NDF, NDI1 .• N8N, G, (/1., U2, PETT, GRA~' .• LENGTH .. FS .. F6 .. NE) 
REAL I1U,LENGTH,NU,KON,NZ 
D1I1£N5ION 1«9), SHP(J, 9, ND, U(2, 8, N£), KON(NE), CP(NE) .. . ",'(2. 8, Nf). NUO} 

:1.E.>, B£TA(NE), RHO(NF.), V(2) . 
RETURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE HTST:t5(/(, \,I, 5HP .• U .. /(ON, RHO .• CP .• FIJ, Fi, F2 .. F] .. F4 .. NX.. PA .. g. NU. R 

:1.ETA, NH .• NDF, NDI1, N8N, G, Ul.. U2, DF.TT .• GRF1~', LENGTH .• FS, FG, Ne.> 
REAL NU, LENGTH .. NU, /(ON, NZ 
DIt1ENSION K(9), SHPO, 9, NE), ua~, 8 .. NE,I, KON<NE), CP<NE.>, 1'1'(2. 8.· NE). Num 

:1.£.>, 8ETA<NE), RHO(NE), V(2) 
F2=:1.. 
K(9)=i 
RETURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE HTST16(K .. 11. SHP .. U .. KON .. RHO .. CP .. FO .. F1 ... n .. FY. F4 .. NI<.. PR .. g. NI,I, F: 
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'3285 (CONT.) 

1.ETfI, NH, NDF, NDN, N8N, G, U1., U2, DETT, GRAV, LENGTH, F5, F6 .. NE) 
REflL NU,LENGTH,NU,KON,NZ . 
DII'IENSION K(9), SHP<1, 9, NE), U(2, 8, NE.>, KON(NE>, CP(Nf) .. 1«2 .. .9., NE). Num 

1.E), BETR<NE) , RHO(NE), V(2) 
Fa=!.o 
F1=1.13 
F2=13. 13 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FRONTW, SHP, SHPH, XX, VI', X, XS, 51< .• 11<.. NEL La .. !ISH .. 5,1111 .. 5 

1G, TG, NG, HOM, NDF, NEN, UB, RE, GR, PR, LENGTH, NU, RHO, RHO{), GRAV .. 8ETA .. DHT. 
: 2KON, cp, TN, TB, XSJ, LT, 14, PfI) 
:C***************************************************.* •••• * ••••••••••• 
:C .... FRONTAL ELIMINATION ROUTINE USING FULL PIVOTING 
:C******************************************** •• ****** •••••••••••••••• 

REAL HU,LENGTH,NU,KON,NZ 
COHHONIFRON11 

1 NP,NH,NE,N8N,NCN, HNGfI,NTRR,NMAX, NCRIT 
COMHONIFRON21 

1NOP(S8, 8), NOPP(181), MDF(1.S1.), NCOD(1.81.), 8C(1.81.) .• R1U.81.) 
COMMONIFRON]I 

l.SK(921.6), ESTIFI't(S, S>, GISH(2S8> .• INTEG(1S88) 
DIMENSION 

l.LDE5T(S),KDEST(S),NK(S),flfI(S,S) 
2,EQ(96,9G),LHED(9G),KHEO(96),KPIV(96),LPIV(96) 
1,JMOD(96),QQ(9G),PVKOL(9G) 

DIMENSION 5HP<1, 9, NE), SHPf'I(1, 9, NE), XX(S), 'r'I'(S> .• 
1X(2, 13, NE), 1<5(2, 2), 5X(2 .• 2), IX(9, NE), 1<511(2, 2), 51<1'1(2 .. 2), NEt (NO 
2, 5G(9), TG(9), NG(9) 
1, HU(NE), RHO(NE), KON(NE), CP<'NE>, SETA (NE.> 
4, U(2, S, NE), 14('], 9 .• NE> .• R(24 .• 24) 
5,1/(2) 

EQUIVALENCE 
HSK(1), EQ(1,l), (GISH(;O .• P~'KcJL(1'» .. <'G1SH(113:U .• QQ(V) 
2, (E5TIFN(1 .• 1.), RA(1,1», (INTEG(1.>, LDEST<1.,I) 
1, <INTEG(78), KPEST<1.», (INTEG(1.48.>, NK<1.» 
4, (lNTEGG13e), LHEP(:1.», <'TNTEG(4130), KHEM1» 
S, (INTEG(5130) .• KP 11/(1. n. (INTEG(6al3), LP Il' ( 1.» 
6, (INTEG((80), .mOD(:/.) 

NRITE(2,1.131.8) 
: 101.0 FORI1RT<1.H , '*.*** FRONT **"'**') 
:c**.* ••••• **.********,** ••• * •• *.* ••••• * ••• * ••••••••• *.* •.•.••.•...... 
;C. . .. PRF.FRONT 
:c.** ••••• *****.******·* •• • •••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

NELL=O 
NRITE(2,413t:t) 

. IF(NTRR. EQ. 8) GO TO 14 
:c •••• *."'.· •••••• * •• "'.*·"'*· •••••••••••••••••• * ••••• *.* •••••••••••••••• 
;C .... FIND LAST APPERRF.RNCE OF EACH NODE 
:C •••••••• *.*.* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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'1285 (CONT. > 

: 

. 
:C 

NLRST=8 
DO 12 1=1, NH 
DO 8 N=l,NE 
DO 4 L=1., NeN 
IF(NONN, L>. NE. I> GO TO 4 
NLRST1=N 
IF(NLRST. N~ NLRST1) GO TO :1 
NERROR=l 
NRITE<2,41G>NERROR,N 
STOP 

:1 CONTINUE' 
NLRST=N 
L1=L 

4 CONTINUE 
URITE(2,484)I,NLRST 

8 CONTINUE 
NDP(NLRST,L1J=-NOP(NLRST,L1) 
NLRST=9 

. 12 CONTINUE 
: URITE(2,48S} 
:C URITE(2, 412)(N, (NONN, L>, L=:1, NElN), N=1, NE.> 
:C*******.*******·*********~··******·*************~**·*.*.****.* •• * •• ** 
:C . ... RSSEMElLY 
:C*.***.*.*.*.***********·***·************·*******·*****.*.***** •• ***** 

14 CONTINUE 
LCOL=a 
KROI.J=8 
DD :16 Is:1, NI'1RX 
DO 1.6 J=1, N/'IRI< 
EO( J, 1> ::0. 

16 CONTINUE 
18 NeLL=NELL+1 

NX=NELL 
CRLL RElFIND2W, SHP, SHPI'I .. XX, yy, X, XS, SX, IX, NEUN.!O, LG, XSN .. Sg~I .. 

1SG, TG, UO .• NDM, NDF, NEN .• UO .• RE, GR, PR, LENGTH, MU, RHO, RHof), GRAV. enR .. onr 
2, KON, cp, TU, Ta, XS,T, LT, W, PR, NX, R) 

IF(L T. NE. 1> GO TO 118 
GO TO 121 

118 DO 119 lZ><=1,24 
DO 119 JZX=1,24 
ESTIFM(IZX,JZX)~@. a 

119 ESTIF~I<'IZX, JZX)=R( IZX, .72.'0 
12:1 CONTINUE 

N=NELL 
KC=8 
IF <t1WGR. EO. e> GO TO 21 
DO 28 I::1,NBN 
NK(l,)::NONN, n 

2(1 CONTINUE 
GO TO 23 



~28S (CONT. > 

2J. CONTINUE 
DO 22 ,r=J.. NBN 
NN=NOP(N,J> 
!1=IRBSCNN) 
K=NOPP(/'/> 
I DF=/'IDF (f'1 > 
DO 22 L=:/'. IDF 
KC=KC+1 
II=K+L-:/. 
IF(NN. LT. 8>11=-11 
NK(KC>r::I l' 

22 CONTINUE 
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21 CONTINUE 
'C***************.**.·.*.*******************************.**.* ••••• _----
C .... SET UP HERDING VECTORS • 
C**************.*.*.***.*************************************.* ••• _._. 

DO 52 LK=lJ NCN 
NODE=NK(LK) 
IF(LCOL.EQ.8) GO TO 28 
DO 24 L=J.. LCOL 
LLr::L 
IF(IRBS(NODE).EO.IRBS(LHED(L»> GO TO 12 

24 CONTINUE ..' 
28 LCOL=LCOL+:1 

LDEST<LK>=LCOL 
LHED(LCOL>=NODE 
GO TO 16 

12 LDEST(LK)""LL 
LHED(LL)"'NODE 

16 IF(KROI4. EO. 0) GO TO 44 
DO 42 K=1. k'ROU 
KK:K 
IF(IRBS<'NODE). EQ. IRBS<KHED(K>)) GO TO 48 

42 CONTINUE 
44 KROU=KROI4+:1 

KDEST(LK,I=KROU 
{(HED( KROU > :NODE 
GO TO S2 

48 KDEST<LK)=KK 
KHED(f({()=NODE 

S2 CONTINUE . 
C NRITE<2, 420>KROU. LCOL 
C URITE(2.424) 
C URITE(2. 428> (KHED({() , LHED(JO, {(=1, N~If1X> 
C 14RITE(2,412) 
C NRITE(2, 428)(KDEST<K,I, LDEST(K). K=1., NeN.) 

IF(KROI4. LE. NI1RX. fiND. LCDL. LE. NI1AX) GO TO 54 
NERROR=2 
14RITE(2,. 41 7.>NERRDR 
STOP 



~285 (CONT.) 

54 CONTINUE 
DO 56 L"1,NeN 
LL=LDEST(L) 
DO 56 K=.1,NCN 
KK=KDESTCK) 
IF(L~ EQ.2) GO TO 55 
EQ(KK,LL)=EQ(KK,LL)+RR(K,L) 
GO TO 56 
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55 EQ(KK,LL>=EQCKK,LL>+ESTIFM(K,L> 
56 CONTINUE 

'C URITEC2,436)NELL 
'C URITE(2,448)«EQCI,J),J=1,NMRX),I=1,NMRX) 

- 27 -

IFCKROU. L~NeRI~ RND.NELL. LT. NE> GO TO 18 
'C*.***********·*********·**·*·*******************··************** ••••• 
e ..•. FIND OUT WHICH MRTRIX ELEHENTS RRE FULLY sum1ED. 

'C ..•. ELIMINRTION PROCEDURE COMMENCES-HERE WITH THE SEARCH FOR THE 
e . .•. ROUS AND COLUMNS WHOSE HERDING VECTORS RRE CODEt> IUTH R NEGATIVE 
C .... SIGN; THESE ARE ENTERED INTO ARRRYS (KPH') ANt> (LPIII). 
e*********************************·*********·***····*·****.*.* •• ** •••• 

60 Le=o 
DO 64 L=1, LCOL 
IF(LHED(L). G£ 0) GO TO 64 
LC=LC+1 
LP H'CLC)"'L 

64 CONTINUE 
IR=O 
KR=8 
DO 68 K=1,KROW 
KT=KHE/)(K) 
IF(K~ G£ 0) GO TO 68 
KR=KR+1 
KPIV(KR)"'K 
KRO=IRBS(KT) 
IFfNeOD(KRO). NE .. 1> GO TO 68 
IR=IR+1 
.THOD erR) "'K 

e* ••• ****·*.·**·*************·**.***··**********··.·*·*.* •• ** •••••• * •• e ... , AFTER DETERHINING WHICH OF THE EQURTIONS RRE BOUNDRRY E1WR TI 0115, 
e. . • . NCOD IS GIVEN R VRLUE 2 TO ENSURE THRT THE EQURTION IS NOT 
C. . .. HODIFIED RGRIN. 
e***********.*.* ••• *.*.**.******* •• * •• ***************** •• *.*.*.* •••••• 

NCOD<KRO) =2 
R1<KRO)=Be(KRO) 

68 CONTINUE , 
e******** •• ********·***···**********·*.*·**·*·**· •• **.****.** ••••••••• e .... MODIFY EQUATIONS IHTH RPPLIED BOUNDRRY CONDiTIONS 
e***.******.****.*.·· •• *.*.*·*.***********.*·*·**··* •••••••••••• * •••• * 
C URITE(2, 448>LC, KR 
e URITF.(2, 428)(LPIV(K)" KPIV<K)" 1<'=1 .. , Nf1R.'<) 

IF( IR. EO. 0) GO TO 71 



:?285 (CONT. > 

:C WRITE(2,456) 
DO 713 IRR=1, IR 
K=,T~IOD( IRR) 

:C NRITEC2,428)1( 
KH=IRBS(f<"HEO(f(» 
DO 69 L=1,LCOL 
EO(K, L>=a. 
LH=IRBS(LHEl>(L> .> 
IF<LH. EQ. KH'>EQ(f<", L>=1. 

69 CONTINUE 
78 CONTINUE . 

: 71 CONTINUE 

164 

- 28 ..; 

:C •••••• _ •••••••••• * ••• • ••• *.* .. ····· .................................. ** 
:C . ... IT IS NOW POSSIBLE TO PROCEEl> U1TH THE PIIIOTRL SERRCH. THE 
: C. . .. LRRGEST ENTRY IN THE SUI1I1ED ROWS RND COLUMNS IS SOUGHT.. AND 
:C . ... IS FOUND IN THE POSITION (KPIVRO, LPIVCO.>. 
:c . ... IF THERE RRE NO ROIJS RND COLUNNS FULLY sum/El.> RT THIS STAGE AN 
:c. . .. ERROR I1ESSRGE NILL BE PRINTEl> TD INDICRTE THRT THE DINfN5IDN OF 
:c. . .. eE01 IS TOO SI1RLL RND THRT (NHRX> RND (NCRIT> SHOULD SE INCREASED 
: c. ; .. RCCORDINGL Y. 

:C ••• • •• ••• ••••• •••••••• •• ···········.·*.*······· •. ··· .......... **.* •• *** IF(KR. GT. a.RND. LC. GT. 8) GO TO 72 
NERROR=l 
URITE(2,418>NERROR 
STOP 

72 CONTINUE 
:C URITE(2, 468> ' 
:C URITE(2,464)(I,R1(1),I=1,NP) 
:C ••••• ' •• ' ••• ' ••• '."·'.* •.. ' ... '."""""'.' .• "" .......• ** •• ** ••• 
:C .... SERRCH FOR RBSOLUTE PIVOT 
:C ••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••• * •••••• * •• * •••• 

/' IVOT=O. 
DO 76 L=1, LC 
LPIVC=LPIV(L> . 
DO 74 K=1, KR 
KPIVR=KPIV(K> 
PIVR=EQ(KPIVR, LPIVC.> . 
IF(RBS(PIVR>. LE. R8S(PII-'OT» GO TO ?4 
PIVOT=PH'R 
LP H'CO=LF' IVC 
KPIVRO:::KPIYR 

74 CONTINUE 
76 CONTINUE 

;c ••• ••••••• ••• *.·.*···· .... · .... ··· .•.......... · ..•..... , .... **.** •• *. 
:C . ... NORI1RLISE PIVOTAL ROtJ 8'1 DIVISION HITH THE P[VOT., 
: c. . .. RND ENTER 1T INTO AN RRRAT' (QQJ 
: c ••••• , •• • ••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• ******.**** 

KRO=IABS(KHED(KPIVRD.») 
L CO= IABS<'LHENLP !\o'eo).> 

:C NRITF.f2 .• 4S2,IKRO./.CO, PFIIOT 
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:?285 (CONT.) 

IF(ABS(PIVOT>. LT. fE-BB) NRITE(2,476) 
DO 89 L=f, LCOL 
Q(1<U=E(W<"P IYRO, UIP IVOT 

89 CONTINUE 
RHS=Rf (KRO) IP 1 ~'OT 
R1<KRO)=RHS 
PVKOUKPIYRO)=PIVOT 

:C URITE<2,468) 
:C URITE(2,448)(QQ(L),L=f,LCOL) 

- 29 .: 

:C****************·*******************************··*·.***** ••••••••••• 
:C . .. , ELII1INATE' THEN DELETE PIVOTAL ROM RND COLUNN 
:C*******·*******··········*·*·**·***···*****·***··*··.* ••••••••••••••• 

IF(KPIVRO. EQ. 1.) GO TO 184 
KP IVR=KP I VRO-f 
DO fee K=1,KPIVR . 
KRI~= lABS (KHED (K >.> 
FAC=EQ(K., LPH'CO) 

: C URITE(2 .• 488)FAC 
PVKOL (lO=FRC 
IF(LPH'CO. Ell f. OR. FAC. EO. 13 • .> GO TO 88 
LPIVC=LPIYCO-1. 
DO 84 L"i., LPIVC 
EQ(K,L)=EQ(K,L)-FAC.QQ(L) 

84 CONTINUE 
88 IF(LPIVCO. EO. LCOL) GO TO 96 

LPH'C=LPIVCOH 
DO 92 L=LPIVC,LCOL 
EQ(K,L-f)=EQ(K,L)-FAC*QQ(L) 

92 CONTINUE 
96 RHKRN>=RHKRIO-FAC.RHS 

fOO CONTINUE 
f04 IF(KPIVRO. EO. KROloJ) GO TO f28 

KP IVR=KP H'RO+f 
DO 124 K=KPIVR,KROU 
KRN=IABS(KHED(K> > 
FAC=EQ(K, LPH'CO) 

:C URITE(2,488.)FAC 
PVKOUK)=FRC 
IF(LPIVCO. EO. 1) GO TO 112 
LP IVC=LP H'CO-1 
DO :1£18 L =1, LP I1'C 
EQ(K-1, L)=EO(l(, L)-FAC*QQ(L) 

108 CONTINUE 
1.12 IF(LPIVCO. EQ. LCOL) GO TO 128 

LPIVC=LPIVCO+1 
DO 1.16 L=LPH'C, LCOL 
EIUK-1, L-1>=ECUK .• U-FRC*QQ(L) 

1..16 CONTINUE 
. 1213 RHKRIJ)=RHKRIJ)-FAC*RHS 

124 CONTINUE 
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- 3£1 -

3285 (CONT. > 

128 CONTINUE 
:C*************************************************··· ••••••••••••••••• 
:C .... URITE PIVOTRL EQURTION ON DISC 
:C •••• *··**********·*·*********·***·*****·*···***·**··**.*.* ••••••••••• 

URITE(6) 
lKRO, LCOL,LPIVCO, (LHED(L>,QQ(L),L=l,LCOL) 
2, KRO/~, PIVOT, KPIVRO, (PVKOL(K), KHED<K), K=1, KRON) 

DO 129 K=1, KROU 
EQ(K, LCOL>-a. 

129 CONTINUE 
: DO 130 L=1,LCOL 
: EQ(KROW, L>"8. 

138 CONTINUE 
:C URITE(2, 436)NELL 
:C URITE(2, 449)(EQ(I, J>, J=1, NI1RX), 1=1, m1RX) 
:C URITE(2,469) 
:C URITE(2,464)(I,R1<I),I"1,NP)· 
: C.** ****** ************* "'* **** ***********. ** ** ** ** *.'It*. '" .'It"' ••••••. f< ••••••• :C . ... RERRRRNGE HERDING VECTORS 
:C*************"'*******************************··*****."' ••••••••••••••• 

LCOL=LCOL-1 
IF(LPIVCO.EQ. LCOL+1) GO TO 136 
DO 132 L=LPIVCO,LCOL 
LHED(L>=LHED(L+l) 

: 112 CONTINUE' 

. . 
116 KROW=KRON-l 

IF(KPIVRD. EQ. KROW+1) GO TO 144 
DO 148 K=KPIVRO,KRON 
KHED(K>=KHED(K+l> 

148 CONTINUE 
144 CONTINUE 

:C WRITE(2, 428>KROlol, LCOL 
:C URITE(2,424> 
:C. NRITE(2, 428HKHED(lO, LHEO(K>, K=1, Nf1RX> 
:C.*********************.*****************.*****.*.********* •••••••• * •• 
:C . ... DETERHINE UHETHER TO R5SENBLE, ELIf1INRTE, OR BRCKSUBSTITUT£ 
:C*******************************'**·*****·******·***** ••• "' ••••••••• * •• 

:C 

IF(KROlol. GT. NCRIT) GO TO 69 
IF<NELL. LT. NE) GO TO 18 
IF(KRON. GT. 1> GO TO 613 
LCD=IRBS(LHED(1l) 
KPI~'RO"1 
PIVDT=EQ(1,1> 
KRO=IRBS(KHED(1» 
LPIVCO=l 
QQ(1)=1. 
I~RITE(2, 452)LCO, KRO, PIVOT 
IF(RBS(PIVOT). LT. 1£-138) IJRITI:(2,476) 
Rl (I<RO.l=Rl (I<RO.l/PIVDT 
IJRITE(6.l 
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~285 (CONT.) 

f KRO,LCOL,LPIVCO,LHeO(f),QQ(1) 
2, KROI", PIVOT, KPIVRO, PVKOL(1), KHeD<1) 

CRLL 8RCKSU8(L T) 
: 400 FORf1RT<SH NODe,6H NLR5T> 
:C 484 FORMRT(1X,2IS) 
: 488 FORMRT(//16H NODRL NUN8eRING/) 
:C 412 FORMRT(9I5) 

416 FORMRTe/SH NeRROR:, IS, IldH ,'NO. " IS, 
1 62H eLeMeNT HRS NORE THRN ONe NODe WITH THE 
1162H SRME NODRL NUf18eR 
1/) . 

417 FORf1RT(ISH NERROR:, 15// 

- 11 -

1 62H THe DIFFeReNCE NMRX-NCRIT IS NOT SUFFICIENTLV LARGE 
1I62H TO PeRMIT THE RSSeM8LY OF THE NeXT ELE~IENT---
1162H EITHER INCRERSE NNRX OR LOWER NCRIT 
11) 

418 FORHRT(ISH NeRROR~ 1511 
1 62H THeRe RRe NO HORE ROWS FULLY SUI1HED, THI S HRT' 8E DUE TO---
1162H (1)INCORRECT CODING OF NOP OR NI< RRRRYS 
1/62H (2)INCORReCT VRLUE OF NCRIT. INCRERSE NCRIT TO PERMIT 
fl62H WHOLE FRONT TO 8E RSSEHBLED 

: 1/) 
;C 4213 FORHRT( 6H KROW=,I5,6H LCDL=, 15 ) 
:C 424 FORHRT( SH KHEO,5H LHED ) 
:C 428 FORHRT(2I6) 
:C 432 FORHRT( 6H KOEST,6H LOEST .> 
:C 436 FORHRT( 22H EQ MRTRIX ELEMENT NO:,H .> 
:C 448 FORHRT(28F~2.> 
:C 448 FORHRT( 4H LC:, H,I4H KR"', H/6H LPH',6H KPIV.> 
:C 452 FORHRT(1]H PIVOTAL RON"', 14, 16H PIVOTRL COLU~1N"', 14, i'H PIVOT= .. £20 .. 1[1 
:c 1) 
:C 456 FORHRT( SH JMOO .> . 
:C 468 FORMRT( iSH RIGHT HRND VECTOR .> 
:C 464 FORHRT<I5, E28. 18) 
:C 468 FORI1Rf( 12H PIVOTRL RO'" ) 
: 476 FORHRT(41H WRRNING-HRTRIX SINGULAR OR ILL CONDITIONED) 
:C 480 FORHRT(SH FRC: .. e213. H'> 

RETlIRN 
END 
SU8ROUTJNE RESOL <U, SHP, SHPM, xx, W. x.. X5, SX .• I g. NEt.. La .•. \(5(01, 5XN .. S 

1G, TG .• '''G, NO,." NDF .• NEN .• ue .. RE .• GR, PR, LENGTH, tltr. RHO, RHOO.' fiRRV. BETA. 
20ETT, KON, cp, m, TO, ><S,r .• L T .• /J .• PR) 

RERL ~fU, LENGTH, NU, KON, NZ 
:C ••• **** •• ******************.*******.******** •• * •• * •• **.*.* •••••••••••••. 
: C. . .. RESOLUTION FOR FULL PIVOTING 
:c •••• ** ••• * ••• ** •• ***.**.***.* •• *** •• * •••• ******* •••••• * •••••••••••••••• ' 

CO~fMON/FRON1/ 
1 NP, NH .• NE, NeN .. NCN .• mJGR .. NTRA .. NHA.\.;·, NeR IT 
COM~10N/FRON2 / 

1NOP(50 .. El) .• NOPPCUH> .. ~10FU.8j.) .. NCODUBJ..>, BC(JFlJ'> .. RH1.81'> 
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?285 (CONT,'> 

COMHONIFRON31 
15K(9216), E5TIFI'1<8, 8), GI5H(25B>,. INTEG(!508) 

DIHENSI0N 
1LDEST(8),KDEST(8),NK(8),RR(S,8) 
2, EQ(96, 96), LHED(96), KHED(96), KPIV(96), LPIV(96) 
],JMO()(96),QQ(96),PVI<OU96) 

- 12 -

DII'IENSI0N 5HP(3, 9, NE), 5HPI1(3, 9, NO .. XX(8.), ~1Y(8), 
1X(2 .• 8, NE), X5(2, 2), 5X(2, 2),1.1(9,. NE) .• X5rt(2 .. 2) .• SXrt<2 .. 2), I1Et OIF) 
2, SG(9), TG(9), NG(9) 
:;, HUmE), RHO(NE), KON(NE), CP<NE), BETfI(NE) 
4 .• U(2, 8, NE), 101(3, 8, NE) 
5, V(2) 

ElWIWlLENCE 
1(SK(1),. EQ(1, 1», (GISI0((1), PVKOL (:1.», (G1SH(10i), alHi).> 
2, (ESTIFN(1d), flR(!, 1», ([NTEG(1), LDEST(1» 
3, (INTEG<78), KDEST(1», (INTEG(!49), NK(1» 
4, (INTEG(38f.!), LHE()(1», (INTEG(413et), I<HED(1» 
5,(INTEG(598),KPIV(1», (INTEG(680),LPIV(!» 
€,(lNTEG(,ee),J~OD(1» 
URITCC2,1(18) 

: 1818 FORI1RT(1H ,'***** RESOL *****') 
:C ••• *.· .. ··*.·******·*·*·*···*··**····**···*·*····*·· •••••••••••••••.•••• 
:C, . " RESOLUTION 
:C •• * •• ** •• **.·**····**···**····*****·*·****·***·*·**· ••••••••••••••• * ••• 

. DO 2 NX=1,NE 
CRLL ABFIND2<U.. SHP, SNPI'I .. XX. \lY .• g, XS. SX. IX, NF.l<'NX.l .. LG. XS~I .. ~.~iN .. 

1SG, TG, 14G, NDI'I, NDF, NEN, ue .. RE .. GR, PR, LENGTH. MU .• RHO .. RHOD .. GRAV, BFnl. 
2DETT, KON, CP, TN, re, XS,T .• L To IJ, PR. mo 

2 CONTINUE 
CALL HILL T 1I'1E( IT 1I1E) 
IJR ITF. (2 .. 476>IT1HE 

:C IJRITE(2,4(2) 
DO 4 I=L HP 

:C NRITE(2,464'>NCOD(I).RC(T) 
IF(NCOD('1), LT,t) GO TO d 
RHJ.)=BC( 1> 

4 CONTINUt 
DO 12 NLL=1, NP 

RERMG) 
1 KRO .. LeOl,. LPIIICO, (LHF.D(U .. OO(U .. l=1.. LCOt.) 
2, KRt1l4.. PIVOT, KPIVRO, (PVKnIJICI, KHF.[)(k:'). 1(=:/. g,t:;IJl.I) 

PVgOL (' KP 1 VRO) =0 . 
• C I~R 1 rE (2 .. 488> KRON .. k'P 110'1<'0 
C URITF.(2.. 412,1 (PVKOUk')., /:'=3., I;'RIJIJ.) 

'C NRITF.(2 .• 416) (J(HED(K), ".=:t.. k;PIl/oJ.) 
RH5=RJ. (' gRO ,lIP H'OT 
RHk'RO)=PHS 

DO oS 1(=1 ... I(ROIJ 
1(,111,1= I RSS (k'HEDO() ) 
IFUIC(J() (K.t:;j.J,J, GT 11. ANt' .. ~;'I-IF[)(/'''). I?T. 11.' GO TO R 



'1:285 (CONT.'> 

RiCKRN)=R1CKRN)-PVKOLCK)*RHS 
8 CONTINUE 

NR TTE<'2 .. 4f1B) 
:C NRITE(2.4f14)CI.Rl(I).I=1.NP> 

12 CONTINUE. 
CALL BACKSU8CL T> 
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400 FORt-1AT(/iSH R rGHT HAND \IECTOR/) 
: C 4134 FOR~IAT(1S .. E28. l.M 

- J3 -: 

: C 40S FOR~1AT( 14H DISC CDNTENTS/6H KRO/·i= .. IS. 7H PI \o'OT= .. F!?O. :1. rJ 
:C L SH KPIVRO=. IS) 
: C 412 FOR~1AT(5E2B. HU 
:C 416 FORnRT<HIIS) 
: C 464 FORt1RT<' IS. E20. ill.> 
: C 472 FORMRT<' 213H BOUNDRR~' CONDITIONS) 

476 FORMRTCl2SH RIGHT. HAND SIDE COMPLETE AT. IS, lllH MILLWITTS//) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BACKSUEHL T> 

:C 
:C****************************************.*****···*.· •••••••••••• *.*.* 
: C. . .. BACK-SUBSTITUTION FOR FULL PIVOTING 
:C.**********.**.·*···**.·*···*·.··**··.** •• **···*.··· •••••••••••••••• * 

conMON/FRONlI 
1 tiP. tlH. NE. N8N. NCN. M/4GA .. NTRA. N~1AX. NCR IT 

COMMONIFRON21 
1NOP(SIJ. S). NDPP(181). HDF(1.81). NCDD(J.81>. BCO.SV, RH:l81..> 

COMt10NIFRDN3I 
1SI«9216).ESTIFM(S.8).GISH(25@).INTEG(1.5B13) 
CO~1MONIFRON41 

1TNEIH181,). PRESSC1S1). UA.W1S1,) .• VERU.81) 
Du/ENSION 

1LDESTCS).KDESTCS).NK(S).AA(8.S> 
2. ElU96 .. 96), LHED(9I;) .• KHED(96), KPIIo'(%> .• LPIVC9G:) 
1, Jfo10D(96). QQ(96.> .• PVKOU96.> 

EQUIVALENCE 
1(5K(1>. ElU1.1». (GISI-/(1.). PVKOU1». (GI5H<'1.131.) .• 00(1) 
2, (ESTIFr1(1.1>. ARCi.l.». (INTEG(f.), LDEST(1» 
1. CINTEG(7B), KDEST(!>'>. ([NTEG(1.413) .• N/Ul» 
4. ([NTEO(1130>. LHEMi) ,I. C II-ITEG(4813>. KHED(1.>.l 
5. C INTEG(580). KPIV(1». <'1NTF.G(6M). LPIV<l» 
6, C INTEG( 7l.113 >., JMOD <':1.) > 

/oIR ITE (2. lI.~i B.> . 
1011:1 FDRI1AT< 114 • ''''*'!t'''* BACk'5UB *",,,,,,,,,,,, ) 

:C"' •••• "'.*.*.*******"' ••••• "'.* ••• "'*.*.*"'*.* •••• ***.**.**** •• "' ••••• **.f·.* 
: C. . .. SACK 5U8ST HurrON 
:C •• ***.*.*"'***·**********· •• ·**·* ••• "'*** •••••••• "' •••• * •• "'.*.* •••• *.*** 

DO 4 1::1. NP 
4 SK( I.>=BC( 1.> 

DO 12 H'::j .• NP 
BACKSPACE 6 
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1285 (CONT.'> 

:C 
:C 
:C 
:C 

READ(6) 
lKRO, LCOL, LPIVCO, (LHECHU .• Q(UL), L=1, LeOL> 
2, KRON, PIVOT, KPIVRO, (PVKOUK), KHECHI<.'), K=f, KROI./) 

BACKSPACE 6 
loIR ITE (2 .• 484) 
NRITE(,2, 413S)KRO, LCOL LPIVCO 
UR ITE(2, 488) (LHECHL), Le l, LCOL) 
NRITE(2, 412)(Q(UL) , L=l, LCOL.> 
LCO=IRBS(LHECo(,LP IVCO» 
IFCNCOD(LCO>. GT. 8.) GO TO 24 
GRSH=8. 
QQ(LPIIICO)=a. 
DO 16 L=l, LCOL 
GASH=GASH-QQ(L)*SK(IABS(LHED(L») 

16 CONTINUE 
SK(LCO'>=R1(KRO)+GASH 
GO TO 32 

24 CONTINUE 
NCOD('LCO>·j 

32 CONTINUE 
IF(LT. NE. 1> GO TO 33 
URITE(2,416) 
GO TO 34 

13 NRITE<2,41'1'> 
34 CONTINUE 

DO 16 L=l, NH 
J=NOPP(U-1 
IDF"'I'IDF(L> 
IF(LT. NE. V GO TO 35 
URITE(2, 428)L. (SK(,T+I,),. 1=1, ILlF) 
TNEN(U=8. e 
TNE/UU=SK(JHDF) 
GO TO 1(' 

35 URITE<2, 421)L. (SK(,T+I>, 1=.1, It>F> 
KPLAC=3*L 
PRESS(L)=SK(KPLAC-2) H. 13£+135 
UA~(L)=SK( KPLAC-i.> 
VER(L>=SK(KPLRC) 

37 CONTINUE 
36 CONTINUE 

:C 484 FORI'IAT(.14H TRPE.CONTENTS> 
:C 498 FORMAT(19I5) 
: C 412 FORMRT<'5E29 . .18.> 

416 FOR~'ATueH RESUL TS/, 18g, 'TEMPERATURES'.) 
417 FOR~'RT(/8H RESUL TS/, 18X, 'P', 18X, I LV .. 18X, " V", ,I.> 
428 FORMRT(IS,2E18. 1@) 
421 FORMAT(IS.3E18.113) 

. RETURN 
END 
FINISH 
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APPENDIX V 
THE RIGID BODY ANALYSIS 

A RIGID BODY is one that suffers a negligible deformation when 
subjected to external forces. Such a body undergoes motion which is 
made up of translation and rotation. 

Motion is purely 

a) TRANSLATIONAL: If every particle on a body has the same instan
taneous velocity. 

b) ROTATIONAL: If every particle moves in a circle about the 
same straight line (the axis of rotation). 

Hence rigid body motion is described by: 

u = u - wt (y - b) o 

v = Vo + wt (x - a) 

(V.l) 

(V.2) 

and any displacements of the above form must be part of a rigid body 
motion. 

It is assumed that every point of the body moves parallel to a 
fixed plane (here the xy plane). and although the whole body need not 
necessarily lie in this plane, nevertheless every particle moves 
parallel to this plane xy, whence the x and y (but not the z, which 
is mutually perpendicular to x and y) of any particle can vary. The 
body will not generally move permanently in this way unless the polar 
axis of the body passing through C.G. is a principal axis of inertia 
of the body, or unless special constraining forces are introduced. 
Consider the frame in the following figure as a rigid body of mass M 
which has motion in two directions such that its centre of gravity. 
C.G. has both linear and angular motion. This combined motion is 
due to the fact that it is assumed that the body is subjected to a 
system of impressed (or external) forces such that they can be reduced 
to a Single resultant force acting at C.G •• together with a resultant 
couple TC.G. which has a polar axis passing through C.G. 
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y 

® 

0) ® 
.0 

~~ 6x =by = 0'0 at base 

a 

FIGURE (V. 1 ) RIGID BODY CONSTRAINTS 

It can be noted from Section (2.6) that one of the requirements 
of a displacement function is to allow the element to undergo rigid 
body movements without any internal strain, i.e. 

The displacements are given in terms of the shape functions, hence 
to identify the rigid body terms test for: 

(V.4) 

x 

where {oe} is the column vector of the element internal displacements 
showing that (V.3) is satisfied. Note that [B] is the matrix of the 
shape functions derivatives. 

Since the isoparametric 8-noded element has only scalar degrees. 
of freedom it undergoes translation or rotation during rigid body 
movements. For translation in anyone direction all the nodes have 
the same displacements. see equation of displacement function in 

Section (2.6) i.e. 
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fr = 0: Ni) fr or 

(V.S) 

for a rigid body rotation around the origin of the coordinate 
axes means that the u displacement at any point is equal to ay 
and hence, ui = y, i.e. 

and simil arly 

y='N.y. t.. 1 1 

or 

(V.6 ) 

(V.7) 

This is satisfied when all the nodal shape functions of the 
element add up to unity and x and y coordinates can be expressed 
as the sum of the products of the shape functions and the relevant 
nodal coordinates. 
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APPENDIX VI 

THE PATCH TEST ANALYSIS 

In some cases it is difficult to find displacement functions 
for an element which are automatically continuous along the whole 
interface between adjacent ~lements.(9) 

The discontinuity of displacement causes infinite strains at 

the interfaces. However, if in the limit as the size of the sub

divison decreases, continuity is restored, then the formulation will 

still tend to the correct answer. This condition is atways reached 

if: 

i) A constant strain condition automatically ensures displacement 

continuity, 

ii) The constant strain criterion is satisfied, £:e. the dispZacement 

function has to be of suc~ a form that if nodal displacements are 
compatible with a constant etrain condition such constant strain 
wiU in fact be obtained". (9) 

This in fact incorporates the requirements of rigid body disp1ace
ments where the constant strains are with a value of zero. This 
criterion was first stated by Baze1ey (see Ref. 37). 

To test that such continuity is achieved for any configuration 
when using such non-conforming elements it is necessary to impose. 
on an arbitrary patch of elements; nodal disp1acements corresponding 
to any state of constant strain. "If nodal equiUbl'ium is simultaneousZy 

achieved without the imposition of external, nodaZ, forces and if a 

state 0 constant stress is obtained, then clearl no external work 

has been "Lost through inter-eZement disaontinuitl/.". 9 

Elements which pass such tests will converge, "and sometimes, non

confotl1ling e"Lements wilt show a superior performance to conforming ones". 

The test can be introduced to check on whether a patch of elements 
Figure (VI.1) subject to constant strain reproduce exactly the con
stitutive behaviour of the material and results in the correct stresses 
(Ref 37). If it does. then it can be argued that the finite element 
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FIGURE (VI.l) A PATCH OF ELEMENTS AND A VOLUME OF CONTiNUUM SUBJECT 
TO CONSTANT STRAIN ~x. A PHYSICAL INTERPRrrAfIoN OF THE 
CONSTANT STRAIN OR LINEAR DISPLACEMENT FIELD PATCH TEST 
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model represented the real material behaviour and, in the limit, as 
the size of the element decreased would therefore reproduce exactly 
the behaviour of the real structure. 

This test would only have to be passed when the size of the 
element patch became infinitesimal, for most elements in which poly
nomials are used the patch-size did not in fact enter the considera
tion and the requirement that the patch test be passed for any element 
size became standard. 

It is obvious that a rigid body displacement of the patch would 
cause no strain, and if proper constitutive laws were reproduced 
no stress changes would result. 

The patch test thus guarantees that no rigid body motion straining 
will occur. 

The original concept of the Patch Test can be generalised for 
all finite element approximations and re-derived not only as a 
sufficient condition for convergence but also as an indicator of the 
convergence order which is to be expected (Ref. 94). 

8 16 
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4 NODE (11 
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1 

FIGURE (VI.2) AN ARBITRARY PATCH OF ELEMENTS WITH A FULLY 
CONNECTED NODE (i) 
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Consider an arbitrary element patch such as that shown in Figure 
(VI.2) in which at least one fully connected node (such as i) exists. 
At such a node: 

(VI.l ) 

where K~j is the element coefficients matrix resulting from a Galer
kin finite element approximation to a linear differential equation of 
the form: 

A~+p=O (VI.2) 

with a trial expansion: 

(VI.3) 

Now consider a local Taylor series expansion of ~, the order of 
the finite element approximation is governed by the neglected terms 
of this expansion. Thus if ~p represents an exact solution of the 
differential equation (VI.2) by a polynomial of order p (for which 
the load term takes an approximate value) then, if the finite element 
approximation reproduces this solution exactly, the element will be 
convergent with an order of errOr of at least 

• 

(See Ref 9) 

"To asaeX'tain the aatuaL aonveX'genae oX'deX' ble impose on eaah node 

of the eLement patah ehobln in seation (5.2) nodal dispLaaements aoX'X'es

ponding to an al'bitX'al'Y poLynomiaL expansion of the unknobln funation ~p. 
I we ind that e ation (VI.l) is exaatL 

of the oX'deX' 0 (h P+ ) wiU be assuX'ed It. 
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For more details (see Ref 9). The discrete load term has to be 
calculated using the appropriate loading function pp. 

The interpretation of the Patch Test used here is by applying 
only the edge values of the nodal parameters on the patch of the 
Figure in Section (5.2) and equation (VI.l) is used to determine 
aj . This was found to correspond with the correct value, with the 
strains correctly used the Patch Test was satisfied. 

This interpretation determined additionally that the matrix K .. 
lJ 

is non-singular, (see Refs 9, 64, 66, 100). 
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